
The Sirico Brief
[All non-active hyperlinks have been removed and the full articles appended in order of mention]

Introduction

On February 7, 2007, an Open Letter titled “On the Suppression of St. Philip Neri 
House, Kalamazoo, Michigan” written by Catholic writer, Randy Engel, author of  The 
Rite of Sodomy, was sent to Franc Cardinal Rodé, Prefect of the Sacred Congregation for 
Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life in Rome.  

The Open Letter, reprinted below in full, requests that Cardinal Rodé appoint a  formal 
board of inquiry,  independent of the Oratorian Confederation, to examine the charges 
brought against St. Philip Neri House, an Oratory in formation, and its religious superior, 
Father Robert A. Sirico. 

The  Open Letter  was  first  posted  by Renew America  columnist,  Matt  C.  Abbott, 
(www.renewamerica.us/columns/abbott) on   February 13, 2007, and was quickly picked 
up by other Catholic and religious news services. 

Response to the Open Letter, both pro and con, was immediate. 
Support for a Vatican investigation of Sirico and St. Philip Neri House came largely 

from traditional Catholic circles.
Opposition to the Open Letter came almost exclusively from the Acton Institute, based 

in  Grand  Rapids,  Mich.,  co-founded  by  Sirico  in  1990.  Acton  Institute  is  a  quasi-
Libertarian  economic/political  organization  whose  primary  purpose  is  to  influence 
government policy using a thin veil of religion for credibility.

On February  14,  2007,  one  day  after  the  Open Letter  was  made  public,  John N. 
Couretas, head of public relations for the multi-million dollar Acton Institute, sent Abbott 
an e-mail asking him to immediately remove the Open Letter from his Web site.

 Couretas claimed that the Engel letter contains “substantial falsehoods, was written by 
a person who did not allow Fr. Robert or the Acton Institute to respond to her allegations, 
and contains not a single person on the record backing up her claims.”

Couretas did not identify the exact nature of the alleged “substantial falsehoods,” nor 
did he explain why the Acton Institute, a non-Catholic entrepreneurial enterprise should 
be entitled to an opinion on a purely religious issue – the suppression of St. Philip Neri 
House  and  the  removal  of  Father  Sirico  as  its  religious  superior  by  a  Vatican 
Congregation.

In the meantime, Abbott received additional pressure to abort the Engel article from 
priest-friends of Sirico and other associates connected with the Acton Institute.  

After discussing the matter  with Engel,  Abbott  withdrew the Open Letter,  and the 
other websites followed suit. 

Subject closed? 
Not quite!
Actually, the debate on Father Sirico and St. Philip Neri House is just heating up. 
The Sirico  Brief contains  documentation  in  support  of  the  charges  made  against 

Father Robert Sirico and St. Philip Neri House in the Engel Open Letter of February 7, 
2004. A copy of the brief along with pertinent attachments has been forwarded to the 
Congregation for Religious. 
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________________________________________________________________

Original Open Letter
An Open Letter to Franc Cardinal Rodé, Prefect

Sacred Congregation for Institutes of 
Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life 

“On the Suppression of St. Philip Neri House, Kalamazoo, Michigan”

7 February 2007

Franc Cardinal Rodé, Prefect 
Sacred Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and 
Societies of Apostolic Life
Piazza Pio XII, 3 
00193, Rome, Vatican City State

Your Eminence, 

The purview of the Sacred Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life 
embraces  all  matters  concerning orders  and religious congregations,  secular  institutes,  and societies  of 
apostolic life  including associations of the faithful  erected with the intention of becoming institutes of 
consecrated life or societies of apostolic life. 

St. Philip Neri House located at 219 Woodward Ave., Kalamazoo, MI 49007 in the Diocese of Kalamazoo, 
Michigan, is a Society of Apostolic Life, and a House of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri in formation, and it 
therefore falls within the jurisdiction of your Congregation. The superior of St. Philip Neri House is Father 
Robert A. Sirico. 

This “Open Letter” has as its objective, the securing of a ruling from your Congregation that will bring 
about the suppression of St. Philip Neri House and the removal of Father Sirico as its superior. St. Philip 
Neri House is currently seeking membership in the Confederation of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri. 

The circumstances surrounding the erection of St. Philip Neri House and the selection of Father Sirico as its 
superior is a matter of grave public scandal,  and constitutes a clear  and present  danger to the spiritual 
welfare of Catholic men seeking vocational advice and spiritual  direction from Father  Sirico and other 
members of the community at St. Philip Neri House. 

A Portrait of an Apostate, Marxist, Active Homosexual, Gay Rights Activist

Father Robert A. Sirico was born on 23 June 1951, in Brooklyn, N.Y.  He is an Italian-American of Sicilian 
descent. He apostatized from the Catholic faith in his late teens. His time spent in the U.S. Navy after high 
school graduation was of short duration. Following his discharge from the Navy, he settled in Seattle where 
he took up with a cult called the Jesus People and joined their male commune known as Joshua’s House. 
By the age of 19, his brief flirtation with Marxism over, the charismatic youth embarked on a new career as 
an  itinerant  Pentecostal  preacher  and  established  his  own  “church”  known  for  its  “miraculous  faith 
healings.”  
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In  1972,  Sirico  established  a  different  kind  of  “church”  -  a  satellite  of  the  Universal  Fellowship  of 
Metropolitan  Community  Church  (UFMCC)  founded  by  homosexual  activist  Rev.  Troy  Perry  in  Los 
Angeles  in  1968.  The  UFMCC  teaches  that  homosexuality  is  neither  a  sin  nor  a  sickness  and  that 
“homosexual relationships should be celebrated and affirmed.” The UFMCC has been used as a battering 
ram against the Roman Catholic Church and Protestant sects who oppose homosexuality.  

In 1975, Rev. Sirico moved to Los Angeles and became the Executive Director of the Los Angeles Gay 
Community  Center,  one  of  the  oldest  and  largest  lesbian,  gay,  bisexual,  and  transgender  (LGBT) 
organizations in the world. He also continued his work as a minister of the UFMCC. 

On 21 April 1975, Rev. Sirico made the annals of “gay” history as a pioneer “gay rights” activist when he 
performed  the  first  same-sex  “marriage”  in  the  United  States  of  two  male  homosexuals  with  a  civil 
marriage license at the First Unitarian Church of Denver, Colo.   

One year later, on 12 April 1976, Rev. Sirico, dressed in a black clerical suit with a Roman collar made the 
pages  of  the  Seattle  Post-Intelligencer under  the  headline  “‘Male  Slave  Mart’  Raid  in  L.A.  Called  a 
Mistake. ” 

As reported by the Seattle  P-I, on April 10, 1976, Los Angeles policemen dressed in riot gear arrested 40 
persons participating in a homosexual “slave market” held at the Mark IV Health Club in Hollywood. The 
bathhouse was operated by a sadomasochist cult called the Leather Fraternity. Nude “male slaves” were led 
on stage by an auctioneer and inspected by potential buyers. “Slaves” went for $10-75. The undercover 
policeman at the auction told the press that he picked up a man for $16 following assurances from the 
auctioneer that the ‘volunteer for charity’ would perform specific sex acts on him. The auction room came 
complete with its own dungeons and cell blocks and sadomasochist apparatus including leather harness 
restraints and chains. 

The event was sponsored by the Los Angeles Gay Community Center headed by Rev. Sirico, who told the 
P-I reporter  that the Los Angeles  Police Department was “out to get” the gay community.  Rev. Sirico 
called the event a “harmless fund-raising event” staged to raise money for the Center’s venereal disease 
clinic.

The UFMCC in Los Angeles has confirmed that the Rev. Robert Sirico involved in the two history-making 
“gay” events at the Unitarian Church in Denver in 1975 and the Mark IV Health Club in Los Angeles in 
1976, is the same Father Robert Sirico, currently the superior of St. Philip Neri House in Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Sirico Ordained for the Paulist Order

On 13 May 1989, after completing his novitiate with the Paulist Fathers at their House of Studies in 
Washington, D.C., and his scholastic training at Catholic University of America, Robert A. Sirico was 
ordained a priest of the Paulist Order, a Society of Apostolic Life like the Oratorians.

THIS ORDINATION SHOULD NEVER HAVE TAKEN PLACE. 

On 2 February 1961, all superiors of Religious Communities, Societies without vows, and Secular Institutes 
received a copy of the document “Careful Selection and Training of Candidates for the States of Perfection 
and  Sacred  Orders”  from  the  Congregation  for  Religious.   The  Congregation  noted  that  while  the 
Instruction was “privately circulated” its contents were “a matter of public law.” The principle subject of 
the discourse of the Instruction is the proper vetting and training of candidates for Sacred Orders. The 
Instruction was in force, but obviously not enforced by the Paulists, at the time of Sirico’s ordination. 
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On the matter of the selection of  seminary candidates, the essence of which is the discernment of character, 
the tone of the 1961 Instruction is exacting, even strident Moral certitude as to the fitness of the candidate 
for ordination is demanded of the superior. The Instruction firmly acknowledges that chastity is the heart of 
religious  life  and  the priesthood.  Any candidate  unable to  observe  ecclesiastical  celibacy and practice 
priestly  chastity,  no  matter  what  other  “outstanding  qualities”  he  possesses,  is  to  be  barred  from the 
religious life and the priesthood. 

The 1961 Instruction specifically prohibits the advancement to religious vows and ordination of habituated 
onanists as well “as those afflicted with evil tendencies to homosexuality or pederasty, since for them the 
common life and priestly ministry would constitute serious dangers.” 

Even  though,  by  the  late  1980s,  the  Paulists  were  routinely  ordaining  known  homosexuals  for  the 
priesthood, their ordination of Sirico was especially alarming given his long habituation to the vice of 
sodomy and his public record of homosexual activism. 

Sirico Seeks Independence from the Paulists 

After his ordination, Sirico was assigned to the Paulist Center in Minneapolis, Minn., and shortly thereafter 
transferred to the Paulist Catholic Information Center in Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Unhappy with his situation,  Sirico toyed with the idea of seeking exclaustration from the Paulists provided 
he could incardinate in the Diocese of Grand Rapids, but Bishop Robert John Rose did not want him apart 
from the Paulist Order. Instead, Sirico petitioned and was granted a one-year sabbatical by the Paulists. 

In 1990, only a year after his ordination, Sirico underwent another career change. He became the President 
of the newly created Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty in Grand Rapids, an ecumenical, 
free-market  educational  think-tank  funded  by  Michigan-based  Dutch  Calvinist  business  entrepreneurs. 
Sirico  began  to  preach  another  gospel  –  that  of  Calvinist  economic  predestination  and  prosperity.  He 
declared that Catholic seminarians, priests and religious are especially ignorant of fundamental economic 
principles and need to be educated on the benefits of free market capitalism. To date, Sirico has lectured 
around the world including the Vatican on the ethical dimensions of the free market economy and faith-
based  environmentalism  as  promoted  by  James  Dobson  and  other  prominent  Christian  conservative 
evangelical leaders. 

Sirico Moves to Lansing Diocese and then Kalamazoo Diocese

Sirico moved out from under the authority of his Paulist superiors and away from the Diocese of Grand 
Rapids to the “gay-friendly” Diocese of Lansing under “gay-friendly” Bishop Kenneth Povish, a backer of 
the notorious New Ways Ministry. Sirico was assigned a rural parish by Chancellor James A. Murray while 
continuing to commute to his job at the Acton Institute in Grand Rapids.  

In 1998, Murray was appointed Bishop of Kalamazoo. Sirico followed him to Kalamazoo. 

For Sirico’s benefit, Bishop Murray immediately set up St. Philip Neri House as a pia domus – the first step 
in becoming an Oratory of St. Philip Neri and a member of the worldwide Confederation of the 
Oratory of Saint Philip Neri. 

Despite Sirico’s homosexual background, Murray appointed Sirico the superior of St. Philip Neri House.  

St. Philip Neri House currently claims four residents including three priests – enough to erect an oratory 
and be incorporated into the Confederation of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri. The residents include Father 
Sirico, Father David Grondz, Father James Richardson, and Brother Basil, an associate of Father Grondz.  
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Fathers Grondz and Richardson were ordained by Bishop James A. Murray for the Diocese of Kalamazoo 
on 13 May 2006 at St. Augustine Cathedral. In addition to their assignment at St. Philip Neri House, both 
are also engaged in pastoral work for the diocese.  

Questions of moral turpitude have arisen in connection with the seminary life of these three men, and with 
the close existing relationship between Grondz and Sirico, which I am unable to confirm or deny. However, 
as Prefect for the Sacred Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life 
you will be in a position to investigate seminary records and interview former oratory residents and visitors 
so as to render a fair verdict on these particular questions. 

I  have  been  in  contact  with men who have  discerned  at  St.  Philip  Neri  House.  Their  reports  suggest 
disturbing  patterns  of  behaviors  at  the  House  including  catty,  effeminate  conversations;  inappropriate 
touchings especially by Superior Sirico; the use of sexually explicit films including “gay” flicks as part of 
the oratory’s “Home Night” program; and violent exhibitions of [homosexual] rage by Sirico. 

These reports come as no surprise to anyone with even a minimum understanding of homosexual behavior. 
The very nature of homosexual relationships in the religious life and societies of apostolic life precludes the 
existence of the oratory concept envisioned by Saint Philip Neri, the father of the Societies of Apostolic 
Life movement.  Homosexual relationships poison the well of friendship, discipleship, and stability – the 
hallmarks of an Oratorian community. 

Petition Put Forth to the Congregation
 
Based on the complaints noted above, I place the following petitions before you as Prefect of the Sacred 
Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life:

1.  That  you instruct the officers  of the Confederation of the Oratory of St.  Phil  Neri,  specifically,  the 
Procurator General Very Reverend Edoardo Aldo Cerrato, C.O. from the Rome Oratory and the Delegate 
of the Holy See for the Oratory, Very Reverend Felix Selden, C.O. from the Vienna Oratory, to withdraw 
from active consideration the request of the St. Philip Neri House of Kalamazoo, Mich. for oratory status, 
pending an investigation of the above charges. 

2.  That  a  formal  board  of  inquiry,  independent  of  the  Oratorian  Confederation  and  its  members,  be 
established  to examine the above charges against Father Sirico and St. Philip Neri House.

3.  Upon finding these charges to be valid, that the Congregation order the dissolution and suppression of 
St. Philip Neri House. 

As  you  must  be  well  aware,  the  Holy  Father  has  frequently  spoken  out  against  the  very  concept  of 
homosexual “unions” and “marriages.” What do you think his reaction will be when he learns that the first 
“gay” minister to perform such a ceremony in the United States is now the superior of a Catholic religious 
order? 

In a press statement of 4 March 2006, you said that Pope Benedict XVI is seeking to revitalize the life of  
the Church beginning with the reform of religious orders. Why not begin this reform with the Oratorians 
and the Paulists and other societies of apostolic life and religious orders that have been compromised by the 
Homosexual Collective?  

One of the favorite sayings of Saint Philip Neri was “Christian joy is a gift of God flowing from a good 
conscience.” May you do your duty in the matter of St. Philip Neri House and Father Robert A. Sirico, and 
sleep with a good conscience this night.

Sincerely in Christ,

Randy Engel, author, The Rite of Sodomy
Box 356, Export, PA, USA 15632
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Randy.Engel@riteofsodomy.com

cc. Archbishop Gianfranco Gardin, Secretary
      Very Rev. Felix Selden C.O., Vienna, Apostolic Delegate
      Very Rev. Edoardo Aldo Cerrato C.O., Rome, Procurator General

Action Line
13 February 2007

Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ –

According to Cardinal Franc Rodé, Prefect for the Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and 
Societies of Apostolic Life, Pope Benedict XVI has made the reform of Religious Orders and Societies 
of Apostolic Life a principle goal of his pontificate. 

Letters, e-mails and faxes and phone calls to the Congregation in support of an investigation of St. 
Philip Neri House under the leadership of Fr. Robert A. Sirico are needed now! Contact:

Franc Cardinal Rodé, Prefect
Sacred Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and

Societies of Apostolic Life
Piazza Pio XII, 3

00193, Rome, Vatican City State
Phone: +39. 06. 69884121 

Fax: +39 .06. 69884526
E-Mail:  civcsva.pref@ccscrlife.va

Please give this “Open Letter” the widest circulation possible. No permission is needed to post it on 
your website or print it in your newsletter. Copies of this “Open letter” have already been sent out to 
all Oratories of St. Philip Neri throughout the world. 

Let our universal battle cry be Alto quien vive!! Loosely translated it means: Anyone on the 
battlefield who is still alive, stand up and fight!! Fight for your Faith! Don’t Give Up!

Randy Engel, author, The Rite of Sodomy – Homosexuality and the Roman Catholic Church
www.riteofsodomy.com ; Randy.Engel@riteofsodomy.com.

Sirico Timeline

1951 Robert A. Sirico is born on June 23, 1951 in Brooklyn, N.Y. He is an Italian-
American of Sicilian descent. He has three older siblings and a number of nieces and 
nephews some of whom have moved to the Kalamazoo area in recent years. 

His older sister and widow, Caroline Pannunzio, was born on October 25, 1938. She 
moved from her Florida home to Kalamazoo in 2004.  
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His older brother, Genaro Anthony “Tony” or “Junior” Sirico was born on July 29, 
1942.  He is  an  actor.  His  most  prominent  role  to  date  is  that  of  Paulie  Walnuts  in 
television series  The Sopranos. He currently resides in Bensonhurst in the borough of 
Brooklyn, and has made public appearances with his brother, Robert. 

Another brother, Carmine Sirico, also resides in New York.
SIRICO Marie.doc

1969 Upon graduation from high school graduation during the Vietnam War period, 
Sirico enters the Navy. He enlists on August 18, 1969 and is discharged six months later 
on January 20, 1970. 

In an interview with Ray Ruppert, Religion Editor of The Seattle Times on January 23, 
1971, Sirico claims he was discharged from the Navy because of his “clergy status.” This 
statement is false. According to records obtained from the Navy’s National Personnel 
Records Center in St. Louis, Mo. by writer Thomas Herron, Sirico entered the service at 
Ft. Hamilton in Brooklyn and attended boot camp at the Naval Training Center, Great 
Lakes, Ill. Sirico was assigned to the aircraft carrier, the USS Kitty Hawk ported at the 
Bremerton,  Wash.  Navy  Yard.  He  was  discharged  from  the  Naval  Hospital  at  the 
Bremerton shipyard less than three months later. There is no mention of Sirico’s “clergy 
status.”
 Discharge 1 
 Discharge 2 

1970 Sirico settles in Seattle where he joins the Jesus People Movement, led by Linda 
Meissner. She would later separate from her husband and the Jesus People and joined the 
controversial cult known as the People of God, headed by David “Moses” Berg. Sirico 
chooses a different path. 

The  19-year-old  Sirico  takes  up  residence  at  the  House  of  Joshua,  an  all  male 
religious commune in North Seattle operated by the Meissners, and begins promoting the 
theology and beliefs of the Jesus People. 

He soon gains a reputation and a large following as a charismatic preacher promoting 
the Pentecostal message and experience of “baptism of the Holy Spirit.” He claims for 
himself the gift of tongues, the gift of interpretation of tongues, the gift of healing and the 
gift of miracles. 

In  addition  to  drawing  support  for  his  Truth  in  Healing,  Inc.  ministry  from local 
Baptist and Pentecostal churches, he also attracts the attention of Catholic Charismatic 
and main-line Protestant churches. 
 miracle 1 

1971 Sirico begins to draw large crowds to the Bethany United Presbyterian Church. 
In his January 23, 1971 interview with Ray Ruppert, Religion Editor of  The Seattle  

Times, Sirico says he was no longer a Catholic and had become an ordained Pentecostal 
minister. 

Sirico tells Ruppert that his first religious experience occurred when he was preparing 
for his First Communion at  the age of seven. He said it  was like God and him were 
together and he was speaking directly to God. Sirico says that at age 11, while preparing 
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for his Confirmation, he first spoke in tongues. Kneeling, Sirico said, he spoke in another 
language before a crucifix.  “That I  believe  to be my baptism in the Holy Spirit,”  he 
explains. 

A woman named Mrs. Flourmill A. Marion, injured in a series of auto accidents in 
1966 and 1969, hears Sirico preaching on KTW, attends his healing service and claims 
she has been cured of pain and able to walk without crutches.

Rev. Ralph Johnson, a Protestant minister, at the urging of a university student from 
his congregation who is impressed by Sirico’s preaching, meets with Sirico and other 
members of the commune at the House of Joshua. Johnson brings a tape recorder and 
examines  Sirico’s  claims  of  speaking  in  tongues.  Sirico  could  not  talk  in  tongues. 
Johnson asks Sirico to translate Greek using his power of “interpretation of tongues.” 
Sirico could not do it. Johnson quizzes Sirico about his alleged cure of a young girl with a 
sight  problem which  had  proven  false.  Sirico  retorts  that  the  girl  had  not  remained 
faithful  and had “lost  her healing.”  Linda Meissner interrupts the meeting and orders 
Johnson out. Johnson concludes that Sirico’s miraculous claims are bogus and that Sirico 
is using his claims to gain control and notoriety in the commune. 
Healing: A Matter of Faith 1
Healing: A Matter of  Faith 2

1972  Seattle’s  Charismatic  Presbytery,  an organ 70 clergy and laymen  sets  up the 
Robert  Sirico  Foundation  to  finance  Sirico’s  healing  ministry.  A  spokesman  for  the 
Presbytery publicly praises Sirico as “a spirit-filled young man whom God has blessed 
with  a  marvelous  healing  ministry.”  As part  of  the  Charismatic  Renewal  Movement, 
Sirico’s “Miracle healing” is drawing capacity crowds at local churches. 

On  Wednesday,  May  10,  1972,  Sirico  holds  a  press  conference  and  publicly 
announces he is a homosexual and that he intends to start a homosexual church in Seattle.

Sirico  tells  the  press  that,  “The  harsh  stand  of  most  churches  has  driven  many 
homosexually-oriented  men  and  women…  to  suicide.  It  has  destroyed  in  others  the 
dignity and self-esteem that is the foundation of a health personality and a productive 
career.” “The gay men and women who have overcome this self-hate to live full lives 
have  generally  had  to  reject  Christianity  to  do  it,  because  Christianity  is  generally 
represented as incompatible with their nature,” he says.   

The  Church’s  history  of  “excommunicating,  scourging,  or  burning  of  ‘faggots’  as 
heretics and sinners is an arrogant perversion of the Christian law of love,” says Sirico. 
He admits that many friends including members of his own family have disowned him.
He says the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches will help bring 
the assurance of the love of Christ to gay people on the terms of self-acceptance that 
healthy people must live by. [The UFMCC teaches that homosexuality is neither a sin nor a 
sickness and that “homosexual relationships should be celebrated and affirmed.” The UFMCC has 
been used as an effective battering ram against the Roman Catholic Church and Protestant sects who 
oppose homosexuality.]  

The young affable Sirico smiles at the press and tells them he is very happy. “I’m 
hoping to be married to a beautiful man in Los Angeles whose work is translating for the 
deaf,” he confesses. He also announces that as pastor of the new MCC, he will perform 
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“homosexual marriages.” In a later interview with the  Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Sirico 
says that “Two men in bed together… was a holy experience – to hold one another close 
and confess together, “Isn’t God wonderful?”  

In  Gay  Seattle:  Stories  of  Exile  and  Belonging (University  of  Washington  Press, 
Seattle, 2003, pp. 161-163), homosexual activist and writer, Gary L. Atkins, quotes Sirico 
as  stating,  “The  blessings  of  the  Holy  Spirit  are  being  passed  onto  the  homosexual 
community… My [Christian] beliefs  have not changed. I have a relationship with the 
Lord that I never knew existed.” Atkins says that Sirico refused to repent what was not a 
sin and instead proclaimed he was “proud and glad that God has made me this way.” 

Sirico’s public “coming out” sends shock waves through the Charismatic Presbytery 
whose members, including Protestant and Evangelical ministers and Catholic priests, who 
oppose homosexuality.  

On Thursday, May 11, 1972, a delegation from the Presbytery meets with Sirico to 
counsel and dissuade. Sirico informs them that he was aware for most of his life that he 
was a homosexual, since the age of 13. 

He  says  that  he  used  to  believe  that  homosexuality  was  a  perversion  and  was 
condemned in the Bible, but recently changed his mind. Citing 1 Corinthians 6:9, Sirico 
says his new interpretation of this passage is that the  Bible condemns “trying to change 
one’s  sexual  orientation,”  that  is,  a  person  who  goes  against  his  heterosexual  or 
homosexual nature.  In his healing ministry,  Sirico says, he has found it impossible to 
“totally deliver” a person from homosexuality and has seen some become so despairing 
as to commit suicide. 

According  to  Presbytery  member,  Rev.  Richard  Denham,  Pastor  of  Bethany 
Presbyterian Church, that  past  February,  Sirico visited New Mexico and Los Angeles 
where he “worked over a bit of Greek in the New Testament” with persons sympathetic 
to a condoning of homosexuality within Christendom. Rev. Troy Perry, the founder of the 
Universal  Fellowship of Metropolitan Churches in Los Angeles befriended the young 
man and made a new convert for the MCC.  

 After Sirico and two homosexual companions walk out “belligerently and defiantly” 
from the meeting, more than 20 members of the Presbytery issue a prepared statement on 
Sirico’s  defection.  Rev.  Dennis  Bennett,  rector  of  St.  Luke’s  Episcopal  Church,  a 
principal drafter of the statement,  makes it clear that the Prebytery is not taken in by 
Sirico  or  the  MCC  propaganda  machine.  He  declares,  “Mr.  Sirico  is  not  actually 
ministering  to  the  homosexual  community  in  starting  a  “gay”  church,  but  really 
condoning and encouraging what Scripture and the Church clearly recognize as a serious 
sin.” “Ministering to the homosexual community would involve helping the homosexual 
be  delivered  and  healed  and  to  take  an  effective  and normal  place  in  society,”  said 
Bennett.  

Rod  McDougal  of  the  Jesus  People  also  expresses  regret  that  Sirico  had  chosen  his 
homosexual friends over his Christian friends stating that in order to recover from this “sickness,” 
Sirico needs to stop surrounding himself with ones with weaknesses like his own.   

All the members of the Charismatic Presbytery resign from Sirico’s Board en masse.  
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Bob Johnson, manager of the Broadway Theater where Sirico plans on holding his healing 
services announces that no Sirico-led service will be held at the Broadway.   

Later, Sirico receives permission to hold church services at the Capitol Hill United 
Methodist Church in Renton Hill. Communion services are held on Sunday mornings and 
a 5 p.m. Mass is celebrated each Sunday by a priest. 

Sirico forms a Youth Group at  the MCC made up of young homosexuals,  mostly 
males, including street hustlers. Young men from the local Gay Community Center are 
also hired to work at odd jobs at the church. [This pattern of surrounding himself with young 
males,  first  at  the  House  of  Joshua,  now with  young  homosexual  men  at  the  MCC,  would  be 
repeated again and again throughout Sirico’s life.] 

In  late  June,  Rev.  Sirico  travels  to  Vancouver,  British  Columbia  to  hold the  first 
religious service in the city for 30 homosexuals. From June 30 to July 2, Vancouver hosts 
a Gay Pride that includes a debate between Sirico and a Protestant minister who opposes 
homosexuality. 

 On August 6, Sirico’s church is formally chartered by the UFMCC and Rev. Perry 
preaches at the dedication service. Bodyguards are on hand to protect both Sirico and 
Perry. In a statement to the press, Sirico likens the MCC’s struggle for “gay liberation” 
with the civil rights movement of the late fifties. “If I have to be the person here who says 
“I ain’t movin’ to the back of the bus,’ then so be it,” he tells the press. 

Perry states  that  his  goal is  to  make homosexuality  accepted  in the church and in 
society. Other churches “have to recognize the fact that souls are being won to Christ,” he 
said. The dedication service includes the ordination of seven deacons. The young church 
claims 80 members, mostly male homosexuals and their relatives. [When AIDS hits the States, 
approximately 40% of the MCC’s male members will be living with AIDS or will have died of AIDS including 
many of its clergy.]  
Plans for a New Church
Pastor to Perform Homosexual Marriages
Church Needs Bodyguards

1973 On April 23, Sirico is among a group of homosexuals picketing the Seattle Police 
Department.  The  picketers  charge  that  Police  Chief  George  Tielsch  has  a  “personal 
vendetta” against homosexuals and that the police sexually harassed sexual minorities. 
When Tielsch does not grant the group a hearing, pressure is increased on him. Sirico and 
other homosexual activist picket Tielsch’s home. When Tielsch was finally forced out of 
office, Sirico made his famous quip, “Who says God doesn’t answer the prayers of gay 
people?” Sirico is joined in the picket by ex-priest homosexual William DuBay. 

Fr. William H. DuBay served as a priest of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles under 
James  Cardinal  McIntyre  (1948-1970).  In  the  mid-1960s,  DuBay  clashed  with  the 
cardinal on the issue of clerical unionism, civil rights, and leftist economics and politics, 
and was suspended. He moved to Oakland, Calif., and went to work at a Synanon drug 
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and  alcohol  rehabilitation  center,  but  he  disagreed  with  the  center’s  treatment  of 
homosexual  addicts.  DuBay  continued  north  to  Seattle  where  he  settled  down  and 
married  socialite  Mary  Ellen  Rochester.  One  year  later,  he  “outed”  himself  as  a 
homosexual and his marriage was annulled. He became a columnist for The Advocate, a 
national “gay” newspaper and joined up with  fellow homosexual activists Sirico. DuBay 
also established a “gay-affirming” Synanon-style clinic named Stonewall that was housed 
in a former Carmelite monastery on Renton Hill. 

In July 1973, Sirico continues his homosexual missionary activities by assisting in the 
establishment of a new Metropolitan Community Church in Cincinnati, Ohio. In a front-
page Associated Press release in the  Lima News of  July 7,  1973, Sirico is  quoted as 
stating that “The great oppressor of homosexuals in history has been the Church with its 
misinterpretation of the Word of God.” 

Later  in  the  summer  Sirico  travels  to  Ottawa  to  energize  the  “Gay  Liberation 
Movement in Canada. 

In October, Rev. Sirico is arrested by the Seattle police and is incarcerated over an 
incident in Pioneer Square, a popular cruising area that housed a public men’s room 
(tearoom) frequented by local homosexuals. Sirico is coming out of a local bar at 2 a.m. 
when he sees the police arrest two young male hustlers for sexual solicitation. When he 
attempts  to  interfere  with  the  arrest,  he  was  taken  into  custody.  He  joins  other 
homosexuals in the holding tank singing “We Shall Overcome” until he is bailed out by 
one of his parishioners. 
Cincinnati Church

1975 In February, Raymond “Dutch” Hunthausen arrives in Seattle. Under Archbishop 
Thomas Arthur Connolly (1951-1975) “Catholic” homosexual groups like Dignity were 
able to secure a foothold in the Catholic Archdiocese of Seattle, but under Archbishop 
Hunthausen  (1975-1991)  they  explode  into  a  frenzy  of  political  activity.  Under 
Hunthausen, Dignity masses continue at St. Joseph Parish, while religious orders in the 
Seattle archdiocese are heavily compromised. 

In the spring of 1975, Sirico prepares to move to Southern California. 
 
On April 21, 1975, MCC clergyman Sirico travels to Colorado where he performs the 

first same-sex “marriage” of two male homosexuals with a civil marriage license at the 
First Unitarian Church of Denver. He is assisted by Rev. Elder Freda Smith, the MCC’s 
first woman minister. Witnesses include MCC Rev. Elder Charlie Arehart and Rev. Troy 
Perry’s longtime assistant, Frank Zerilli. 

The following day,  the  Boulder Daily Camera runs a picture of Sirico,  dressed in 
clerics with a Roman collar and alb, preparing “communion” under both species for the 
“happy couple” - Anthony Sullivan and Richard Adams.  
   According to  Camera staff  writer,  Tony Stroh, Sullivan is Australian and his visa 
expires in July, 1975.  Through his marriage to Adams, Sullivan hopes to be granted the 
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status  of  First  Preferential  Alien  -  that  of  a  spouse.  Sirico  tells  Stroh  that  the  U.S. 
Immigration Service takes a dim view of homosexual aliens, nevertheless, the “wedding” 
is  intended,  in  part,  to  test  the immigration  laws and to  show that  same-sex couples 
should have the same right to marry as heterosexual couples.

On  June  11,  the  Seattle  Post-Intelligencer,  in  an  article  by  Joel  Connelly  titled 
“Exceptional Church is Accepted,” announce that the Church Council of Greater Seattle 
approves membership of the UFMCC affiliate church. Father Hogan, a Catholic priest, 
and a Catholic Board member supported the MCC affiliation.

In late summer of 1975, Sirico sets up residence in Los Angeles, and accepts a job as 
the Executive Director of the Los Angeles Gay Community Center, one of the oldest and 
largest Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) organizations in the world. 
The Los Angeles Gay (and Lesbian) Community Center was founded in 1971 by Morris 
Kight, a wealthy “gay” leader of the early Homosexual Movement in Los Angeles. Sirico 
also continues his work as a “minister” of the UFMCC. 

On  October  8,  1975,  The  L.A.  Times prints  a  letter-to-the  editor  from  Sirico 
congratulating the Times for its coverage of “gay” events. “How depressing life must be 
for  those  prime  examples  of  homophobia,  those  ancient  oppressors  of  people,  who 
suddenly find that they themselves are the ‘queers.’….Hate will never rectify the wrongs 
done us, but love can make the future a better place to live,” writes Sirico. 
Communion
Gay Fears Deportation
Exceptional Church is Accepted
Coverage of Gays

1976 In April, 1976, Rev. Sirico makes national headlines in a controversy over a Los 
Angeles  police  raid  of  a  male  slave  auction  sponsored  by  the  Los  Angeles  Gay 
Community Center. 

A  Seattle Post-Intelligencer article dated April 12, 1976 titled  “‘Male Slave Mart’ 
Raid in L.A. Called a Mistake,” features Sirico dressed in a black clerical suit with a 
Roman collar. 

The P-I  reports that on Saturday night, April 10, 1976, 65 Los Angeles policemen 
dressed in riot gear arrest 40 persons participating in a homosexual “slave market” held at 
the Mark IV Health Club in Hollywood. The bathhouse is operated by a sadomasochist 
cult called the Leather Fraternity. Nude “male slaves” were led on stage by an auctioneer 
and inspected by potential buyers. “Slaves” went for $10-75. The undercover policeman 
at the auction told the press that he picked up a man for $16 following assurances from 
the auctioneer that the ‘volunteer for charity’ would perform specific sex acts on him. 
The  auction  room  came  complete  with  its  own  dungeons  and  cell  blocks  and 
sadomasochist apparatus including leather harness restraints and chains.

The  Pasadena Star-News of April 12, 1976, reports that eye witnesses at the scene 
report acts of copulation and sodomy prior to the opening of the auction. 
 The event is sponsored by the Los Angeles Gay Community Center headed by Rev. 
Sirico, who told the P-I reporter that the Los Angeles Police Department was “out to get” 
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the gay community. Rev. Sirico called the event a “harmless fund-raising event” staged 
to raise money for the Center’s venereal disease clinic. He said he had bought slaves at 
similar auctions and had them clean his house.

Sirico networks with various radical  political  leaders such as Jane Fonda and Tom 
Hayden, but he continues to be single-minded in promoting “gay” rights 

[“Gay” activists consider the Mark VI affair to be the equivalent of the 1969 Stonewall Riots as a 
“resistant historical moment,” and report that it gave more respect to the leather (sadomasochist) 
community.] 
Police Raid Private Club
Male Slave Market Raid
Overkill in Raid
Charges not Pursued

1977 Sirico, now reported to have relocated in the “gay” Libertarian mecca of San 
Francisco, experiences a political “conversion” to Libertarianism.

Sirico reports that an unnamed friend provides him with reading materials  by non-
Christian libertarian economists such as Ludwig von Mises, Friedrich Hayek, and Murray 
Rothbard. This, he says, leads to his conversion to Libertarianism. [See Thomas J. Herron, 
“The Trouble with Converts,” Part I and Part II, Culture Wars, September 2005, Vol. 24, No. 9, and 
October 2005, Vol. 24, No.9, 10 for a basic guide to Libertarian economics.] 

Sirico becomes a spokesman for Libertarians for Gay Rights. [The original Libertarian 
Party for Gay Rights started in the United Kingdom in 1945.] He also embraces a  philosophy of 
Liberalism that  includes  freedom of  thought,  freedom of  conscience  and freedom of 
trade. 

On September  26,  1977, the  Los Angeles Times  runs an article,  “Libertarians Will 
Mount 1978 Gubernatorial Campaign,” in which Sirico is interviewed by Times political 
writer,  Bud  Lembke.  Sirico  lists  five  areas  where  Libertarians  and  “liberals”  are  in 
agreement: deregulation of drug manufacture, possession and use; decriminalization of 
prostitution  and  pornography;  extending  rights  to  homosexuals;  and  allowing  mental 
patients to be free if they don’t break any law. Sirico emphasizes that Libertarians have 
views  that  some  things,  such  as  sadomasochism,  are  morally  wrong,  but  they  don’t 
believe government should censor them. 

Three years prior to the Sirico interview, the Libertarian Party platform calls for the 
repeal of laws against voluntary homosexual and heterosexual behavior. It also endorses 
the right of same-sex partners to marry. It believes that adults have the right to private 
choice  in  consensual  sexual  activity  and opposes  any government  attempt  to  dictate, 
prohibit,  control,  or  encourage any private  lifestyle,  living arrangement  or contractual 
relationship.  
 Libertarians for Gay Rights

1978 Sirico receives an Associates Arts (A.A.) from Los Angeles City College. In the 
spring of 1978 he starts his studies at the University of Southern California. 
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1980 Sirico attends the University of London for a semester as an exchange student. 
 

1982 Sirico earns a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree in English from the University of 
Southern California. [In 2005, the Acton Institute biographical page on Sirico stated that 
his  degree was in economics,  but this  statement  was later  withdrawn. Sirico hold no 
advance degrees in economics.] 

Sirico returns to the East Coast and shortly thereafter enters the Catholic Paulist Order 
novitiate, and later, the Paulist House of Studies in Washington, D.C. 

[The Missionary Society of St. Paul the Apostle,  popularly known as the Paulist Fathers, was 
founded  in  New  York  in  1858  by  Father  Isaac  Hecker,  a  convert  to  Catholicism,  a  former 
Redemptorist missionary, and the  “grandfather” of contemporary Catholic “Pentecostalism.” Father 
Hecker preached in an “ecumenical” and “nonjudgmental” contemporary idiom. Many of his novel 
teachings, including the primacy of religious experiences over doctrine and discipline, and the idea 
that the Church must accommodate her teachings and discipline to the spirit of the new age in order 
to  attract  those  outside  the  Faith  were  soundly  condemned  by  Pope  Leo  XIII.  Given  Sirico’s 
background as a Pentecostal Charismatic minister, it was easy to see why he would be drawn to the 
Paulist Order.  

By 1982, the Paulist Order, like many religious orders and societies in the United States, had been 
heavily  colonized  by  homosexual  clerics  and seminarians.  That  Sirico was  an apostate  and  self-
described “gay” man and a notorious “gay” activist, did not appear to be a stumbling block to his 
acceptance as a candidate for Holy Orders by the Paulists, despite the fact that an absolute ban of 
known homosexuals from consideration as candidates to the priesthood or religious life was in effect, 
though not enforced, by Rome.  

Under the Paulist system, a candidate for Holy Orders serves one year as a postulant, two years as 
a seminarian, one year of internship, two more years as a seminarian, one year as a deacon, and is 
then ordained – a total of seven years.

Like the Oratorians, the Paulists are not a religious order, but a society of apostolic life. As such, 
Paulists  do not take formal vows like religious  order priests  such as the Jesuits  or  Benedictines, 
although some members assume the evangelical counsels by some bond (vow, oath, promise) as 
defined in their Constitution.

The specific apostolic work of the Paulists is the conversion of non-Catholics.]

1983 Sirico completes his postulancy,  and starts his seminary scholastic training at 
Catholic University of America (CUA) in Washington, D.C. 

1984 On April 23, 1984, Sirico attends the Northwest Bible Conference held at the 
Glen Acres Church, 11401 10th Ave. S., Seattle, Wash. He is unaware that the pastor of 
the church is his old nemesis, Rev. Ralph Johnson. When Pastor Johnson spots Sirico in 
clerical garb, he goes to his office, pulls out his file on Sirico and confronts him publicly 
with the information.  The incident causes quite a stir. Johnson recalls that Sirico said 
something like he knew this would happen one day. 

1985 Sirico begins serving his internship while residing at St. Paul’s College in D.C. 
operated  by  the  Paulists.  He  serves  as  a  chaplain  to  AIDS  patients  at  the  National 
Institutes of health. 
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1986 While attending classes at CUA, Sirico meets Kris Alan Mauren, a student of 
economics at Johns Hopkins University and the future co-founder of the Acton Institute. 
The two men discover they share common ground on religion and economics.   [One 
version of their initial meeting is that they met at a Bible study. The other version is that 
met at a Republican/Democratic student seminar.] 
Pursuit of Truth 

1987 Sirico completes his Masters of Divinity program at CUA, and in the fall of 1987 
is assigned to St. Lawrence Church and Newman Center in Minneapolis, Minn. operated 
by  the  Paulists.  He  is  put  in  charge  of  the  young  adults  program connected  to  the 
Newman Center. 
Paulists at St. Lawrence Church 

1988  In  March,  Sirico  produces  and  directs  a  musical  drama,  “The  Women  at 
theTomb” for  Newman  Center  college  students.  He  tells  news  reporters  that  he  is 
developing a television program for alienated Catholics. 

On May 5, 1988, Sirico gives a talk at  the Newman Center titled “Theologians in 
Search of Liberation – A Critique,” in which he says, “It is my contention that a society 
where free minds and free markets are respected and protected is the kind of society that 
best promotes progress and human dignity.” 

Sirico is raised to the deaconate. 
Church's Musical Drama Tells of Christ's Passion

1989 Father Sirico is ordained a priest of the Paulist Order on May 13, 1989. [It is 
unclear if his religious superiors requested and/or obtained the required dispensations from Rome in 
connection with the various canonical impediments and irregularities connected with Sirico’s past life 
as  a  notorious  apostate  and  homosexual  activist.  This  would  be  a  matter  for  the  Vatican  to 
investigate. ]  

The newly ordained Fr. Robert  A. Sirico,  c.s.p.,  is  initially assigned to the Paulist 
Center  in  Minneapolis,  but  shortly,  thereafter,  is  transferred  to  the  Paulist  Catholic 
Information Center (CIC) in Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Sirico and another Paulist priest, Fr. James Fisher, present a talk at the CIC, “Who 
Was Ayn Rand?” Both priests are admirers  of Ms. Rand, atheist  and author of  Atlas  
Shrugged and  prophetess  of  the  philosophy  of  Objectivism  and  “the  virtue  of 
selfishness,” and the “godmother” of the Libertarian Party.   [A tape of  the Sirico-Fisher 
lecture confirms that that Sirico’s return to the Catholic Church and ordination to the priesthood did 
not substantially alter the Libertarian ideals he acquired during the heyday of his “gay” Libertarian 
Party activism in San Francisco, albeit, with a Christian veneer.]   

Sirico says he is experiencing a growing concern over the lack of training religious 
studies  students  receive  in  fundamental  economic  principles,  leaving  them  poorly 
equipped to understand and address today’s social problems. 
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In his own words, in a dinner talk given on June 22, 2006 in San Francisco marking 
the  25th Anniversary  of  the  Atlas  Economic  Research  Foundation,  Sirico  notes:  “I 
remember 17 or so years ago, walking through the cobblestone streets of Guatemala, as a 
priest speaking to Alex Chaufen and expressing to him my frustration of tendency to 
socialism within religious circles. The keen, riveting insight that he gave me in a few 
words:  He said  “institutionalize  yourself,  recreate  the  process  that  introduced  you  to 
liberty.’”  So,  in  a  real  way since the very inception  of  the  Acton Institute,  we have 
followed that advice that Alex, then John Blundell, and of course, Leonard Liggio, who is 
my ‘godfather  of  liberty’  as  it  were,  have  helped  us  to  promote.  That’s  why it  is  a 
personal honor and privilege to be with you tonight to celebrate this worthy event….Lord 
Acton said that ‘Liberty is the delicate fruit of mature civilizations.’ My friends, we have 
to  protect,  and  promote,  and  create  the  environment  in  which  this  delicate  fruit  can 
flourish for the next generation. God Bless You!” 

• Alex is Alejandro Chaufen, the Argentinean-born, CEO and President of the Atlas Foundation. He 
was one of  the original  Board  Members  of  the Acton Institute.  Chaufen wrote  Christians for 
Freedom:  Late  Scholastic Economics which  was  published  in  1986 by Ignatius  Press  in  San 
Francisco.  According  to  Thomas  Herron,  it   purports  to  show  that  the,  mainly  Spanish,  late 
scholastic theologians of the so-called Salamanca School (16th-17th century) writings on moral 
theology can be interpreted as endorsing free market economics.  It contains an introduction by 
another Catholic writer who had written an endorsement of  laissez-faire economics a few years 
before, The Spirit of Democratic Capitalism, Michael Novak.  Novak is a former leftist, who had 
dissented on Church sexual teachings, and was born again as a neocon.  

 
• John Blundell, the British economist and Director-General of the Institute of Economic Affairs, 

served as President of Atlas from 1987 to 1990.

• Leonard P. Liggio, served as a Trustee of the Acton Institute from 1990 to 1999, and is currently 
on its Advisory Board.  He is the Executive Vice-President of Atlas; President of the Mont Pelerin 
Society; a visiting professor of Law at the Universidad Francisco Marroquín (Francisco Marroquín 
University) in Guatemala City; and a libertarian Professor of Law at George Mason University. 
Liggio played a major role in the development of libertarian capitalism in the United States by 
promoting an alliance between Libertarian “Old Right” and the “New Left” in the mid-1960s. 

For Sirico, the Atlas Economic Research Foundation proves to be a mother load of 
opportunity - an open door to the corridors of power within the vast Atlas global network 
of “market oriented” think tanks. 

In 1990, Sirico is  invited to join the elite  Mont Pelerin  Society. In May of 2001, 
Universidad Francisco Marroquín awards him an honorary doctorate in Social Sciences. 
He is invited to serve on the Civic Institute in Prague, which is affiliated with Atlas. In 
2004,  the  Acton  Institute  receives  a  Templeton  Freedom  Prize  for  Excellence  in 
Promoting Liberty, a program of the Atlas Foundation. 

Less  than  one-year  after  his  ordination  to  the  priesthood,  Sirico  petitions  and  is 
granted  a  one-year,  paid  sabbatical  from the  Paulists  in  order  to  pursue  a  new non-
Catholic  apostolate  and  career  in  economics  and  politics.  He  considers  leaving  the 
Paulists to become a diocesan priest in the Diocese of Grand Rapids, but Bishop Robert J. 
Rose refuses to incardinate him. Sirico continues to perform minor duties at the Paulist 
Information Center. 
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Paulist  priests  as  a  rule  do not  wear  their  clerics.  With  the  creation  of  the  Acton 
Institute, Sirico switches from suit and tie to black clerics with a Roman collar. He begins 
the process of redefining and remarketing his image.   

1990 Father Sirico joins with Kris Alan Mauren who is working for the Westin Hotels 
in Hawaii to co-found the Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty in Grand 
Rapids with a seed grant of $80,000 from an unnamed Chicago  philanthropist.  Sirico 
assumes the title of President and Mauren, the title of Executive Director and they put 
themselves on the Acton payroll. Ten years after the founding of the Acton, its annual 
budget has risen to $3,692,061 and both Sirico and Mauren are drawing salaries in excess 
of $100,000.

Among the foundations to contribute to the early work of Acton is the pro-abortion 
Scaife  Family Foundations.  In  1991,  Acton  receives  $100,000 from the  Sarah Scaife 
Foundation. Between 1995 and 1999, the Scaifes would donate $465,000 to Acton.

Another  important  early  contributor  includes  the  Charles  G.  Koch  Charitable 
Foundation  founded by the  Libertarian  millionaire  Charles  G.  Koch.  In  1991,  Acton 
received  a  grant  of  $10,000,  and  between  1993  and  2004,  it  received  an  additional 
$86,000 from the Koch Foundation.   

 
The list of grantees to Acton and its Board of Trustees and Advisory Board begins to 

read like a Who’s Who of Industrial, Free Market, Privatization, Libertarian funding. 

The  Acton  Institute  bills  itself  as  “one  of  the  world’s  leading  think  tanks  and 
educational  centers”  designed to  “promote  a  free and virtuous  society,  and economic 
liberty. Although the Acton Institute is not Catholic, the main target of evangelization to 
the free market gospel and Calvinist world-view of prosperity and wealth are Catholic 
clerics and religious, Catholic seminarians, and Catholic laymen particularly high school 
and college students. While no priests serve on Acton’s Board of Directors, there are 
priests  serving  on its  Advisory Board  including  Rev.  John Michael  Beers,  Pontifical 
College Josephinum,  Joseph Ganssle, OFM, Marian Associates,  Rev. James Sadowsky, 
SJ, Fordham University and Rev. James V. Schall, SJ, Georgetown University. 

Like  most  “think  tanks”  it  is  quickly  becoming  a  vehicle  for  influencing  the 
development of public policy and the political deliberations of political parties, especially 
the Republican Party, and state and national government. [For background information 
on  the  activities  of  the  Acton  Institute  from  1990-2005  see 
http://www.acton.org/pdf/Acton15Year.pdf. For updated information see www.  acton  .org  .]
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1991 Paulists assign Sirico to various support groups hosted by the Catholic Center 
including the Grand Rapids Area Grief Resource Committee,  and a support group for 
victims of abuse, leaving Sirico free to work at Acton and travel and lecture worldwide. 

On May 1, 1991, Pope John Paul II issues Centesimus Annus -  The Hundredth Year, 
an Encyclical Letter on the Hundredth Anniversary of Pope Leo XIII’s great Encyclical 
on capital and labour, Rerum Novarum, promulgated on May 15, 1891. 

1992 While on a visit to Rome, Sirico meets Archbishop Francois X. Nguyen Van 
Thuan, the exiled former Archbishop of Saigon and President of the Pontifical Council 
for Justice and Peace. Pope John Paul II asks the archbishop to coordinate efforts for the 
compilation  of  a  comprehensive  study  on  Catholic  social  teaching.  Archbishop  Van 
Thuan asks Maciej  Zieba,  O.P., a Polish Dominican and Father Sirico and the Acton 
Institute for assistance with the project that is begun in 1999-2000. The Rome project 
opens new doors to various Vatican dicasteries and contacts  for Sirico and the Acton 
Institute. 

1993 On June 7, 1993,  Insight on the News  (Vol. 9, No. 23) features an article on 
Christian Libertarians by Richard Miniter titled “‘Religion stands up to Big Brother’ - 
Christian Libertarians oppose pornography and drug abuse and government intervention 
to prevent their pervasiveness; includes analysis of the work of Reverend Robert Sirico 
and the Action Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty.” 

Miniter  notes  that  Libertarianism does  not  only  apply  to  field  of  economics  and 
politics, but to social and moral issues as well including such as the legalization of drugs. 

As an example he cites the views of Rev. Robert Sirico on drug use. He notes that 
Sirico “formed the Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty partly to push for 
drug policies that would make inner-city streets safe again. But Sirico’s approach is a 
little unorthodox: He thinks drugs ought to be legalized.”

“If  God made the heavens and the Earth by his  mere  word,  and created  man and 
woman  free  to  either  damn  themselves  or  find  redemption,”  asks  Sirico,  a  Roman 
Catholic  priest  in  Grand  Rapids,  Mich.,  “then  where  does  the  government  get  off” 
regulating nonviolent behavior such as drug use? Though he doesn't condone drug use, 
Sirico  thinks  the  government  shouldn’t  regulate  behavior  that  harms  only consenting 
adults, says Mitiner.

Mitiner  identifies  Sirico  as  a  Christian  Libertarian  who  believes  that  the  role  of 
government is to safeguard life, liberty and property, enforce contracts and punish violent 
criminals, not legislate or teach morality. This is essentially the same views he espoused 
in 1977 as head of Libertarians for Gay Rights. It is not a Catholic view.     

The Paulist Catholic Center hosts an “An Evening Honoring the Grief of Victims and 
Survivors of Abuse.” Sirico shares the moderator role with Rev. James Chelich, pastor of 
St. Thomas the Apostle Catholic Church in Grand Rapids and a co-founder of the Grand 
Rapids Chapter of Courage with Father Sirico. In the September 18, 1993 issue of Grand 
Rapids Press, Sirico and Chelich describe part of the healing process   – Victims name 
their pain on note cards, place these collective pains in a pile and set them on fire... priest 
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throws incense on the flames… the fire is smothered with sand and candles are planted in 
the ashes – actions more New Age than Catholic. 
 Religion Stands Up to Big Brother
Abuse Victims Share Their Pain
 Power Broker on the Rise
Drug Policy Book

1994-1995 At the very time that the Acton Institute is experiencing phenomenal 
financial and administrative growth, Sirico finds himself under increased pressure from 
his Paulist superiors to quit or at least scale down his secular job and assume more of his 
priestly duties. 

1996 Sirico takes a leave of absence from the Paulists and moves from the Diocese of 
Grand  Rapids  to  the  notoriously  “gay-friendly”  Diocese  of  Lansing,  but  is  not 
incardinated either by Bishop Kenneth Povish, the outgoing Bishop of Lansing, or his 
successor, Bishop Carl Frederick Mengeling who takes office on January 25, 1996. It is 
unclear which bishop gave his approval for Sirico to move into the Diocese of Lansing, 
but we do know that Msgr. James A. Murray who had served as Chancellor of the diocese 
from 1964 to 1997 arranges for Sirico to be assigned to a rural  parish staffed by an 
elderly priest-friend of Msgr. Murray. Without formal assigned duties Sirico can continue 
to commute to the Acton Institute. He is essentially a free agent. 
 

[Bishop Kenneth Povish of Lansing was a long-time supporter of New Ways Ministry, a rabid 
pro-homosexual  organization.  As Bishop Emeritus,  he defended Bishop Keith J.  Symons of  the 
Diocese of Palm Beach after Symons was forced to resign his office in 1998 following the revelation 
that he had sexually molested at least five teenage boys. The disgraced Symons, still a bishop in good 
standing, returned to his native Michigan where he took up temporary residence in a convent in 
DeWitt, near Lansing. Within a year, Bishop Symons was back in action thanks to Bishop Mengeling 
who permitted the criminal pederast to present a daylong program of prayer and meditation on the 
Bless Virgin Mary at the St. Francis Retreat Center in DeWitt.]  

As President of the Acton Institute, Sirico assists the Pontifical Council for Justice and 
Peace  in  Rome  in  the  staging  of  a  conference  to  celebrate  the  fifth  anniversary  of 
Centesimus Annus.

1997 As part of a lecture tour for the Acton Institute, Sirico visits Victoria University 
for  the  Department  of  Religious  Studies  in  New  Zealand.  His  lecture  is  titled  “Is 
Christianity Compatible with Global Capitalism.” Chair of the department, Paul Morris 
later  complained  that  Sirico  did  not  speak  on  agreed  upon  subject,  and  subsequent 
dialogue with audience did not materialize. 

Sirico  is  interviewed by reporter  Charles  Honey of  the  Grand Rapids  Press for  a 
March  29  1997  article  on  Rev.  Martin  Kurylowicz,  47,  who has  come  “out”  to  his 
parishioners at  Sparta Holy Family Catholic  Church following his  return from a pro-
homosexual conference held by New Ways Ministry. Kurylowicz tells the congregation 
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that  he is a “celibate  homosexual.”  He tells  Honey that Bishop Robert  Rose is “very 
supportive.” 

Sirico tells Honey that he thinks Kurylowicz ‘s actions are “irresponsible,” and that 
divulgence can “unnecessarily offend” and “scandalize” parishioners. Sirico says that the 
priest should discuss his sexual orientation with a counselor or close friend, not with his 
congregation.

Three-months  later,  Kurylowicz  leaves Holy Family to study at  the University of 
Michigan. On May 27, 2006, Bishop Walter Hurley, Rose’s successor, announces that he 
is removing Kurylowicz’s diocesan facilities to publicly exercise his priestly ministry. 

On November 18, Chancellor Murray is informed that Pope John Paul II has appointed 
him  Bishop  of  Kalamazoo,  Mich.  Murray  invites  Sirico  to  come  to  the  Kalamazoo 
Diocese with him. According to Murray, this move will permit Sirico to fulfill his hope 
of “establishing a religious community of men committed to living the ideals of prayer, 
service and, of course, chaste celibacy.”
 Fr. Sirico Refused to Honour Agreement
 Gay Priest Comes Out

1998 On January 27, 1998, Bishop Murray officially takes over the Diocese of 
Kalamazoo.  The  diocese  purchases  a  large  home,  a  former  sorority  house  at  219 
Woodward  Ave.  in  downtown Kalamazoo,  to  house  Sirico  and his  new community. 
[Sirico has since purchased the home and owns it outright].   

On November 4, 1998, Bishop Murray announces that he is establishing St. Philip 
Neri House as a pia domus – the first step in becoming an Oratory of St. Philip Neri and a 
member of the worldwide Confederation of the Oratory of Saint Philip Neri. The new 
religious community will be formed in the spirit of John Henry Cardinal Newman, says 
Murray. He also announces that he has appointed Father Robert A. Sirico as the superior 
of the new Oratory in formation. 

[The Oratorians, like the Paulists are not a religious order. They are a society of apostolic Life. 
The Oratory is a confederation with no central authority. Secular (diocesan) priests and lay brothers 
live together in community bound together by no formal vows but only by the bond of charity in 
keeping with the vision of Saint Philip Neri who founded the first Oratory in Rome in 1575. Each 
oratory  is  autonomous  –  rising  and  falling  on  its  own  merit  or  lack  thereof.  A  life  of  prayer, 
preaching and the sacraments and a charism of friendship, discipleship, and stability mark the well-
ordered oratory. Each oratory or house, technically speaking, is established by the pope himself and 
the Holy See and has direct appeal to the Holy See in serious matters. The Congregation for Sacred 
Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life oversee the members 
of the Confederation as well as oratories in formation like the St. Philip Neri House in Kalamazoo. 
As noted in the Open Letter to Cardinal Rodé, because of its loose structure with a superior being 
elected by members, or, in the case of Sirico, by the local bishop, the Oratorians were among the first 
religious  communities  to  be  heavily  colonized  by  the  Homosexual  Collective.   Not  surprisingly, 
especially in England and the United States, the Oratorians have suffered their share of pederasty and 
homosexual scandals.] 

1999 Bishop Murray incardinates Father Sirico as a priest of the Kalamazoo Diocese, 
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thus formally severing all ties to the Paulist Order. 

The religious community of St. Philip Neri House is promoted as a community that 
offers the better of two worlds – the secular priesthood and the religious life. Members 
will have the responsibility of building an oratory from the ground up.  

St.  Philip  Neri  House  opens  its  doors  to  seminarians  from  Sacred  Heart  Major 
Seminary in Detroit. Weekends of discernment are planned to attract seminarians to the 
new oratory.  [Sacred Heart Seminary has had a pervasive homosexual problem dating back at least 
to the mid-1940s. Auxiliary Bishop of Detroit Thomas J. Gumbleton claims he was sexually molested 
at Sacred heart Seminary by a priest during his freshman or sophomore year in the mid-1940s. A 
former professor at the seminary in the early 1970s reported that a student had confided in him that 
he had been sexually seduced by a faculty-member priest. When other similar cases were brought to 
the attention of the professor, he arranged a meeting with the Detroit Archdiocesan Delegate for 
Clergy who told the professor that  he did not have to worry and the matter (of pederasty and 
homosexuality) was in good hands. The 2002 issue of  New Oxford Review  contained a letter from a 
former seminarian at  Sacred Heart  Seminary who was dismissed for being too conservative.  He 
noted that  some of  the seminarians  he knew never prayed and had not been to confession for 
months, but they played the “game” and went on to be ordained whereas he was sent away.] 

In  April  1999,  Sirico  is  awarded  an  honorary  doctorate  in  Christian  Ethics  from 
Franciscan University of Steubenville.

In October 1999,  Sirico, as president of the Acton Institute, gathers more than two 
dozen theologians, economists, and environmental experts at a conference center in West 
Cornwall, Connecticut, to discuss what they saw as the alarming direction of religious 
environmentalism. Out of that meeting came the Cornwall Declaration on Environmental 
Stewardship.

As Superior of St. Philip Neri House, Sirico announces that the Traditional Mass will 
not  be  part  the  community’s  practice.  However,  on  December  15,  Bishop  Murray 
announces he will permit the Traditional Latin Mass to be held at St. Philip Neri House 
on a trial basis from January to June 2000. He appoints his Judicial Vicar, Rev. Leonard 
Bogdan,  to  say one weeknight  Mass  on a  day that  fits  into  Bogdan’s  schedule.  One 
Traditional Mass, filled to overflowing, is held at St. Philip Neri House and then the Mass 
is moved to the Cathedral of St. Augustine. The revelation that Bogdan is an accused 
sexual predator is not made public until 2006. 

[In late March 2006, when the Archdiocese of Chicago released the names of living priests who 
were the subject of substantiated accusations of sexual abuse, Bogdan’s name was on the list. As it 
turned out, Bogdan, ordained for the Archdiocese of Chicago on May 3, 1960, was one of Joseph 
Cardinal  Bernardin’s  many clerical  hideaways.   The first  sex abuse  of  a  minor allegation against 
Bogdan was made in April 1983, but it was withdrawn in writing in June 1986. The following year, 
Bernardin  had  Bogdan  squirreled  away  in  the  Diocese  of  Kalamazoo.  The  then,  Bishop  Paul 
Donovan, accepted  Bogdan into the diocese and gave him the position of Adjutant Judicial Vicar, 
but the priest was not incardinated into the Kalamazoo Diocese until 1995. In June 2000,  Bogdan 
retired from active ministry in the Diocese of Kalamazoo and later retired to Sun City Center, Ariz. 
In the summer of 2001, the original allegation against Bogdan was reinstated in the Archdiocese of 
Chicago,  this  time with the determination that  “there  is  reasonable  cause  to suspect  that  sexual 
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misconduct with a minor occurred.” Bishop Murray suspended Bogdan’s faculties to assist in priestly 
ministry in March 2002.]  
Turning Points

2000 In November 2000, the Acton Institute acted as joint convener of a conference on 
the theme of “Globalization, the Economy, and the Family,” with the Pontifical Council 
for the Family. 

2001 In January 2001, Sirico acts as a primary facilitator for a retreat conference of a 
group of the Mexican episcopate, including Cardinal Juan Sandoval Iñiguez.. 

In May, Sirico receives an honorary doctorate in Social Sciences from Universidad 
Francisco Marroquín in Guatemala. Founded in 1971, the avowed mission of the secular 
university is “to teach and disseminate the ethical,  legal and economic principles of a 
society of free and responsible persons.”

2002 On March 26, 2002, Pastor Ralph Johnson, Sirico’s old nemesis at Glen Acres 
Church of Christ in Seattle, receives a query from a reporter from Maryland concerning 
the Father Robert A. Sirico’s homosexual background. The reporter questions Johnson on 
Sirico’s early involvement with young men, possibly minors. Johnson sends the reporter 
a copy of his file on Sirico including information on the House of Joshua where Sirico 
resided after his discharge from the Navy.     

2003 On February 4, Sirico delivers a Business Ethics Lecture at the Joseph A. Butt, 
S.J., College of Business Administration of Loyola University, New Orleans. 

On May 1, as President of the Acton Institute, Father Sirico joins other religious and 
political leaders for the National Day of Prayer held on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., 
calling for all Americans to joining together for a spiritual renewal in America.

December 24, the Acton Institute posts online one of Sirico’s secular sermons titled 
“The Virtue of Tolerance.” According to Sirico, tolerance is a virtue “because it is the 
underlying principle of social peace.” Sirico quotes Fr. John Courtney Murray, architect 
of the Second Vatican Council’s document on religious liberty, who held the position that 
the separation of church and state “is not an article of faith; it is an article of peace.” 

2004  Winter-Spring The Pontifical  Council  for Justice and Peace releases the 
long-awaited Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church which contains 75 
documents of the Magisterium on social doctrine beginning with the writings of St. 
Clement of Rome, St. Augustine, and St. Thomas Aquinas and concluding with the 
popes  of  the  20th century  including  Pope  Leo  XIII  and  Pope  John  Paul  II. 
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[Compendium online at: http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/just 
peace/documents/rc_pc_justpeace_doc_20060526_compendio-dott-soc_en.html].

 Father  Sirico,  co-editor  of the publication  is  interviewed by Zenit  News [an 
organ of the Legionaries of Christ] on April 30, 2004 on the content and significance 
of  the  compendium.  Sirico  praises  Pope  John  Paul  II  for  his  anthropology  and 
commitment to personalism, which he says deepens the Catholic understanding of 
the social question 

 Meanwhile,  back  in  Seattle,  Pastor  Johnson  receives  another  communication 
concerning Sirico, this time from Kalamazoo, informing him (Johnson) that Sirico 
has  been  made  the superior  of  St.  Philip  Neri  House,  a  religious  community  of 
young men. Motivated out of concern for the welfare of young men put in Sirico’s 
path,  on  November  24,  2004,  Johnson  sends  Bishop  Murray,  Ordinary  of  the 
Diocese of Kalamazoo, background materials on Sirico. 

Pastor Johnson receives a response to his warning about Sirico from Bishop Murray in 
the form of a letter dated December 7, 2004. 

Bishop  Murray  thanks  Pastor  Johnson  for  his  concern  about  any  embarrassment 
Robert Sirico may cause to the Church and his desire to protect the Church from scandal. 

Murray explains that he first met Robert Sirico in 1996 when Sirico voluntarily took a 
leave  of  absence  from the  Paulists  with  their  blessings  and  came  to  the  Diocese  of 
Lansing. He said he arranged to have Sirico live in a rural rectory under the “supervision” 
of  an  old  priest-friend  where  Sirico  “lived  a  personal  life  of  prayer  and  service 
appropriate to a Catholic priest.” [In fact,  Sirico came to Lansing because the Paulists  were 
adamant  about  Sirico  leaving  his  40-hour-job  at  the  Acton  Institute. Only  one  year  after  his 
ordination, Sirico had abandoned his religious vocation for that of a businessman. If Sirico wanted to 
live a priestly life, he would have stayed with the Paulists in Grand Rapids and quit Acton. Instead he 
moved out of the Paulist Order’s reach and continued to commute to Acton in Grand Rapids, well 
out of the “supervision” of Murray’s aged priest associate.] 

Murray  told  Pastor  Johnson  that  in  1998,  when  he  was  appointed  Bishop  of 
Kalamazoo, he asked Sirico to come to Kalamazoo and “pursue his hope of establishing a 
religious  community of men committed  to living the ideals  of prayer,  service and of 
course, chaste celibacy.” [Sirico, by his actions, had already demonstrated that he had rejected the 
priestly life in favor of the life of a businessman and entrepreneur. Given this fact, and the fact of his 
past record as a sodomite and “gay” leader, why would any bishop set him up with his own religious 
community  and  place  him  in  a  position  of  authority  with  ready  access  to  young  men  seeking 
discernment to the priesthood?] 

Murray writes that Sirico told him of his involvement “for about 31/2 years in various 
aspects  of the gay movement,”  and that Sirico had “repudiated the gay life-style  and 
returned to his Catholic roots” in 1976. [It appears that Sirico did not tell Murray the full truth 
about his past because as late as 1977, Sirico was still going strong as head of Libertarians for Gay 
Rights. Further “various aspects” does not begin to indicate the degree of involvement of Sirico in 
the Seattle, Los Angeles, and San Francisco “gay” scene. Sirico was seen as the new Moses leading 
his  flock  homosexuals  out  of  bondage  and  into  a  new land  of  religious  and  political  freedom. 
Homosexual archivists like Gary Atkins consider him a pivotal figure in the history of the “gay” civil 
rights  movement,  and  they  are  correct.  His  entrepreneurial  genius  united,  organized,  and  gave 
purpose to the fledging “gay” Seattle community at a time when they were confused, divided, and 
subjected to a well-organized vice-squad. He pioneered legal  gay marriages, challenged vice laws, 
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organized and led protests and marches, preached in churches and on the radio, and built  a gay 
infrastructure that exists  for the most part to this day. His public victories in Seattle include the 
founding  of  the  first  “gay”  church,  the  creation  of  a  new “gay”  theology,  and  a  new political 
paradigm that shifted the debate on homosexuality from the morality of homosexual acts to the civil 
rights of gays and the repeal of laws against sodomy and hustling, and the obtaining of marriage 
licenses for and performing homosexual marriages, including his own anticipated “marriage.”] 

Murray explanation of Sirico’s arrest is passed off as a mistake due to “journalistic 
confusion.”  [In  fact,  Sirico  was  incarcerated  by  the  Seattle  police  in  October  1973  when  he 
interfered in the arrest proceedings of two young homosexuals outside a local bar at 2 o’clock in the 
morning. . Further, the Mark IV incident of April 10, 1976, was accurately reported by the Seattle P-I.]

Murray concludes with his assurance to Pastor Johnson that Sirico has repented of his 
past sins and reformed his life as evidenced by “his pastoral work and the integrity of his 
personal life.” 
Bishop Murray Letter 1
Bishop Murray Letter 2

2005 Bishop Murray appoints Father Sirico, Parochial Vicar of St. Mary Church in 
Kalamazoo. 

2006 Bishop Murray appoints Father Sirico the pastor of St. Mary Church. Rev. Mark 
J. Vyveman, C.S., takes over the position of Parochial Vicar. The parish has one Saturday 
Mass, one Sunday Mass and only 2 weekday Masses. 

The Acton Institute opens up its Rome office. 

2007 St. Philip Neri House now has four residents including three priests – enough to 
erect an oratory and be incorporated into the Confederation of the Oratory of St. Philip 
Neri.  The  residents  are  Father  Sirico,  superior,  Father  David  Grondz,  Father  James 
Richardson,  and  Brother  Basil,  an  associate  of  Father  Grondz  from  the  latter’s 
Benedictine days.  
 

Both Father Grondz and Father Richardson were ordained by Bishop James A. Murray 
for the Diocese of Kalamazoo on May 13, 2006 at the Cathedral of St. Augustine. In 
addition to their assignment at St. Philip Neri House, both are also engaged in pastoral 
work for the diocese. 

Of these, Father David Grondz has had the longest and most intimate relationship with
Sirico. Grondz began his vocational journey with the Benedictine Order, but left. He then 
went  to  Detroit’s  Sacred  Heart  Seminary,  but  again  left,  this  time  under  a  cloud  of 
accusations of moral turpitude. [In its investigation of Father Sirico and St. Philip Neri House, 
the  Congregation  Institutes  of  Consecrated  Life  and  Societies  of  Apostolic  Life  will  need  to 
investigate  the  seminary  records  of  all  the  residents  of  the  religious  community.]  Sirico  then 
arranged  for  Grondz  to  attend  the  North  American  College  in  Rome.  Grondz  was 
ordained in 2006 by Bishop Murray. 
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February 7, 2007 Randy Engel sends Open Letter ““On the Suppression of St. Philip 
Neri  House,  Kalamazoo,  Michigan” to  Franc Cardinal  Rodé,  Prefect  of  the  Sacred 
Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life in Rome.
Electronic copies of the Open Letter are sent to 72 Oratorian Houses world-wide.   

Feb. 14  The Rome office of the Oratorian Confederation releases a formal statement 
that  houses  in  formation  although  recognized  by  the  Ordinary  of  a  Diocese  are  not 
official  oratories  or  members  of  the  Confederation.  Therefore,  they  come  under  the 
jurisdiction of the Sacred Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of 
Apostolic Life.

April 22 Bishop Murray announces that he has submitted his resignation to Rome as 
he will reach the age of retirement, 75, on July 5, 2007.  

The Question of Conversion

It is difficult to talk about the issue of “conversion” in the case of Father Robert Sirico because 
he has had so many of them. 

Sirico has publicly discussed his experience of the baptism of the Holy Spirit and later, the gift 
of tongues, at the age of 7 seven and 11. He has stated that he knew he was homosexual at age 
13, although it is unlikely that he acted out until his late teens. At the age of 19 he converted to 
Pentecostalism. At the age of 22 he converted to the “gay” Metropolitan Community Church. 
At the age of 25 he politically and morally converted to Libertarianism.

Sometime in his late twenties or early 30s, Sirico says he underwent another conversion and 
re-discovered his Catholic roots. 

In one version of his conversion story, Father Sirico says that he encountered Courage and 
became friends with Father John Harvey, the founder of Courage, and that this reignited his 
interest in the priesthood. He says that Fr. Harvey encouraged his vocation and supported him 
in his  decision to enter  the seminary.  [That Father Harvey  would have  encouraged an inveterate 
homosexual with Sirico’s background to enter the priesthood is highly unlikely as Harvey is on record as 
opposing the entrance of known “gay” activist into the priesthood.] 

Another version is given by Sirico in an interview with Zenit on April 19, 2005. Sirico says 
that it was the authenticity of the life of Pope John Paul II that drew him back to the Church. 
He said he began to undergo a deep interior conversion, went to confession and his vocation of 
becoming a priest, a vocation he sensed as a child, was reborn

Sirico’s entrance into the Paulist Order in 1982 raises other serious issues. 

There is the question of why Sirico would choose a “gay friendly” order like the Paulists, thus 
exposing himself to further homosexual temptations. 

There is the question of what the Paulists knew or did not know about Sirico’s homosexual 
history including his plans to “marry” another man. This question is closely connected to the 
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validity of his ordination in 1989, a matter Rome needs to examine very carefully. 

The sincerity of Sirico’s call to a religious vocation is drawn into question, when less than a 
year after his ordination, Sirico establishes the Acton Institute and adopts a new persona of 
business man and entrepreneur. Sirico had taken a vow of obedience to his Paulist superiors,
but this did not hold him back from pursuing a new career at the expense of his religious 
vocation.  

Sirico’s appointment as the superior of a religious community,  St. Philip Neri House in the 
Diocese of Kalamazoo in 1998, raises additional red flags. 

That Bishop Murray would appoint a priest with Sirico’s homosexual background to oversee a 
house where young men come for spiritual direction is the height of insanity.  The issue of 
homosexuality  aside,  what  religious  qualifications  does  Sirico  possess  that  make  him  a 
candidate for the superior of a religious community. Certainly not the virtue of obedience to 
his superiors as clearly demonstrated by his track-record with the Paulist Order. Piety and 
Devotion to Holy Mother Church? One would asphyxiate himself waiting to hear a deeply 
spiritual Catholic sermon from his lips. Alas, the poor soul does not even know how to say the 
Rosary. 

In  her  Open  Letter  of  February  7,  2007,  to  Franc  Cardinal  Rodé,  Prefect  of  the  Sacred 
Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life, Randy Engel 
called upon the Congregation which is charged with the oversight of oratories in formation to 
establish  an  independent  board  of  inquiry  to  investigate  Father  Sirico  and St.  Philip  Neri 
House, with the goal of suppressing St. Philip Neri House and removing Father Sirico as its 
superior. This is the ultimate purpose of posting The Sirico Brief. 

If you agree with this line of action please send a letter of support to the Congregation for 
Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life in Rome. If you have already 
sent a letter of concern to the Congregation, please send a follow-up note. [See the Open Letter 
above for addresses and other contact information.] 

Alto quien vive!!

Morality and Markets
Letter from Fr. Harvey
 IRS Salary Information

This text was prepared by Randy Engel, author of The Rite of Sodomy – Homosexuality and the Roman Catholic  
Church. [See www.riteofsodomy.com or call 724 327 7379 for ordering information.] 

Engel would like to extend her appreciation to Dr. Vida Barr who assisted in the retrieval of important articles and 
documents connected with the Sirico investigation. 

Also, Engel would like to acknowledge the ground-breaking work of Catholic writer Thomas J. Herron, whose 
insightful  article on Father Sirico and the Acton Institute,  “Father Sirico’s Perversions: The Seduction of Catholic 
Economics and The Economics of Catholic Seduction,” appears in the May 2007 issue of  Culture Wars magazine 
(www.culturewars.com) edited by E. Michael Jones. 
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SIRICO, Marie Sirico
New York, NY

Passed away on December 4, 2003. She was the devoted wife of the late 
Jerry Sirico; cherished mother of Carol and Lou Pannunzio of Florida, 
Junior "Tony", and Carmine Sirico of NY, and Father Robert Sirico of 
Grand Rapids/Kalamazoo, MI. Also surviving are 7 grandchildren and 6 
great-grandchildren. She is reposing at Andrew Torregrossa & Sons 
Funeral Home, Brooklyn, NY. Mass of Christian Burial at Regina Pacis 
Roman Catholic Church, Tuesday, December 9 at 10:15 a.m., Father Robert 
Sirico, Celebrant. Memorial contributions in Marie's name can be made 
to St. Philip Neri House, 219 Woodward Ave., Kalamazoo, MI 49007.
Published in the Kalamazoo Gazette on 12/7/2003. (Posted by a 
volunteer-no family connection)

http://boards.rootsweb.com/localities.northam.usa.states.michigan.counties.kalamazoo/97
77/mb.ashx

http://boards.rootsweb.com/localities.northam.usa.states.michigan.counties.kalamazoo/9777/mb.ashx
http://boards.rootsweb.com/localities.northam.usa.states.michigan.counties.kalamazoo/9777/mb.ashx


- INFORMATION RELEASABLE UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 
Name 

Sirico, Robert A 
Branch qf SerVice andSer!aIlServiceNumOer(s) ' 

Un'i ted States Navy I DIO ···· 14 · 40 , 
Dates of Service 

August 18, 1969 to January 20, 

Duty Status 
Discharged 

Rank/Grade 
SA 

$al~ry 
N/A 

Source of Commission 
N/A 

promotion .Sequence Number 
.' NI'A ' "' ,-
Assignments 8iid Geographical Locations 

See Attached 

MilitaryEdl1cation 
N/A .... 

Decorations and Awards 
National Defense Service Medal 

Transcript of Court-Martial Trial 
.N/A 

Photograph 
N/A 

Place of Entry 
AFEES, FT, Hamilton NY. 

Place of Separation 
Bremerton, WA. 

1970 

FOR DECEASED VETERAN ONLY 

Place of Birth 

Date of Death 

Location of Death 

Place of Burial 

NOTE: N/A denotes information is not available in the veteran's records 
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MIRACLE CLAIMS TESTED
BY THE HOLY SPIRIT’S WORD

-A. Ralph Johnson

SECTION I.     BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

The world today is full of conflicting claims by those professing to be guided by the Holy Spirit, 
while teaching a babble of contradictory doctrines.  It is obvious they cannot all be right.  The Bible's 
teachings are by inspiration of the Holy Spirit (1Pet. 1:20, 21; Jn. 16:13).  It is manifestly impossible 
for The Holy Spirit to be in conflict with His own words.  It is therefore the aim of this study to 
carefully examine modern claims of spiritual gifts by the words of the Spirit.

I. A SOUND BASIS FOR JUDGMENT

A. GOD COMMANDED “BE NOT DECEIVED!” 1Cor. 15:33

1. 1Thes. 5:21. Prove all things (in reference to spiritual gifts).
2. 2Cor. 13:5. Examine yourselves, whether you are in the faith.
3. 1Jn. 4:1. Prove the spirits; because of many false prophets.
4. Mt. 24:4, 11-13, 24, 25.  Take heed that no man deceive you.
5. Mt. 7:21-27. Many will say, “Lord, Lord, We prophesied, cast out demons and did many wonderful 
works,” but He will say, “I NEVER knew you.”
6. 2Cor. 11:13-15.  Satan's ministers appear as ministers of righteousness.
7. 2Thes. 2:3, 9-12. Do not be deceived by “wonders,” even in God's house.
8. Gal. 1:6-10.  Reject even angels or apostles who pervert the gospel.
9. Rev. 2:2. Test those who claim to be apostles (cf. 2 Co. 12:12).
10. Rev. 13:13, 14. False prophets will deceive the world with great signs.
11. Rev. 16:14. Demons will work miracles.
12. Deut. 13:1-3. Jannes and Jambres imitated signs of Moses (2 Tim. 3:8).
13. 1Kings 13:1-24. God punished a man who believed a false prophet.

B. GOD'S WORD IS THE ULTIMATE RELIABLE STANDARD OF EVALUATION.

1. The Scriptures are inspired of God (2 Tim. 3:16).
a. Jn. 14:15-18.  The Apostles were guided into all truth (Jn. 20:22, 23: 16:7, 8, 12-15).
b. Mk. 13:11. The Holy Spirit gave the message.
c. Pet. 1:20, 21. No scripture ever came from the prophet's opinion.     
d. 1Cor. 14:37. The things written by Paul were the commandments of God.  

2. Truth and error are distinguished by the word of God.
a. Mt. 7:24-29. Wise men build on the rock by hearing and obeying.  Foolish do not.
b. Jn. 8:47. He that is of God hears God's words.                     
c. 1Jn. 4:6; 3:24. God's Spirit distinguished by obedience to the word.
d. 2Tim. 3:14-17. The word makes us wise and thoroughly furnished to every good work.        
e. Eph. 6:17; Heb. 4:12.  The word is the “sword of the Spirit.” 
f. Heb. 4:12. The word of God is sharper than any two-edged sword.
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g. 1Jn. 5:13. It was written so we might know and believe.           
h. Jn. 8:31, 32.  Abide in it and know the truth to be free.  (Jn. 17:17 “Thy word is truth”) 
i. Is. 8:20. No light is in those who walk not according to the word. 

3. The word of God is the basis upon which all shall be judged.
a. Jn. 12:48.  By it we shall be judged in the last day (cf. Mt. 7:21-23).
b. James 1:21. The word of God is able to save our souls.           
c. Rom. 10:13-17. We are saved through hearing the word.  Faith comes by hearing (Note: We walk by 
faith. 2 Cor. 5:7).               

4. The word of God is the final authority.
a. Rom. 3:3, 4. Let God be found true and every man a Liar.    
b. 2Tim. 2:13. God cannot contradict himself.               
c. Jn. 10:35. The Scriptures cannot be broken.                

II.  GENERAL EVALUATION OF CLAIMS.

“If they walk not according to this word there is no light in them.” -Isaiah 8:20

The Greek word, “Charisma,” (Strongs # 5486) is translated “gift,” in the New Testament.  In 1Cor 
12 this word is used to refer to the miraculous gifts given by the Holy Spirit (or, “Holy Ghost”). 
Therefore, in this study we use it to include all claims to exercise the powers listed in 1Cor. 12:4-10. 
The basic issues are the same, whether Mormons, Seventh-Day Adventists, “Moonies,” The 
Metropolitan Church, Children of God, Four Square, Assemblies Of God, Pentecostal or United 
Pentecostals.  They diverge in many respects but they all claim to have the “charisma” or “gifts” of 
the Holy Spirit.

WITH GOD, ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE

We want to make it clear that we do not question either God's power or the fact that He works 
among His people today.  The issue is not what God CAN do but what He WILLS to do.  God 
answers prayer but that does not mean He gives these people power to do miracles.  God CAN raise 
up seed unto Abraham from the very stones of the earth (Lk. 3:8) but if some group claims that 
people who come to their meetings can have stones turned to babies, we have every right to 
challenge them.  Questioning the claims of men is in no way doubting the power of God.  God 
Himself charged us to make careful evaluation (Rev. 2:2). 

Insisting on evidence is not the same as “seeking a sign.”  We need no sign (Mt. 16:1-4) to convince 
us that Jesus is the Messiah or to know he is coming.  We accept the scriptures and “sign of Jonah” 
(the resurrection).  For us, ample evidence has been provided. We walk by faith, not by sight. (2 Cor. 
5:7). 

“With God, all things are possible” (Mk. 10:27).  The claims of men often prove impossible.  They 
claim but do not show the true manifestations of the Spirit.  We are told to “prove all things” 
(I Thes.  5:21; 2 Cor. 13:5).  Many false prophets have gone out into the world (1Jn. 4:1; Rev. 2:2; 
2 Co. 11:13-15; Mt. 7:21-27). 

Those who run here and there after people who claim miraculous powers are ignoring Jesus' warning 
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against seeking signs (Matt. 12:39; 16:4).  In Matt 7:21-23 Jesus said: 

21 Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he 
that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven.  22 Many will say to me in that day, Lord,  
Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name?  and in thy name have cast out devils? and in thy  
name done many wonderful works? 23  And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you:  
depart from me, ye that work iniquity (cf. Lk. 6:46-49).  

The pattern for comparison is the word of God provided by the Holy Spirit (Heb. 8:5).  We want to 
know if they speak according to His word (Is. 8:20) and if they do what He says (John 2:3-6; 3:7-10). 

“By their fruits ye shall know them” (Mt. 7:16, 20).  A sheepskin coat may look like the real thing 
but it does not make one a sheep. Gorgeous blossoms in May do not guarantee nourishing fruit in 
September.

A. THE PERFORMANCE FRUIT

1. The PATTERN OF PENTECOST
On the day of Pentecost (Acts 2:) the Holy Spirit was poured out to guide them into all truth 
(Jn. 16:13). This was necessary because they as yet had no New Testament scriptures. 
Through the centuries many have claimed to have those powers (Ac. 8:18, 19).  If they really 
had what was given on Pentecost they should manifest what took place on Pentecost. 
Unfortunately, time and again, we have weighed their claims and found them wanting. 

They fail to show a single manifestation but they provide an abundance of excuses.

a. No sound from heaven “as of a mighty rushing wind” fills the whole house and attracts thousands of 
people (Ac. 2:2, 6).               

b. The Holy Spirit does not come visibly “upon” them.  There is neither the form of a dove nor tongues 
like as of fire (Ac. 2:2, 3, 17, 18, 33; 8:16, 18; 10:44, 45; 11:15; 15:8, 9; 19:6; 1:32, 33; Lk. 3:22).

c. Their signs are not openly manifested in the presence of unbelievers (Ac. 2:5-13.  cf. Mt. 9:2-6; 
12:10-13; Mk. 2:5-12; 3:1-6; Lk. 5:21-26; 6:6-11; 8:34, 36; 13:14-17; 14:1-6; 22:51; 1Co. 14:22).

d. They not only cannot speak in EVERY language under heaven, (Ac. 2:5- 11: cf. 1Co. 14:22) but, 
other than what they learn by normal means, they cannot speak in ANY language under heaven.

They claim that somewhere, someone, was heard to say that he heard someone talking in 
some language, but none of these are ever able to be documented.  In one case with which 
I am acquainted, (Ben Alexander) the man was told he was talking in Hebrew.  However, 
since Ben was Jewish and learned Hebrew as a child, he knew better. 

In a case here in Seattle a girl was told, by a woman who had supposedly studied French, 
that she was talking, “perfect French.” We recorded a French lady reading some passages 
from the Psalms and played the tape for the woman who made the claim.  She was unable 
to translate it.  How could she know the girl was speaking “perfect French” if she could 
not even understand the language?
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e. In a number of cases, (mentioned even in “Glossolalia,” by Don Barnett), in order to test them, 
people intentionally spoke gibberish, or some language known by them, and the so-called “interpreter” 
gave a false translation. 

2. Their “signs” fail to be such as to confound unbelievers.
a. They should so “manifest” the Holy Spirit's presence (1Co. 12:7) as to confirm the inspired source 
(Mk. 16:20; Heb. 2:3, 4).
b. Skeptics should be confounded (Ac. 2:7; 1Cor. 14:22).
c. The evidence should be indisputable (Ac. 4:16).
d. Lame men should be instantly healed (Ac. 4:16  cf. 3:1-11; Jn. 3:2).
e. A man born blind was healed (Jn. 9:16, 18) and later believed (9:36).
f. Lazarus was raised on third day in the presence of all (Jn. 22:44, 47; 12:10, 11).

3. Unlike the biblical powers, they must advertise their miracles to get a following
Ac. 2:6. Now when this was noised abroad, the multitude came together
Mk. 1:44 And saith unto him, See thou say nothing to any man 45 But he went out, and 

began to publish it much, and to blaze abroad the matter, insomuch that Jesus could no 
more openly enter into the city, 

Mk 5:43. And he charged them straitly that no man should know it
Matt. 9:30 And their eyes were opened; and Jesus straitly charged them, saying, See that no 

man know it. 31 But they, when they were departed, spread abroad his fame in all that 
country

Lk. 5:14 And he charged him to tell no man: 
Matt. 8:4 And Jesus saith unto him, See thou tell no man; 
Mark 7:36 And he charged them that they should tell no man: but the more he charged 

them, so much the more a great deal they published it; 

Jesus told people NOT to tell.  If they had the powers of Pentecost they would get the results 
of Pentecost.  

4. They do not manifest ALL of the miraculous powers.

They claim the powers are for today yet they make excuses for failing to show them all.  I do 
not mean to say that any single individual must have all of the powers, but if they were meant 
for today then they should all be present.  I have yet to see any indication of men walking on 
water, stilling storms, turning water to wine, multiplying loaves and fishes, drinking poison 
without being hurt or raising the dead, plus multitudes of other Biblical miracles.

Not only the magnitude, but the variety of New Testament manifestations helped verify that 
God was behind them.  Inability to do this casts serious doubt upon their claims. 

One of the most characteristic features of modern “Pentecostalism” is the discrepancy 
between performance and what is revealed in the New Testament.  Marvelous claims are 
made, but sound criteria for evaluation is rejected.  When pressed, their claims lead only to 
dead ends with no similarity to what they profess.  Instead, we are met with an endless series 
of “explanations,” excuses, and abuse.
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5. Some of the things they practice match paganism rather than what is found in the Bible.

Where, in the New Testament, do we find the “swoons,” “slain in the Spirit,” “shakes,” 
“quakes,” “barks,” “jerks,” “holy rolling,” “holy laughter” and other such things?  

Where did any Christian come back time after time to get rid of this or that “demon” as 
modern charismatic teachers claim? When we become Christians Jesus binds Satan (Matt. 
12:29; 1Jn. 4:4). How can the Holy Spirit dwell in a temple with demons? (2Cor. 6:15, 16)

a. Claims of being “slain in the Spirit.”

Matt. 12:29.  A boy who had a demon fell down when a demon went out.  He certainly 
was not receiving the Holy Spirit.  

2 Chron. 5:13 - 14.
“The house of the Lord was filled with a cloud, so that the priests could not stand to  
minister because of the cloud, for the glory of the Lord filled the house”

This is “evidence” that the Holy Spirit causes people in the church to pass out all over 
the place?  

Acts 9:4.  Paul fell upon the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, why 
persecutest thou me?
Nothing is said here about this being any “overpowering of the Spirit.” Not only Paul, 
but all of those who were traveling with Paul fell to earth (Acts 26:11).  Were all of 
these receiving the “overpowering of the Spirit”?   

Paul was certainly not receiving the power of the Holy Spirit because he had did not 
receive it until he reached Damascus and had prayed there for three days (Acts 9:17). 

1Cor 14:24-25.  Nor was the fact that the unbeliever fell down and worshipped God when 
the thoughts of his heart were made manifest by the prophets any “precedent” for 
Christians to be “slain in the spirit.”  This was a natural response.  The other prophets 
were to be “judging,” not passed out on the floor.

Rev. 1:7.  John, in a vision saw Jesus in a glorified form and fell down as one dead.

Nothing is said of the Spirit making him fall down.  It was a natural response to an 
awesome situation. Certainly none of the Apostles or Jesus went around making 
people fall down by blowing on them or pushing on their foreheads –much less having 
someone stand behind them as a “catcher.”  It looks more like a side-show than 
anything else.

In the Bible, people sometimes fell down but not one of them appears to be anything like 
the modern claims of being “slain in the Spirit.”

Rev. 19:8; 22:8.  John fell down to worship angels.  Did the Holy Spirit cause him to 
do that or was it their natural response to the awesome sight?
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Acts 10:25. When Peter entered, Cornelius met him, and fell down at his feet, and 
worshipped him. Was he being “overpowered by the Spirit”?

Acts 5:5, 10.  Ananias and Sapphira fell down and died. God caused it, but I see no 
precedent in this for what is to take place in the church service. 

John 11:32.  Mary, the sister of Lazarus fell at the feet of Jesus.
John 18:6.  Those who came to take Jesus in the garden went backwards and fell 

down.
1Kings 1:39. When the fire of Jehovah fell and consumed the burnt offering the people 

fell on their faces.
Mat. 27:65. The guards at the tomb of Jesus “became as dead men.”
Gen. 17:17. Abraham fell upon his face  and laughed when he heard that he was to 

father Isaac.
Lev. 9:24. When fire consumed the burnt-offering the people fell on their faces.

So what?  Where is any indication God intended for the Holy Spirit to knock a bunch of 
people down in the gatherings of the church?

What does all this have in common with Benny Hinn or some other Pentecostal preacher 
blowing a whole audience over?  Where do we see Jesus, the apostles, or even the 
prophets doing such a thing? Where was it ever advocated or practiced? 

People passing out from such mass influences are nothing new or surprising. People faint 
from hysteria in pagan cults.  Kids in a classroom have been known to do it.  When I was 
a kid, it was a common game.  I can make myself pass out any time I please.  

Remember the Girls that used to pass out when Frankeee Snotra sang?  Women even pass 
out when President Clinton shows up.  Big deal!
TRANCES

People in trances in the Bible are cited for justification of the practice.  The fact that 
individuals were sometimes given special messages in trances, dreams or visions is no 
“precedent” for the modern practice of masses of people getting “slain in the Spirit” at 
public gatherings.  If that is what they claim, where is the evidence of their visions being 
prophetic?  I would just as well accept the visions of Mrs. Eddy of the Christian Scientists, 
the Moronic visions of Joseph Smith, or those of Mrs. White of the Seventh-day 
Adventists.  

The fact is that God teaches that the prophetic gift was to pass away. (1Cor. 13).  

Neither the term “slain in the Spirit” nor anything resembling it is found in Scripture.

This thing is no different than what took place among the Mormons, the Shakers, or the 
Moonies. 

If we are to believe their claims, it is remarkable that neither Jesus, the Apostles nor 
anyone in the Bible had “Spirit empowered preaching accompanied by hundreds of 
listeners fainting, shouting, and dropping to the ground as if felled by a giant cannon 
shot.”  
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b. Claims of “Holy Laughter” (called “The Toronto Blessing.”

This thing has been known in pagan and “Christian” cults before.  Recently it was revived 
in the Vineyard Churches.  The Holy Spirit supposedly sends them into hysterical 
laughter.

Scriptures in the Bible about laughter.
Gen. 17:17.  Abraham fell on his face laughing when God told him that Sarah was to bear 

Isaac.
Gen. 18:12.  Sarah laughted at the idea that she would have a child at her age.
Ecc. 3:4.  There is a time to laugh.  
James 4:9. Let your laughter be turned to mourning…

Nothing here about the Holy Spirit causing whole congregations to fall down laughing.

B. THE TEACHING FRUIT

Are Charismatic teachings consistent with the words of the Spirit?

True prophets were guided into ALL truth (Jn. 14:26; 16:13).  Those who do not speak in 
harmony with the scriptures cannot be speaking by the Spirit (Is. 8:20). If anyone perverts the 
gospel, or brings a different one, he is to be rejected (Gal. 1:6-10; 2 Jn. 9-11; Deut. 12:32--13:3).

Among those who claim miraculous powers we find a babble of conflicting teachings.  Mormons 
claim that Joseph Smith and their “apostles” are prophets.  Seventh-day Adventists contend that 
Mrs. White was inspired to guide God's people today.  The “Jesus Only,” people repudiate others 
who make similar claims. The Four Square church contends for Aimee McPherson’s claims of 
revelation.  The Assemblies of God churches disagree with the rest while claiming the same 
powers.  On and on it goes in utter confusion, yet each contends that we should not question 
their claims.  In turn, all of them are in conflict with the Holy Spirit’s teaching and work.

1. They teach contrary to what God reveals concerning salvation.
a. They deny that we are, “baptized into Christ.” (Rom. 6:3-7, 17, 18, 22  cf. Col. 2:12, 13; 

Gal. 3:26, 27 cf. 2 Co. 5:17; Mt. 28:19; Ac. 8:16; 19:2-5 cf. Rom. 8:1; 1Cor. 12:12, 13; 
10:1, 2, 6, 11 cf. Ex. 14:29, 30)

b. They deny that when we are baptized our sins are “washed away,” we receive the gift of 
the Holy Spirit and we are, “saved.” (Ac. 22:16; 2:38; 1Pe. 3:21; Mark. 16:16; Rom. 6:3-
7, 17, 18, 22; Col. 2:12, 13)

c. They deny what God teaches concerning being “born  of water and Spirit” (John 3:3-5 
--cf. “water” in 3:23; 1Jn. 5:6, 8; Heb. 10:22; Ac. 8:36-39; Eph. 5:26;)

2. They don't have the Lord's supper each first day of the week as set forth in the New 
Testament 

(Acts 2:42; 1Cor. 11:17, 18, 20, 24- 26, 33, 34; cf. 16:2; Heb. 10:25).

3. Many of them teach that all Christians are to speak in tongues. 
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The Scriptures teach that all do NOT speak with tongues (1Cor. 12:30). All do not have the 
same gifts.

Paul’s statement that he would be glad if they all spoke with tongues is often cited (1Cor. 
14:5).  However, the statement proves exactly the opposite.  Paul was telling them that unless 
the tongues were interpreted, it was better to prophecy than to speak in tongues.  Tongues 
edified the individual but prophecy edified the whole congregation.  He does not say that all 
would or could do so.  To the contrary, he had shown in chapter 12 that each had different 
gifts and not all had the same.  No one member can be the whole body.

4. They disregard God's regulations on the use of spiritual gifts in the church (1Cor. 14:27-35).

a. Rather than limiting the messages to three in a service, they encourage many to speak in tongues 
(14:27 -cf. 14:29).

b. They permit many to speak at the same time (14:23, 27, 30-31). 

This is excused on the basis that when the Spirit gives a message in tongues they must 
give the message or it would be resisting the Spirit.  However, God says they are to keep 
quiet, and that the Spirits of the Prophets are subject to the prophets (14:32).  “God is not 
a god of confusion” (14:33).

c. They Speak without an interpreter.  God says that without one they must keep silent. (1Cor. 14:27, 
28)

5. Their women speak in the public assembly, contrary to scriptural teaching (1Cor. 14:34-36).

“Mother” Ann Lee (Shakers), Ellen G. White (Seventh-day Adventists), Aimee McPherson 
(Four Square), and Kathryn Kuhlman (Assemblies of God), are only a few of the more 
notorious violators of this scriptural teaching. 

6. They make a false distinction between the “gift of tongues” and the “sign of tongues.”
  

This is to avoid the plain scriptural teaching that all do not speak with tongues (1Cor. 12:30) 
and the restrictions God gave for its use (1Cor. 14:27, 28). They claim these scriptures apply 
only to the “gift” or “message” in tongues, not to the “sign,” or “prayer” tongue. No such 
distinction is made in scripture.  

a. The restrictions in 1Cor. 14, clearly apply to tongues in general, whether in prayer (14:12-20) or in a 
message (14:21-23).

b. The term, “sign,” is specifically applied to tongues in only two places in the New Testament.  

1) The first is Mark 16:17.

Note that there are several different “signs” listed.  If  “tongues” is necessary for all 
who have the Holy Spirit then so are all of the other gifts.
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It does not say tongues is “THE sign” of the Holy Spirit. In fact, it says nothing about 
these signs being received when one receives the Holy Spirit.  It is speaking of them 
following those that believe.  Must every believer have these signs? 

Furthermore, there is nothing to indicate these tongues are any different from tongues 
mentioned elsewhere.  It says nothing about it being a “prayer language.”

 
2) The second is in 1Cor. 14:21, 22 where it is quoting from Is. 28:11 concerning messages given to 
hard-hearted people.  It was a sign, not to believers, but to unbelievers (1Cor. 14:22 cf. Acts 2:7, 8). 
The term, “sign,” both singular and plural, is often found in the New Testament applied to many other 
things than tongues.

c. Similarly, “gift” is not speaking only of a message in tongues.  One cannot reasonably separate 1Cor. 
12 from chapters 13 and 14, which apply equally to tongues in prayer (14:13-17).  In fact, 12:7 calls all 
the gifts, including tongues (12:10), “manifestations,” which has much the same meaning as a “sign.”  

For those who insist on such distinctions, it is very revealing to photo-copy 1Cor. 12, 13, 
14 and have them try to use colored pens to highlight which statements refer to the “gifts” 
and which to the “sign.”  The distinctions are arbitrary and absurd. Rarely do two of them 
ever agree.

d. Some appeal to Acts 2 to show that the tongues on Pentecost were different from those at Corinth. 
However, neither Peter nor Joel make any distinction.  

These tongues can not be shown to be prayers.  It says they were speaking “the mighty 
works of God” (Ac. 2:11).  Joel only mentions signs and prophecy and Peter says nothing 
to define the nature of the tongues spoken. In fact, in not one single case anywhere in 
Acts did it indicate it to be a prayer tongue.  In Ac. 19:6 it says they “spoke in tongues 
AND PROPHESIED,” and in 10:48 they spoke with tongues and “MAGNIFIED GOD,” 
which, as in both chapter 2 and 19, indicated prophecy.  

Any supposed difference between tongues on Pentecost and at Corinth is due to careless 
reading.  Both could be understood by the people who spoke that language.  Neither 
could be understood by a congregation of people who did not know the language.  On 
Pentecost people from all nations were gathered.  Corinth was a local assembly speaking 
the local language.

7. They often deny that we can have the Holy spirit without speaking in tongues. 

They teach that one first becomes a Christian and then receives the Holy Spirit with the sign 
of speaking in tongues.  The scriptures teach otherwise.

Every Christian has the Holy Spirit.

a. Rom. 8:9  “If any man has not the Spirit of Christ he is none of his.” 
1Pe. 1:10-12 shows the “Spirit of Christ” was the Holy Spirit which guided the prophets. 
2 Pe. 1:19-21 shows that all prophecy was by the Holy Spirit (cf. Ac. 16:6, 7 “The Spirit  
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of Jesus...” - A.S.V); Philip. 1: 19; Jn. 14:18, 23; Eph. 2:22).

b. Rom. 8:4-16, 23-27.  If one does not have the Spirit of God: 
-he has a dead spiritual mind (8:6).
-He can not please God (8:8)
-He can not receive life to be raised up (8:11)
-He can not be a child of God (8:15, 15)
-He can not have the spirit to make intercession for him (8:26, 27).  
These things can only be through the Holy Spirit. 

c. The Church at Rome had the Holy Spirit (Rom. 5:5; 8:9-17), yet had “no spiritual gift” (Rom. 1:11). 

OBJECTION:  “Rom. 12:6 indicates the Romans had Spiritual gifts.”
ANSWER:

Paul is speaking of the many diverse functions of the body in general.  The whole 
body of Christ was not at Rome.  

d. Eph. 1:13, 14. The Holy Spirit is the “earnest” (down payment) of our inheritance as God's own 
possession.  We are sealed in the Holy Spirit unto the day of redemption (Eph. 1:13; 4:30).

e. Jn. 3:3-5. To see the kingdom, we must be born of the Spirit.

f. 1John 5:4, 7, 8. Those who are begotten of God have the testimony of water, Spirit and blood, which 
agree in one (cf. Heb. 10:22).

g. Ac. 2:38, 39. All who are baptized for the remission of sins receive the “gift” (Greek: doorea) of the 
Holy Spirit, not, “gifts” (Greek: charisma). 

h. Ac. 5:32.  All who obey him receive the Holy Spirit.

i. Tit. 3:5, 6. We are saved by the washing of regeneration and the renewing of the Holy Spirit.

j. Gal. 5:25. We live by the Spirit.  Without it we are spiritually dead (Rom. 8:6).

k. Jn. 7:37-39. Those who “drink” of Jesus have the Holy Spirit. When one drinks of the water of life he 
never thirsts again (Jn. 4:10-14; Rev. 22:17).

l. 1Cor. 12:12-13.  In order to be a part of Christ's body we must be baptized and all “DRINK OF 
ONE SPIRIT.” (cf. Heb. 6:4; 1Cor. 10:1-2; Mt. 28:18, 19; Rom. 6:1-7; Gal. 3:27).

OBJECTION:  Some contend that 1Cor. 12:12-13 is speaking of “baptism in the Holy 
Spirit,” not water baptism.

ANSWER: Compare 1Cor. 12:13 with other passages that speak of baptism in the Holy 
Spirit.

The Greek structure here is different.  It indicates the Holy Spirit is the means, rather than 
the element in which we are baptized. 
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     1Cor. 12:13.  “By one Spirit we were all baptizxed into one body.”
en eni pneumati heemeis pantes eis en soma ebaptistheemen
by one Spirit we all into one body were baptized

     Compare with the following passages on Holy Spirit Baptism.  They are entirely different.

Matt. 3:11. 
Autos humas baptisei en Pneumati Hagioo
he you shall baptize in Spirit Holy

Luke 3:16
autou Autos humas baptisei en Pneumati Hagioo
He you shall baptize in Ghost Holy

John 1:33
houtos estin ho baptizoon en Pneumati Hagioo
the same is he which baptizeth in Spirit holy

Acts 11:16
humeis de baptistheesesthe en Pneumati Hagioo
ye but shall be baptized in Ghost Holy

Mark: 1:8.
autos de baptisei humas en Pneumati Hagioo
he but shall baptize you in Spirit Holy

Acts 1:5
de en Pneumati baptistheesesthe Hagioo
but in Spirit shall be baptized Holy

The baptism in 1Cor. 12:12-13 is that which puts us into the body of Christ (cf. Gal. 3:27; 
Rom. 6:3).  If we are in Christ we are a new creature, old things are passed away (2Cor. 
5:17).  There is now no condemnation (Rom. 8:1). The Holy Spirit is very much involved in 
our being born again (Jn. 3:5; 1Jn. 5:8; Eph. 1:13, 14; Ac. 2:38, 39; etc. See above). 

OBJECTION:  “In Acts 8:15 Christians did not have the Holy Spirit.” 
ANSWER: 
What they had not yet received was the outpouring of the Holy Spirit UPON them. “UPON” 
indicates the miraculous  outpouring of the Holy Spirit--perhaps because it was a visible sign 
(cf. Ac. 2:3, 17; 8:16; 10:44; 11:15; 19:6; Mark 1:10). 

In contrast with Jesus, who while on earth had the Spirit without measure (Jn. 3:34), and had 
to go away in order for anyone else to receive it (Jn. 16:7), Christians received different 
measures of the Spirit (Eph. 4:7).  Just as they could be “filled with the Spirit” more than 
once (Ac. 4:31; Jn. 3:34, 35), they could receive the spirit in different measures and different 
ways.  

8. While they claim the same Spirit their teachings are in conflict.

United Pentecostals, Mormons, Assemblies of God, Moonies, etc. just do not mix, yet they all 
profess some or all of those claimed by others.  How can they all be guided by the same 
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Spirit?  Since none of them seem to have any greater power than the others, it would seem 
that none of them have what they claim.

9. They are often  misled by false teachers. 

Does the Holy Spirit teach contradictory things to different men and different groups?

If they had the gifts of either prophecy or discerning of spirits, false teachers should be 
detected and exposed.  True prophets would be guided “into all truth” (Jn. 16:12; 1Cor. 
14:37).

EXAMPLES:
a. “Mother” Ann Lee, of the Shakers. (1776)

She purportedly was able to speak in over 72 languages and has been repeatedly cited by 
tongues advocates to prove they have continued through the centuries.1  However, Ann 
Lee2 claimed to be Jesus Christ, returned in a woman's form!

b. Joseph Smith and Mormon leaders have claimed to have the spiritual gifts. 

Sherrill, who has long been touted as some authority on the works of the Holy Spirit, 
cited the Mormons for support (p. 77).  How in the world can Mormons be filled with the 
Holy Spirit when they follow a false-prophet who participated in polygamous adultery and 
taught the grossly pagan concept of many Gods who had become so by progression from 
being men?

c.  Sun Myung Moon was spawned in the charismatic movement in South Korea.

Rev. Moon teaches his followers to believe that the mission of Jesus failed and that he is 
the new prophet and Messiah from the East who has come to restore all things.  They 
teach that Jesus was the natural birth resulting from sexual relations with someone other 
than Mary's husband, Joseph (Zacharias the priest) and that the crucifixion was unplanned 
and unnecessary.  They also believe in concealing what they believe under the Justification 
of “heavenly deception.”  

There is no substantial difference between the practices of the Moonies and those of other 
charismatic preachers.  I went on a trip to Korea with over a hundred preachers, most of 
them in the tongues movement.  I took video pictures of them all together talking in “in 
tongues.”  At the end of the trip most of them signed a document claiming that Moon was 
“spirit led.”  It looked a lot more like the whole kit-and-caboodle were spirit possessed!

d. United Pentecostals.

They are at odds with the others over the nature of God and other issues.  Some Church 
of God groups are at odds with other charismatic groups.  

1   John Sherrill, THEY SPEAK WITH OTHER TONGUES, p. 77
    Donald Lee Barnett, GLOSSOLALIA, p. 28, 1969 ed.).
2  ENCYCLOPEDIA  BRITTANNICA., 1956 )
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10.They claim that being baptized in the Holy Spirit is the “baptism of fire” (Matthew 3:11; Luke 
3:16)

ANSWER: 
The statement about being “baptized with fire” is immediately followed, by the words, “whose 
fan is in his hand, and he will throughly purge his floor, and gather his wheat into the 
garner; but he will burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire.” This was a continuation of the 
sentence.  There was no verse distinction in the original. 

Note also that this is the only mention of being baptized in fire.  Mark 1:8; Acts 1:5; 11:16, 
nor any other passage mentions it.  

Note that these also omit the statement concerning the chaff being burned up with 
unquenchable fire.  Therefore, the fact that wherever one is omitted, so is the other, would 
further confirm that the two statements relate to each other and not to baptism in the Holy 
Spirit.  

The citation in Acts 1:5 has reference to what the apostles were to receive, and thus no 
mention is made of them being baptized with fire.

The only other thing the baptism of fire advocates have to try to bolster their case is Acts 2 
where it speaks of “tongues like as of fire” sitting upon each of them.  However, this does not 
say they were baptized in fire, and the evidence of the other passages negates that conclusion.

A. THE BEHAVIOR FRUIT
    

1. They profess that they know Him but do not obey what He says.
a. Mt. 7:20-27. Hearing and obeying is more important than miracles.
b. Lk. 6:46. He is Lord only to those who obey (cf. Rom. 6:16-18).
c. Jn. 8:47. He that is of God hears the words of God.
d. Jn. 14:15, 21, 23, 24. Those who do not keep his sayings do not love him.
e. Jn. 15:14. We are His friends IF we keep His commandments.
f. Ac. 5:32. The Holy Spirit is given to those who OBEY.
g. 1Jn. 2:3, 4, 5. He that says he knows him but does not obey is a liar.
h. 1Jn. 3:24. The Spirit is identified by obedience to his commands.
i. 1Jn. 4:6. The Spirit of truth or error is evaluated by whether they follow the teachings of the 
Apostles.
j. 1Jn. 5:2, 3. Loving God requires keeping His commandments.

2. What they claim as “fruit” does not prove Scripturally good under examination and over time.

Zeal, enthusiasm and “love” among charismatic believers are often cited as “fruit of the 
Spirit.”  However, since such contradictory groups as “Moonies,” Mormons, Children of God 
and Assemblies of God make similar claims and the same “fruits,” we see that something is 
wrong with this reasoning.  Do not Mormons as well as Pentecostals manifest love?  The 
scriptures clearly show that such superficial conclusions are invalid.  
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a. Matt. 7:20-23. Jesus specifically warned against accepting what appeared to be clothing of sheep, 
even if they profess to prophesy, cast out demons and do many mighty works in his name.
b. 2Cor. 11:13-15.  Those who serve Satan may appear to be ministers of righteousness.  
c. Matt. 6:2, 5, 16. Fasting, giving alms, and making long prayers are done by hypocrites (Matt. 6:2, 5, 
16).  
d. 1Cor. 13:1-3. Speaking in tongues of men and angels, prophesying, knowing all mysteries, bestowing 
all one's goods to feed the poor, and even giving one's body to be burned, may still profit nothing.
e. Matt. 5:46.  Heathens have love, but godly love includes obedience to what God says (Jn. 14:15, 21, 
23, 24; Mt. 7:21, 24).  
f.  2Thes. 2:11. Do they do what God says, or are they only following a delusion of their own heart? 
g. 1Ki. 18:28-29. The 450 prophets of Baal certainly had a lot of enthusiasm.  Elijah put them to the 
test.  They leaped about the altar and cried aloud, but no fire came.  
h. Rom. 10:2. Paul acknowledged that the Jews had a zeal but, “not according to knowledge.”

I do not wish to paint all charismatic people black.  Many are very sincere.  My own wife 
came from the “holy rollers,” as they were then called.  However, that does not mean they are 
not deceived.  “There is a way that seemeth right unto a man but the end thereof are the 
ways of death” (Prov. 16:25). 

3. It is simply not true that those who speak in tongues somehow have a special corner on 
spirituality.

Even when tongues were present in the times of the Apostles, it did not make them spiritual. 
The church at Corinth was one of the most divided and troubled churches recorded.  

They often have serious problems that no power they claim resolves.  Biblical authority 
teaches that we must not assume that some appearances of righteousness necessarily validates 
their claims.  Evil fruit properly and necessarily raises questions about their claims.  I have had 
considerable experience with charismatic people over the last 50 years and there is a pattern 
of tendencies which is very disturbing.  

The first congregation I served was almost half Pentecostal.  Some years before, two women 
had come and held a “revival meeting.”  They gained a significant following and split the 
church.  They then moved to a hall in town and started a separate congregation.  In time they 
got into a fight among themselves and split again.  One of the factions returned and in time 
again became embroiled in conflict with the other members. The preacher tried to deal with 
the problem but finally decided it was more than he could handle. I was called and being 
young and inexperienced, accepted with little idea of what I was getting into.

I worked hard trying to develop communication.  All I got for my trouble was thrown 
physically off the property of their leader and a deaf ear from his followers. However, in time 
we pulled the church together and the charismatic people pulled out.  That experience 
introduced me to several characteristic problems that seem almost inherent with them. 

a. They were impossible to placate.  
b. No scriptural teaching that raised any question about their practice would be considered.  
c. They regarded no one as spiritual that did not accept their claims without question and adopt their 
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loud demonstrative behavior.
d. If they could not have things their way you could count on trouble.  
e. If they could not turn the congregation on to tongues they would tear it up. 
f. If they could not have things their way they would pull out and take as many as possible with them.  I 
don't consider that “fruit of the Spirit.” 

4. Some charismatic groups have even sent “missionaries” into other churches to proselytize, 
resulting in strife and division. 

 All across this land, churches that have accepted charismatic people have been riddled with 
strife and division.  Indeed, a church within a few miles of us has been split twice.

5. They are notoriously shallow in the knowledge of the word of God.

Feeling becomes the final authority and the Bible forced to fit.  A thorough, balanced 
knowledge of the Bible is lacking.  Any attempt to seek a careful examination of scripture is 
disdainfully called, “head religion.”  

6. Unstable and insecure 

Rather than trust in the lord and walk by faith, they must rely upon miraculous manifestations 
to keep them pumped.  This appears to result from a combination of low self-image and a 
feeling of insecurity, which translates into a need for something bigger than God's ordinary 
providence to keep them reassured and feeling important.  The result is a roller coaster of 
highs and lows and the need for another “fix” to keep them pumped.

7. Inclined to Exaggeration   

Claims of miraculous manifestations are grossly distorted with little or no foundation in fact. 
They will dogmatically insist, often with grand embellishments, on claims of the miraculous, 
with no attempt at verification.  It is almost as if they were playing a game of, “Can you top 
this”! Some stories I have heard right from the pulpit would take top honors in a Liar’s Club. 
The result is inflated ego and a considerable gullibility.  I say this not only from my own 
observation.  Numerous people among them have confided their own embarrassment at this 
tendency.

8. Dependency on some great person seems vital to their security.

The Jim Joneses, Joseph Smiths, Sun Young Moons, Aimee McPhersons, Ann Lees, Herbert 
Armstrongs, David Bergs, A. A. Alans, Oral Roberts, Jim Bakkers, and Jimmy Swaggarts 
seem crucial to their emotional dependency.  Like flocks of starlings they fly from one healer 
or “prophet” to another.  On their buildings and advertisements the most prominent feature of 
praise is not Jesus, but the name of the Evangelist.  Example: “ORAL L. ROBERTS 
UNIVERSITY”

Here in Seattle we have gone through the “Jesus People Movement,” the Community Chapel 
movement, and lately, Casey Treat who expounds a “Prosperity Gospel” in which he 
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unblushingly tells people that God wants him rich --and expects his followers to make him 
that way.  Of course, there are numerous lesser lights, all trying to compete for the spoils or 
prestige (cf. Rom. 6:18).

9. A superiority that borders on arrogance often seems to be inherent.

There is a kind of pushy, gloating, smug superiority accompanied with contempt and hostility 
to any realistic evaluation.  As one girl haughtily proclaimed, “You're doubtin' and doin' 
without while we're believin' and receivin'.”  A homosexual girl, gave me the put-down that 
we did “not have the Spirit.”  I Finally pointedly told her that whatever it was that she had, I 
did not want.  She was the one with the problems! 

It sometimes manifests itself as outright hypocrisy.  They can gossip, undermine and be loose 
with the truth yet tell us that if we were just not so blind and dishonest, we could be like 
them!  Big deal!  What I see is that if I would be dishonest and willing to sell out my integrity 
and the welfare of others, I could make big bucks. Sorry, but that is not my ambition (2 Co. 
11:19, 20).

10.The leaders have an almost obsessive preoccupation with money.

If there is anything that is characteristic in charismatic preachers it is the creative and 
ingenious ways they can induce people to part with their money.  Witness the Oral L Roberts’ 
claim that if he did not raise a million dollars God would strike him dead!  Witness the claims 
of the health and wealth preachers like our local Casey Treat of Christian Faith Center, who 
claim, “God wants me rich!”  Witness the huge sums diverted to their own bank accounts by 
Jim and Tammy Bakker for which they went to jail. This emphasis smells of scam all the way 
to the bank.  

No less smelly are their lawsuits against each other and reports by people in their 
organizations of money received in responses to pleas for children or mission works in other 
countries diverted to their own use.  The amazing thing to me is how much people seem to 
enjoy being fooled. 

11.Consider the failure of their “prophets” and “discerners of spirits” to expose the scoundrels 
that are so often attracted or produced in the movement.

Messages straight from God are heady stuff!  The deceiver often begins a bit cautiously, 
claiming to be merely “following the Lord's leading.”  Success in gaining a following 
encourages him to begin relying more and more upon “signs” or miraculous claims in leading 
his following.  These get progressively more exaggerated until he begins feeling that whatever 
he decides is the leading of God.  Since no one can listen to what God is telling him, he soon 
discovers that the more extravagant the claim the more those who follow signs give and exalt 
him in holy fervor.  Such power and inflation of self-importance is intoxicating in the extreme. 
Eventually the distortion of reality carries him and his followers beyond all restraints.  In his 
self-delusion he becomes convinced that his thought or desire is  a “message from God.”  The 
word of God is only used to lend credibility to his claims. No matter what he does, his words 
are the actual authority.  Consider the following.
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a. The “Children of God”

The “Children of God” was led by David Berg, who calls himself, “Moses David”.  He 
was later charged in a state attorney general's report with gross sexual abuses.  I have 
some literature by them with poems supposedly given “in tongues” which are too obscene 
to publish.  One is entitled, “Sex Works.”  Another is filled with profanity against preach-
ers.

b. The “Jesus People” movement.

The “Jesus People” movement was started by Linda Meissner, a former worker with 
David Wilkerson, writer of “The Cross And The Switchblade.”  Later she left her husband 
and joined the “Children of God,” resulting in a public legal struggle over properties they 
had accumulated.  I met Linda at “The House of Joshua,” a male commune here in 
Seattle, during a confrontation with Robert Sirico, one of their representatives.  She heard 
of my discussion with Mr. Sirico and came over to order me out.

c. Robert Sirico

Sirico later went on the radio with a “healing ministry” and got a big write-up in the news 
papers. He was backed by a number of charismatic leaders in the community.  However, 
in time the “fruit” ripened and he hit the headlines as organizing a gay church (The 
Metropolitan Church of Seattle) and performing homosexual marriages.  A year or so 
later he made the headlines in a police raid in Los Angeles where “slaves” were being sold 
for up to $75.00, complete with paddles and leather restraints for sado-masochistic 
relationships. The last I heard he had joined the Roman Catholic Priesthood.

d. Troy Perry

Troy Perry, a Pentecostal preacher, founded the Metropolitan Community Church of Los 
Angeles, primarily for homosexuals, and wrote a book entitled, “THE LORD IS MY 
SHEPHERD AND HE KNOWS I'M GAY.

e. Jim Jones

Should we overlook Jim Jones and the infamous Jones Town tragedy, when over nine 
hundred people were seduced into murder and suicide under the claim that he held special 
powers from God?  Here again were homosexual and other acts of depravity. 

f. Aimee McPherson, founder the Four Square Gospel Church

Nor are these things confined to the “fringie” elements of the Charismatic movement. 
Mrs. Aimee McPherson, founder of the Four Square Gospel Church, was the sensation 
of the country over her meetings in a cottage by the sea and her public disputes with her 
mother. Read about it in “Storming Heaven,” autobiography of Milton Berle prepared by 
Lately Thomas, (p. 123-129).
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g. Don Barnett of Community Chapel

Locally, here in Seattle, Pastor Donald Lee Barnett of Community Chapel (3,000 
members) made big headlines with his “spiritual connection” doctrine in which people 
danced with and looked deep into the eyes of those not their mates and found something 
that made them get into bed and out of their marriages.  The result has been a bundle of 
lawsuits, splitting of the church and his ultimate firing.  However, he has started over with 
a few hundred loyal followers.  This illustrates the depth of gullibility and the lack of any 
guidance of the Spirit.

h.  A. A. Allen

A. A. Allen, for years was one of the best known Pentecostal traveling Evangelists.  His 
theme was, “God does not want you sick.  Come and receive healing” [And bring a full 
purse -ARJ].  However, he himself was beset with serious deterioration in his knees which 
at that time could not be healed.  Further, several years before his death from acute 
alcoholism, he publicly denied being arrested for drunken driving in Knoxville, Tennessee 
on Oct. 21, 1955, forfeiting a $1,000.00 bond, even though the court records proved 
beyond question that he was the man.  

i. Marjoe Gortner

Then there was the child wonder, Marjoe Gortner who, from age three, supposedly was 
preaching and healing by special powers.  However, in time he publicly renounced the 
whole thing as a sham, saying, “It was all memorization and business, and I lied to 
reporters about dreams and visions from God that I never had.” Passing these off as 
outdated cases does not answer the question.  If the charismatic churches had what they 
claimed, why were they not able to detect and expose these things?

j. Jim Bakker of the television P.T.L. Club

Again, we recently saw an abundance of fruits ripening on the Assemblies Of God tree as 
Jim Bakker, head of the P.T.L (“Praise The Lord.”) Club, who ripped off the “ministry” 
for millions, had sex with a fellow male preacher and, along with him, sexually assaulted a 
secretary, Jessica Haun.  He was exposed by good old Jimmy Swag  gart  , another multi-
million dollar Television charismatic Preacher.  

k. Jimmy Swaggart 

Ironically, Jimmy had also accused a fellow TV Evangelist, Marvin Gorman of 
fornication, and got him defrocked.  Then, having knocked off his chief rivals, a funny 
thing happened on the way to fame and fortune.

Evangelist Gorman, nursing a grudge, settled the score by taking some very incriminating 
photographs of  Swaggart coming out of a motel room with a known prostitute. A few 
interviews with the “girls” and Jimmy also was greatly embarrassed.  To top things off, 
Gorman sued Jimmy and won ten million dollars for lying about his sex life.  Of course, 
people who buy into these deceptions can stomach almost anything.  Most of these guys 
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were soon back doing their thing, except for Gorman who lost his ministry and Bakker, 
who got about forty years (but is now out) for misusing the funds.  People who follow 
such men are certainly not being guided by the Spirit.

l. Peter Poppoff

Finally, there was good old Peter Poppoff who told people all about themselves while 
“healing” them.  It sounded so convincing that people willed themselves healed, even 
though they were not. --That is, until he met up with The Great Randi, who has spent his 
life acquainting himself with the ways people are fooled.  

Randi could not deny that Poppoff was phenomenally correct in the things he told people. 
It was simply too good to be true.  Randi smelled a rat.  So, he brought in a device for 
detecting radio waves and tuned into Poppoff's wife feeding the information to her 
husband through a wireless ear receiver from cards the people filled out in advance!  So, 
why could not the “discerners of spirits” detect the fraud? They were obviously of a 
kindred spirit.

In defense they cite leaders in other churches who have fallen.  True, but these other leaders 
are claiming no such gifts.  If they were, I would also say they were false prophets.  The key 
issue is their claim of the miraculous gifts.  If they had these gifts they should be able to 
expose the hearts of the wicked (Ac. 5:1-10; 1Cor. 12:10; 14:24, 25, 29).

They will vigorously deny that such instances are representative of the charismatic movement 
as a whole.  A few charismatic leaders doing wrong does not prove that they are all bad. 
However, it certainly shows that there are some very wolfish acting scoundrels professing to 
be sheep, and it is therefore both proper and necessary to question them on the basis of Matt. 
7:15.  The rot is clearly there.  The only question is just how deep does it go?  Unfortunately, 
there seems to be almost no end to these kinds of problems, --too much appeal to vanity, 
--too much money, --too much power, --too many “suckers.”  

Where are their discerners of spirits?  (1Cor. 12:10; Ac. 5:1-14; 16:16-18; 2Ki. 5:20-27)

The issue is not the large percentage of problem people or that the leaders are so often guilty 
of deception, immorality and exploitation but that while claiming apostolic powers, they 
cannot detect and expose the frauds.  The apostles knew the hearts of those who were lying 
(Ac. 5:1-11) and the prophets exposed the hearts of unbelievers (1Cor. 14:24, 25).  However, 
modern “prophets” claim the gift of discerning spirits (1Cor. 12: 10), yet I, with no 
miraculous gift, can see through these impostors better than they.

What I have presented here is only a tip of the iceberg.  There are multitudes of lesser lights 
being exposed all of the time--and very likely a lot more getting away with it.  Again, I say, 
the fundamental problem is not that such people do turn up but that while they claim to have 
the powers given by the Holy Spirit, they cannot discern and expose these people as did 
Peter with Ananias and Sapphira (Ac. 5).  All kinds of justifications and excuses are given 
but the fact is that Jesus did warn that those who had such fruits were to be rejected.
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Healing by faith has both a valid history and a check
ered past. 

Frorn apostolic times until the present, the belief in t~e 
healing ministry has been accepted and upheld by many ill 
various denominations. 

There also have been charlatans. The unscrupulous have 
found that illness is a fertile field for making money by 
preying upon the credulity of those in pain. 

Because of these opposing views, a fair understanding of 
a healing ministry has become difficult. 

But let's . 
Robert came ~a~b~o~u,tia~~~~ 

• 

at United Presbyterian Church. A 
service is planned at 7.: 30 p. m. February 8. 

Among those attending the services on November 9, 1970, 
was Mrs. Flornell A. Marion, 62, unable to walk without 
crutches and severe pain after two automobile accidents. 

Since that healing service, Mrs. Marion no longer needs 
crutches; her spine, kneecaps and hip are in line; the pain 
bas gone. 

A physician who had attended Mrs. Marion during her 
suffering was not surprised, far reasons which have to do 
w th faith if not with miracles. 

SIRICO'S OWN EXPERIENCE with religious phenome
na began when he was 7, a Roman Catholic, preparing for 
First Communion and learning the Act of Contrition. As he 
prayed, "It was as though God and I were together and I 
was speaking directly to him." 

Sirico was 11, preparing for Confirmation, when he 

in the church before a crucifix," he said. 
"As I looked up, I saw the love He had hanging there on that 
cross for me .personaJly. 1 went to speak to Him ... it came 
out in another language. 

"That I believe to be my baptism in the Holy Spirit." 
Sirico no longer is' CathoHc. He ,was ordained bt; the Full 

Mi Chicago. He came 0 SeaHIe 
Navy at Bremerton. He was 

released kom the Navy because of his clergy status. 
Sirico became involved In youth ministry in the Seattle 

area and became aware that were 
around him. His ministry 

He talked about. how healings occur: 

. . . 

• 

• 
• 

-

"Generally, I believe in the laying on of han d s. It's 
scriptural. That's why I practice it. But I don't believe in it 
as a point of contact. 

"I believe that your faith in the Holy Spirit is your point 
of contact. You don't need anyone to touch you or you don't 
have to touch anyone." 

What is his own role in the healing? 
"I'm a spectator. I really am. I know that I'm not the 

healer. 
"This is probably one of the most important things to 

me. I learned that God does not and cannot share His glory. 
The reason for healing is to give glory to God. 

"A servant of God, that's all I am. I'm no special medi
um of healing. I don't profess to have the gift of healing. I 
believe the gife belongs to the Roly Spin£. " 

Sirico is uncomfortable with some faith healers. "I use 
the term although I hate it," he said. He criticized some as 
being motivated by money. Yet he added: 

"Still, healings do occur, actual physical miracles oc
cur at their services. The way I look at it, God used the 
Apostle Paul, but God also used the jackass." 

Sirko said that he was not necessary for the healing to 
take place. 

"I believe in God's sQvereignty," be said. "I believe that 
those people came to that service that night expecting God 
to move. God is going to honor their faith ... 

"I don't know, I really don't know, w hat my actual 
position is. To tell the truth, I don't want to know. I'm afraid 
that if I did know, I would think more than I ought about 
myself. 

"The way I look at it, I'm just there conducting things. 
I'm not the healer. I'm not the Saviour. I just watch it, like 
everybody else." , 

Offerings at the services support the healing ministry 
which is. being incorporated as Truth in Healing. 

MRS. MARION WAS INJURED In an automobile acci· 
dent on March 15, 1966. After a year and a half of recupera
tion, she still had immobility in hEr knees, a hip, a shoulder 
and her back. 

• 

In late November, 1969, she was in ano;ther accident. 
She described her condition: "My right hip was out of 

the socket a little bit; my kneecaps were out of place two or 
three inches; my vertebrae were beht like 'Vs' instead of 
being equal marks." 

• 



• 

- -

She quoted one of her doctors, "You're in such a critical 
co.ndition I don't see how you walk." . 

After some months, Mrs. Marion was examined by or
thopedic specialists at a hospital. 

"They decided they could help me," Mrs. Marion said. 
"They said something about stainless steel in my hip and 
plastic kneecaps. But I'd have to lose some weight." 

She returned to the hospital in October, 1970. 
' ;Another doctor thought it would be better if he broke 

my right leg in four places and just :reset it ... to bring the · 
leg back in line," Mrs. Marion said. . 

"But they weren't too sure I would last through the 
surgery." 

Mrs. Marion was despondent. She went home to spend 
most of her time in bed. Once, when she couldn't 
listened to radio station KTW =;...;; 

• 
With some reluctance and misgiving, Mrs. Marion de

cided to attend the service of healing on November 9. Sev
eral times she almost backed out, but finally she was seated 
in the crowded church. 

"I was hurting so bad I was just sitting there gritting my 
teeth," she said. . 

She remembered that at one point she had said: "God, I 
can't take this any longer. Take me home tonight or heal 
me. I can't live any longer like this." 

The congregation stood to sing a hymn. 
"My knees began to knock together," Mrs. Marion said. 

"I'd been warned my right knee might become disengaged, 
break. So I sat down real quick and grabbed my knees ... 

"The pain was worse than anything I'd had up to that 
time. Then a streak oi .lightning went through me from head 
to toes and I turned cold. I've never been so cold in all my 
life. I thought God had taken me at my word . .. 

, 

"Then, suddenly, I was warm all over, warmth I can't 
describe. Somebody put his arllls clear around me and 
hugged me and said, in a voice as c I ear as you r s or 
Robert's, to beaU now.' 

"When 
='" 

. did walk without her crutches. She went up 
and down a four-step stairway. . 

"I sang, and then we sang," she said. "I've never had 

• 

Sa'iurday, January 23, 1971 ' Will' §ruttlr (t'hUfS A I I 

Robert Sirico gestured during a service of heal
ing. Staff photo by Richard S. HeYIa. 

such joy. I don't mean happiness. I mean .joy, the. kind you 
can't describe. The kind that you just feel you could float. " 

. She went back to her docto,r for a through eXfI,mination, 
including X-rays. Marion her doctor, "It's in· 
credible; I don't 

She commented, "I didn't beJievy in hea\in~. But I guess 
I laid it on the line: 'God, heal me tonight or ta e me home.' " 

ONE OF THE 
Marion during her 

was of a 

who had examined Mrs. 
suffering said that~~ = 

nature 
""!'=: 

m~. tly physicians, he said, fail to recognize that 
motivation, faith, bel i e f in the physician physic~1 or 
psychic a. :e likely to produce results that surgery cannot. 

The suggestion of resetting Mrs. Marion's legs Qr giving 
her plastic kneecaps was mentioned as a way of getting ~er 
started on a weight-reduction and exercise program, he said. 

Apparently. she was not motivated sufficiently until she 
went to the healing service, he said. . 

All this may be a question of semantics. 
One person's "motivation" may be another ·person 's 

"f 'th" . al . '. 
After Jesus cured the leper who returned to praise Him, 

He said, " Arise , go thy way; thy faith hath made thee 
whole." , 

Mrs. Marion did use crutches and was in pain. That no 
longer is true. 

Was it faith or motivation that healed her? 

. . . . . - - - .-
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" stor to per orm omosexua 
, - .----~-.., 
. As paS\llr of Seattle's first Community Church of Los 
church t>rganized primarily Angeles and becomes the 
to ntiDister. to the homosexu- 30th church in the nation 
31 communJty, the Rev. Rob- openly serving bomosexuals. 
~t. .S,iTi<:iJ said yesterday he Mr. Sirico, 21, ordained a 
will perform homosexual Pentecostal minister, has 
.. - • I 

ma.mages. been in Seattle for about two 
>lTJi'e Mrtropolitan Commu- years,- conducting a service 

nity Church of Seattle will of healing with the support 
have its lirst service at 11 a. of s eve r a I Queen Anne 
m. May 2lt in the Broadway churc.hes. 
'PlelUer, Mr. Sirico said. His announcement that he 
"'I'1\%"SeattJe church will be is himself a homosexual and 
linked to the Metropolitan that he is beginning the new 

Rev. Robert Sirlco 

church has led to a split with 
his backers in the Robert 
Silico Foundation. Mr. Sirico . 
said his entire board has re
signed. 

He said that most of his 
lire, aW$ire he was a homo
sexual, he took the position 
that homosexuality was a 
perversion and condemned 
in the Bible, but said his 
views have changed. 

Citing in particular First 
Corinthians 6: 9, Mr. Sirko 

• marrIages 
said he now understands the 
Bible to condemn "trying to 
change one's sexual orienta
tion . tI 

State law refusing mar
riage licenses to adults of 
the same sex are now under 
legal attack, Sirico said. He 
added, however, that as a 
religious ceremony. homo
'sexual marriages can be 
performed by an ordained 
minister. 

He said the board of the 

Robert Sirico Foundation. ' 
organized to support his 
healing ministry, could not 
approve of him as ' 3 homo- , 
sexual ,and considered it a I 
perversion. 

In his healing ministry, he 
said, he had found it impos-' 
sible to "totally deliver" a 
person from homosexuality 
and had seen some become 
so despairing as to commit 
6uicide. 





~ ~"---., .. - ;. '" -: ,wt w/lI,!,/ll'r )VII hOVII a ' Ollif f, 
- ~ prllt..if!m In d.ml willr, (m' 

IIIlie/I":r i,', ,II" Mml" prol.,. 
IIJI!! )'I, ll. Iliulltj,~t 1(Hlr," 

. -Jolin FQ~" DuUc. 
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Weather .' 
Sunny 1100 warmer today wllh highs lJJ tbtl 

upper 1:01. Mostly fDir. warm OJld hwnld to- ;: 
nisht OI.nd SundilY. Lows tonight will be in the • 
mid and uppt'f 60s. Highs Sunday will be I.d 
lhe luwl!r 90s. PrObllbility of fain near terl) 
lI,xJiJY and tonight. See Wi,l'l!.her map on page 
t. 

10 Ce nt ll 

:Baptist Minister Accepts 00 'I 
;Of Homosexual Cinev Cllurch 
; CINCINNATI. Ohio (AP) -1m a d y non·homose.~ as s~ers, Sirko seeks homosex- I 
, The Rev. Robert Sirico, pastor members. , uals who have no church. ! 
• of the newly formed homosex- Alembers use "gay," "Homo- "We \Vent to the bars and I 
l ual Metropolitan Church of Cin- I pbile" and "Homosexual" to found great interest.·f he said. ! I 
. clnnati. said Friday that "being identify themselves and the The 1\ICC national is "funda- I 
t gay is not something you do, membetship is white, DOD- mentalist but not legalistic," 

but something YOU ue.Jt white, male, female, gay and and its members and ministers 
: Sirko, a licmsed Baptist "~t.» 5irico said. • preach that the "primary thiDg t 
, minister, was called this week Smco, "Wbo came to Cincm· in the ~ is that God loves I 
: by a .group of 31! ~ who Dati from a OO~gregatiOll in us ••• God loves everyone.~· 
t \t'OI'Shiped at mutarian church ~e. Wash., said he declared Sirko said he scorns Chris- I 
I since Easter. Be quickly ac- himself a h~mosexual two tians who choose biblical verses 

cepted the positioa as minister. years ago, addin~ that ~e bad that condemn homosexuality i 
• He said the church is Dot in- bad sexual relations With no and ignore verses that condemn 
'lterested in converting hetero- one. practices he said are more sa-
I sexuaJs to homosexuality. Si- "Being gay is not something ciaJJy accepted today. I 
llri~ said the church, .whicb you., do. ~ut something you "The great oppressor of; I 

-/clauns 20,000 members m the are, be s8Jd. homosexuals in history :has . -
U. S., Canada and England, has Where other cburcbes seck been the church," be said, \\itb it 

..-'" its "misinterpretations of the t, 
• _. word of God." 1 

Sirico said many l\ICC 
churdles have been burned, jn.. j 
eluding .. the )fother Church" of 
the founder, tne Rev. Troy Per
ry, in Los Angeles. 

Both members and c}ergy_ 
hal:'e received threats, he said, ha 
"but wc're ,oing to worship f 
GOO an)",,-ar. -, "God must be 0 

tern"ly sickened" br the sigbt fTI 

of racialJy and sexually segre- in 
gated cbUKbes. be said. at 

Sirico said the Metropolitan ~ 
Comm1.Ulity OIurch is eonsid. ~ 
ering renaming its organization ' 
in memory of tile Rev. Bill tar- Fl 
~, pastor of the New Orleans, Ct 
La.y gay cllurch. he 

Larson burned to death SC\te t" 
cral \\'eeks ago. 
---------- GI 



Gay M~'r;age 
Rev. Robert Sirico prepares com
munion for Anthony Sullivan (L). 
and Richard Adams (right 
background). who were married 
April 21 In Denver. The ceremony 

wal the nation's fifth · "openly 
gay" wedding. The Rev. Freda 
Smith (right foreground) assisted 
in the ceremony. (UPI) 
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Despite newlywed _statu!!! 

.. Gay fears· deportation 
t:~iI" J'l"t •• tnter.j!ot.al 

An Amlralbll bo:nosc)[· 
. ul willi ma r ried an 

,\mel'iean mall. in Blmtdcr, 
Colo. !.aid T'lIesd3~' in 1.01> 
A.~gele~ ~,e i~ afr~\~ he 
will 00 deporie<l d~splt", 

the feet he is ~~ I" an 
"'mer.can ~itiz.en by mar· 
rli!oge. 

Anthnny Stl[l \ v~~ 
m3rricQ It id:o.rd Adams 
o:J Lo\; -Ar.l:cl~s 1II0lldny ill 
Boa!dcr, ill. the "nIy cnulI· 
W in \lIe n~ti<)fJ permitting 
js~ullnce 01 marriageli· 
<:'~nse. !o bom".e~u.1 coo
pies. 

'l'he ~ero'mnny W,~" 
(l('rforfl1~ by the Rc,'. 
Ro~l1 Sirico, a Lo~ An" 
~lts gay riGhts "d\'o ~ate 
\\i1o aeror.1 p~nic(\ II,e roen 
to C(~orad". 

At a n",'~ rDnflrenu 
1\1~~l!a~' on !:!telr return 10 

!.os i\ntel~~. Sul1!v~n said 
hi: came to the U.S. on II 
tourist 1'lslI in 1'J12 and 
had to ~htc k "' it il th v 
Immigration and Na t ional· 
izntlon Se~\'k e ever)' few 
monlh~. 

"TIlI~ is ~ t.nrJil~e w~y 
!n live." he s~id_ 

fle said, I:e mnrlicd a:l 
,\mcriClin w(]l u~n i:1 1974 
$(I Ilc eQuid slay in t!lis 
c()W ltry but scpamted twu 

'nimilh~ la!~r. 

··Tlle llll!lligr.linn De
purllnenl ronlin uC<! 10 has 
~Ic U~ us 10 th~ stOll11.5 or 
oor mania;e ," !\{; said_ 
"We dO!fided we cmold col 
perpetuate a lie. so in 
Ma~h of this yea! thad 
Ih", m~rriage ann"uled." 

HI! ~aid h' i!nd Adam~ 
dccidw 10 m~I"T\' >;(l he 

~n:t1d m/liutain hi8 d tizc,l' 
stlip slafus. 

" 1 believe that our nl(l
tin~~hip is bJ<:'\lred by (',-od 
and,_3.s of ycs t erd_uy , 
k~uJired by the laws ...r 

' tllis country," IJc s3id. 
Rp.v. Siri~o !IIIid_oo "" nl 

I tele'gram to Presi:!en( 
f{)l-,j askil1o:: him to ddelld 
Sullivan'5 right ,\0 " sh.rc 
hi,; life" wi th Adullis. 

,\n nttoi'llcy lor the ncw· 
l)'WL"tis s a id Sullinli .. mild 
~llPIy to 1IIc_U. 8. I:tlV ~m
melll to befom(l a pcrnla
ncnt resident Q( tile 
~~,u 'lry ''' lIcCIlUs\: he i~ 
nlarried to · an AmeriC"J;I 
dliw!I." 

Think small, IISf' II ct'>ii sL. 
lied Ad for big, reu;!ts_ 
PI~ce your ad todayl liE 
'l-ii9S9_ . 
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BY JOEL CONNELLY 

::: ~ With only a singl~ dis
. ':'sent on the final voice 
--" v(lte. the Church Council 

of Greater Seattle yester
. voted in~o memb~r-"'-'" a 'congregation tliat 

.. , eaJUe's homo.sex-
::: ual ,CQUlmunity. 
"" ~ But al?proval of the lVI,et-
:; r 0 p 0' 11 tan Commul11ty 
! Church application touched 
.. off lengthy debate, with 
! some council board mem-
1 hcrs c:onveying expressions 
E uf cU ssenl from \\I i thi n 
.. lheir denominations, • 
! : The dabale 1\ as not 
; ~ itholl! moments of hu-
• c)or, II included an ex-
• ~hall f1e between a Catho lic 
: ~rie s t. a :Jewish rabbi, 
: ~Ild the 11[;11111:v Protestanl 
: illel11 hE' r ~ or lhe coullcil , 
:boClrd , -=-- "Throu nh tlie ages it's 
"Ticen said that a special 
interest grQUp houJdn'1 

-

have its own church ," 
said Fr, Edward Hogan, 
" If accepted, none of you 
would have churches to
day, " 

"That's true. F'ather," 
added Rabbi Arthur Jac;o
bovitz. a Jewish observer 
to the council. 

The issue of a "special 
interest cburch" for homo
sex-uals was central to 
yesterday's debate, 

"Can a church rigbtly 
be so narrowly and exclu· 
sivel y organized?" asked . , 

the Re , David Yeaworth, 
an opponent of member
sh ip, "We know of racism , 
chauvinisin, poor steward
ship people, cUvorce , etc .. 
in the churches , , , 

" But they do 110t exist 
to perpetuate these condi
tions: rather, Ule light of 
the Gospel is b 'ought to 
bear upon these conditions 
throU!1h the openness of 

Seattle Post-IntelligenceI' Wed., June II , 1975 s A 7 

" ~ 
cce 

persons sitting under the 
Word together," 

rfhe REv. James Fair· 
brook, another opponent 
described the MetI'opolitan 
Church's application as "a 
self-serving request to be 
recognized in a separate 
identity, " 

The Rev. Bruce G, Par
ker. chairman of the co un
eil's membershiu commit
tee. said that the Metro
politan Church "is not a 
congregation limited to ho
mosexuals, " 

"But why a piling up ,of 
homosexuals in this partIc
ular church '?" asked Par
ker, ,. It is because in 
snnle denominat.ions tho~e 
whf) acknowl.edge homo
se ~;uality aren't particular
I v \\'elcome ' , , 
" 

,. { k no\\' many c1ll1rche., 
represented here ha I'e ho
lllOsexual members in good 
standing, It is my hope 
that they won't need to. 

, , 

leave in order to find a 
place of welcome," 

Fr, Hogan, supporting , 
membership, noted that I 
" the church council is 
made up of churches that I 
the Cat h 0 1 i c Church 
doesn't agree with doctrin
ally and morally , , ," 

"Jesus said to accept 
evervone" added Catholic : " , 
laywoman and council 
board member Marie Van 
Bronkhorst , 

Board .members also 
noted that while tJ1e Met
ropolitan Church was eligi
ble for membership by 
signin r,; an emphatically 
Chri stian preamble to the 
council's constitution. Uni · 
Irl rial1. and Jews- not ac
cepting Jesus Christ as 
son of God-must stil1 
a observers , 

' 'l'd lil,e 10 ,'!2',r e a 
ChlO'ch COli 11 C i 1 where , 
evervone can join." said : 
one inil1i tel', , 

"Amen! " replied Unj- I 
larian observer Marge I 

Lueders , I 



Coverage of Gays ' 
ROBERT SIRICO 
Los Angeles Times (1886-Current File); Oct 8, 1975 ; ProQuest Historical Newspapers Los Angeles Times (1881 -
pg. B4 

Coverage of Gays 
As a person who helped organize 

the sit .. in and protest in front of The 
Times building last year (as a result 
of your poor coverage of ,gay events), 
I must say you have come a long \vay. 

Your recent coverage of events 
pertaining to the Gay community
the Willie Brown bill passage. gays 
admitted to the police force, Oliver 
Sipple. and your most recent story on 
.gay political clout in San Francisco 
"(Sept. 30) shows a real change and 
.improvement, something I, as a gay 
:person. appreciate. 

How depressing life must be for 
those prime examples of homophobia, 
those ancient opp.ressors of people, 
who suddenly find that they them .. 
selve~ are the "queers.1I 

Yet, I would urge people not to re· 
spond in hate, but with love instead, 
Hate will never rectify the wrongs 
done us, but love can make the fu
ture a better place to live. 

ROBERT smICO 
Executive Director 

Gay Community 
Services Center 

Hollywood 

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission 
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Police Raid 
Private Club 
Gay Auction 

Pulice ill Los An~<!I C 5 
r:, i ..... 1 ..... h .. t they called. a 
horr'D St!xu " l . s (.I do 
maso ch lst j" "s l nY':: 
nlarkeL : ' purc h.:!......:! one 
I"r J lli and ther. madt' 6fI 
arr c :U!< C;>l , t:<trnmul"li l y 
leaden; ,...id Sunday Un, 
","enl WI.' i< ,,,e r e ly " hll1d
r" isl ng a ffai r , 

llml f.!r~ ... \'..,r a gent" In
.,Ilnl lcu Ihe "mal~ · "la"l: 
iJur lion " a l a p ro v" ,., 
~cil l \.h club Satu rn.,,.. nleM . 
art"sli"~ 4U pcr~ons under 
.. s.l a y e r y [t;la ll.lle .1It<! two 
.. thcr"$ OIl ou t standin g 1,.,,1· 
l ie .... ·a r runt"' . 

C ;o j.>l . Jac); Wil~on uI 'he 
I.f)~ .\ nllclcs Vicf! Sq\J:lCf 
sa" l lmd" rcovcr "J:efll~ 
.... ..,nl t o t hl' Mark I V 
H eaH h C lub .m tllfor rna
li '! n u b ' ,,; nod seve n • • 
... ·eclls 1>l!1'l lhat a hOIllQl<f!x
" ., 1 .. ucl lon ... "" 1., he huld. 

lI r:>hcn l'iirko. CIU .. "Cu U"f: 
d i rect .. .. o r t ne Los An,d~ ii 
( ;" y em ",""nily c.cr. Ie1" . 
1' .. 1<1 ~ndi.lY tile allC tio:l 
"'.>oS ,,1:' We ll to ro i:.., n-..uney 
'n,· I h'" eenl<'r - " just I' k p. 
1';.;10 ,;ehn<, 1 slave IIlIC· 
IJOn l'; ." In which prolll;''''''l 
s i u(jl'nlo; ,,,nd f acLl lty 
" ,(" n1\)e ..-!> ' 11'(, ," " rl inned o rr 
1<'1 perform ," L1 eh H'sk~ 35 
" a rry lng Ih .. ··" ...,u",r ·!<· · 
h<lnk1. 10 t..I .. s!< ....... cktmin~ 
"I' I h l' hlJlCh a n .. .. 

W i lMXi" ~jd I h'" slaves In 
Ih l i< t:fts(' w., re "Dlunla'us 
1."1 t.lwl tI,,,, t...,,,,ks w e r", 
... !Ou " ll y o r iented - ollen 
.. IQI'!,: s arln -m" sl)chl"' t l r. 
h....,~ 

.. ... ,, " (';,0, "'.'J,t p",tk!lct; 
I he' ..,. ..... ..,"1/ r::.all I!e~ your 

San ilfarino 
School.Oj Set. 
·J 'f.llks Crew 

T h. , S;", M .uLllO Sell ....... 
llo. .. rc1 wil1 n.an::e t he dls
t del cn ,.,lu)'es elli r us ted 
wil h IHl ndt; ,,1': ...... fic1 .. 'u i "'l 
m aler i,, 1 pefL<lmi:tg 10 
... ",!Ie e liv,", h;trg.a in lng 1,1 .. -

c o-" Ihe new stal" b a .. g ni . 
I"r. I.,,,, wi.leh g'H' ~ ,n lo 
eH e-<.;\ J cly L 

• " " crnp lop'" "" mcd 
w,ll p ro c e ss e 6 r· 
r ('sro""c1(mee au d othur 
", ~ , (] ri .. b ;n hiO ..- r.lI ln inr. 
I'lcGnli .. llul'lS bclween the
sdmol boo r d aad II:r oups 
._1 ...... ., Iw l .. " ..... hin" .. 00 

~" .. , .. In li no.· · lie SlO ta. 
" Yo" can' . pUI Ihum" ~ 
Iln ,tll er ha~nessell 
l iO ~h l on "" In B ball r r c 
:m. n ner l o r rest •• i,,! 1l:'.;J 
... ~ r )' k,:.mi li :otinf:: ~ ,, ~ 
''''n",,<-c 

Wilson 1:1'" .!I l ilYCs wc re 
1I1'ua II." ~Cl't In sub ;<'-<:1 i'''' ty 
lor 1.4 I" "" ·,, :.lIc.· 1111;.'. 
" pur c h"5c, " 

S ir il:u ,k ,.."k..:! ,he 'oT-: 
fiee r 's rh;or:orln rj",,, ti lllj:-, 
" " v l! l><lul:hl p C(lp l e .iu : 
sl:ll'e :me. io!J:O " oil , ''''I~ . 
t hc m c l ean ~Y .. 
:l('arhncnt ."· II., l aKl . 
Sjn~ S.,k! I !lc n "'llter.nf 

,." , " " ,unl"" S3turda .... ni&-bL . 
..... "." lI@te r o"'elu:lIllmot.bct; . 
u l lwo yu .. ", \( c hi ldtcl' " 
"<>lke , a id <:h .. wn~ H~"'; 
.",I.Y ....... n lan ther e and w ... ~ : 
""e 1>1 Lnose ... r ro ·" I. ·d 

IS;", ...... ,; :o;et lit S;;. flno fClr_ 
l ho ,,,!.' I" k ('" In In C"\I~I.fld:v~· 
1: 00dc r a law III:U Police 1. ' _ 
I ),m {:' ''''', . ,....i.1 ' ... usull \ I:",~. 
uS<:<"! "ba1n .. 1 Hlcolc ;»i mp>< 
"dlin~ " I"n!.a l e prI;lSl i\" I .~ .. 
10 .. ,wl h .. r i'imp. 

S " ' iCil said Ule r e h a :i 
,,,-c ,; 110 ;o r ... .,."IS untler !.h.e 
,,{'I v ,h.d .. ~ I ""tlt " for ."~ .. 
"('il ,' .. 
. <;flukc_ II press re l a l ion" 
fI'I"' ..... o<:>i<l .. b l>ut c.s at .. 
fhcr .. to ,," p>or i i n lhc~ 
"(lc~ .. t ,on " lid '«1m", {If •. 
,t:cn. ",·i n .. ,I; <,, ·1I .-« : l s . 1lL. 
' ·" p ula . io'l .. nd ~ ... d D"l~· 
pno,' In th i! "",el"",. 

Wi)"'>(l said Hlc b u iklini! 
,n wh ..... h t h", "~ 1:"1I0n "'il", 
h.., ld "'"S C<I'''t'I\Cd w;t~ 
' d uIly ,-,,,,, $ and c ell b locl!:i, .. 

In the d" n.l! "'1l"~ wr.fc ,..,-' . . 
h ,f UlS of (·h .. ,n~ :,nd a r ... 
1i , ·I.., .. of rc<:' r;o ln t. iI W.lS 
\"t' r)" d imly tit : ' . 

lie S<o .d IhC! n ud i! " d",v",::" 
... • . ... 1eI b ", 1M tQ tllO! $1"':'1:"_ 
hy "n aUci;Q IUl Cr ""{1d 
' i"";:reeled by t h"I'OI P.TlIi~ ' · 
ro"y ('r ~ . The <l uc:li.t) noe tlr. 
, .. oo.I ld ci~play I." C !Olav!!.' " 
... " , cs. a nd Ihe lI ue tiO"lnr. 
w"," , ld b.,." in.·· . . ' 

:; I"'\·e..~ ,",cn l lo r SlO-S'ft~· 
COOKe s .... It!· wit h ~he p ou<'!.,,· 
d"p .. r l ..... ent pkklnA li p on ... · 
f,,... 516 

" T hc-r L' ",,-,r .. I""'" tI1<Jl:B. 

h~~, .I0S<J t>e ~~U~:.?~4" a~~~_: 
Io t. .. :r.ned t h e m ;' !la i d · 
l ·uok ... . 

S; d co :<ald. " If they 11" .... 
r'o lil'el "' ('n~ UI I'!"estl"l<:i i ll. 
pre vCIllinR hann V) .. n~onc 
I I""y ~m.td have slQPped it . 
T h@,' Iotnc'L' "I,""" . it Inr 
Ihree ""L..., k", 

- -------
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Mart'Raid In 
L.A. Called 
A Mistal{e 

By AP. P·I Staff 

Los Angeles police arrested 40 per· 
sons Saturday night after infiltrating 
whal they called a homosexual, sado· 
macholstic "slave market," observing 
, I acts of copuJation and sodomy." and 
purchasing a man Cor $16. 

But the director oC Ihe Los An)!eles 
Gay Communit )' Center, Rober! Siri· 
co. former pastor of a Seattle cburch 
which ministered to homosexuals, totd 
'nle P·I by long distance caU yester· 
day lbat police actuaUy had broken 
up a " harmless Cund·raising event." 

Capt. Jack Wilson of the Los Ange· 
les vIce squad said undercover agents 
",lent to a " male-slave acution'• at the 
Mark IV Health Club. He said tile 
club was operated by a "sado·ma· 
sochism cultist group caUed The 
Leather Fraternity." 

'I WIiSOll told Associated Press that 
nude "male sJaves" were led to lhe 

! stage by an auctioneer, and inspected 
, by potential buyers. . 
I "Slaves sold for $10 lo $75, with a 
I police department undercover agent 

picking one UI' for $16," Wilson said. 
The police officer said that ihe 

slaves were volunteers. but their 
ta sks were "sexually oriented - often 
along sado-masochistic Hnes ." 

" You can rent paddles there to 
keep a slave in line." said Wilson . 
.IYou can put a slave in a leather 
harness fashioned in a bizarre man-

t ner for restraint. The harnesses are 
I available there." 

Wilson said a purchased slave 
i usually stayed with lti s " master" for 
I 24 hours after the time of purchase. 

The officer said vice squad detec· 
: lives found dimly-lit dungeons and 
, cell blocks for confinement of slaves, 

" and chains and other types of arti· 
: c1es of restrainL" 
: In all . police arrested 40 persons 

IInd~r a slavery statute. and two oth· 
ers on outstanding traffic warrants. 

Bail was set at $.'i.000 Cor those 
taken into custody on the slavery 
charge, under a law usuaUy designed 
to be used against male pimps who 
.ell a prostitute to another pimp . 

noberlo Sirico, executive director of 

REV. ROBERT SIRICO 
1973 Se.ttl. photo 

the Los Angeles Gay Community Cen· 
ter. said the auction was staged to 
raise money for the center - " just 
like high s c h 0 0 I slave auctions in 
which students are auctioned oCf to 
perform tasks such as carrying books 
lo class or aleaning the lunch area." 

Siroco. who established a church 
especially for homosexuals in Seattle 
in 1972 and operated it until last 
year, denied that there were anX 
open "acts of sodom}' or copulation. ' 

"The master of cel'emonies at the 
auction was heterosexual mother of 
two younf: children." Sirico said. 
" She told me that she didn ' t see any 
of the acts potice claimed they saw." 

"Police are trying to portray tltis 
as a sick, seamy event, when in fact 
it was nothing but a fUll night , and a 
money raising event," Sirico said. 
" Part of the money was earmarked 
for ' the center's successful venerial 
disease treatment clinic." 

Sirico said the dungeons and cell 
blocks, and restraint devices , were 
there only to serve as "props," add· 
ing realism to the fun auction. 

. "The slave which the undercover 
policeman bought tohl the officer that 
he would take part in no sexual ac· 
tivities," Sirico claimed. 

Sirico charged that Los Angeles 
Police Chief Edward Davis Is " out to 
get" the gay commUl1ity. 

"This was the first us~ of the slav· 
ery statute in California in 21 years," 
Sirico said. 

• 
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PARTY HOPES TO QUALIFY FOR STATE BALLOT 

Libertarians Will ~Aount 1978 Gubernatorial Campaign 
BY BUD LEMBKE 

•• mc~ "'OUU"-OI nr,rer 

The.' Libcrt..1rian Party of California 
is working up a master plan to run a 
slate of candidates for governor and 
other st:1te constitutional officers. 

This was reported by the party's 
slate ch:tinnan. Ray Cunningham. a 
s..1n Francisco engineer. during a visit 
t("l Orange County over the weekend 

Cunningham said in an interview 
that running the slate next year and 
the \"C$ultant exposure will enable the 
party to qualify by 1979 as :m official 
paltyon the California ballot 

That will require getting 63.000 
votCl'S to regi:;ter as Libertarians. 
CUllningham suid the party has in-

creased its registration from 3.500 to 
about 5.000 in the last few months. 

The party believes in greaUy reduc
ing government "interference" in 
personal lives. including the abolishing 
of most regulatory agencies. . 

"We're sometimes looked on as a far
out group. not related to today, to the 
real world," he told a Libertarian 
conference attended by about 125 
persons at the Registry Hotel in Irvine 
Saturday. 

He maintained, however. that the 
party is in a good posilion to capitalize 
on voterdisenehantment with govern
ment 

"People arc burned up about taxes 
and eduC<ltion." he said. 

He contcnded that the Libertarian 
beliefs will strike a responsive note if 
they arc made known. He said the 
Libertarian Party can make them 
known only by becoming expert in the 
political process. He urged party mem
bers to become expert in computerized 
mailings, fund-raising, building up 
reference material. communicating 
and other campaign techniques. 

He said in an interview that the 
party operates on a budget of about 
$35.000 a year, but that it is 'shooting 
for a budget of $375.000" for next 
year's campaign. 

Another speakcr, the Rev. Robert 
Siri~o of San Francisco, orgal!i7.cr of 

Libertarians fo: Gay Rights. said the 
Libertarians philosophy of opposing 
infringement on private rights can 
appeal to liberals. 

Noting recent revelations that the 
American Civil Liberties Union once 
cooperated with the FBI in building up 
files on "radicals," Sirico quipped: "We 
turn out to be to the left of the ACLU." 

He listed five areas where the Liber
tarians and "liberals" are in agreement 
deregulation of drug manufacture, 
possession and use; decriminalizing of 
prostitution and pornography; extend
ing rights to homosc>~uaIs, and allow
ing mental patients to be free if they 
don't break any law. 

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission. 

"Conservatives are trying to. use 
pornography and (stirring up a reac~ 
tion to) gay right to turn America 
around. to conservati7.c America: he 
said. 

He emphasized that Libertarians 
have views that some things. such as 
sadomasochism, arc morally wrong. 
but they don't believe government 
should censor them. 

David P. Bergland of Huntington 
Beach, the Libertarian national chair
man and the party's candidate for vice 
president last year, told the conference 
that Democratic and Republican ap
proaches to tax reform are bound to 
faiL 

'People aren't. dumb, and there is no 
such thing as a free lunch," he said. 

He added that the answer to rising 
taxes is to "get government out of 
violating people's rights by eliminating 
all regulatory agencies." 



Pursuit of truth Acton Institute marks 10 years of studying ties between religion, 
economics; [All Editions]

Charles Honey / Press Religion Editor. The Grand Rapids Press. Grand Rapids, Mich.: 
Nov 11, 2000. pg. B.1
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An African bishop sees hope for his country's future in the ideas bubbling out of a Grand 
Rapids think tank.

Bishop Bernard Njoroge Kariuki flew from Nairobi, Kenya, where he oversees half a 
million Episcopal Church members in Kenya. He recently spent a weekend in Florida 
with 26 seminarians and clergy from around the world, discussing how faith can help 
create a virtuous and prosperous society.

It was sponsored by The Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty, which 
from its bookish office in downtown Grand Rapids quietly crusades for the wedding of 
religious freedom with free enterprise.

Acton's critics -- and there are plenty -- say that is just sprinkling holy water on unbridled 
capitalism. Not Bishop Kariuki. He is returning to Kenya hoping to persuade leaders that 
good morals and good business go hand in hand.

"I think what they have is what is needed in the Third World," said Kariuki, 50, who will 
say a prayer at Acton's 10th anniversary banquet tonight at the Amway Grand Plaza 
Hotel. He says Acton's arguments make perfect sense for a country struggling with 
famine and corruption. "Tying together morality with economic development is going to 
work wonders."

Kariuki's words gratify the men who founded Acton in the upstairs apartment of a 
Heritage Hill flower shop. Today, it boasts 27 staffers, a $3 million budget and a front-
row seat at congressional hearings and international conferences.

"That's all we ever wanted, was just to get to the table," said the Rev. Robert Sirico, a 
Catholic priest and Acton's president. "Then the arguments themselves will either be 
persuasive or be knocked down."

About 400 friends and supporters tonight will celebrate Acton's rise as a respected though 
controversial institute. The $100-per- plate event features longtime supporter and 
philanthropist Sir John Templeton, who will receive Acton's first Faith and Freedom 
Award.

Backed by an impressive list of wealthy givers, including the VanAndel and DeVos 
families and Great Lakes Mazda founder Peter Cook, Acton has grown into a 
multifaceted nonprofit organization, reaching far beyond its West Michigan home base.
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It recently held a symposium in Connecticut on welfare reform, and in two weeks will co-
organize a conference at the Vatican on global economy and the family, along with a 
local colloquium on the environment. Next year, it will stage 16 student conferences as 
far away as Brazil and Prague, conduct retreats for executives and publish at least 10 
books.

Within its expanding quarters in the Waters Building, scholars churn out journals and 
papers on topics such as debt forgiveness and the biblical foundations of business ethics. 
Computer wizards fashion a Web site in Chinese and Spanish while staffers plan a Center 
for Entrepreneurial Stewardship.

Meanwhile, Sirico gives his sharp, conservative take on economic and social issues in 
Wall Street Journal op-ed pieces, national media interviews and Acton's flagship 
publication, Religion & Liberty.

All this fits into a philosophical framework that asserts human freedom is best served by 
free markets regulated more by conscience than government.

"Our whole world view is freedom is necessary but not sufficient for the good society," 
said co-founder and executive director Kris Mauren. "We want a society that is free and 
virtuous, where people act for the common good."

In Acton's book, that means less government interference, more individual responsibility 
and a greater appreciation by clergy and corporations of the moral obligations of 
business.

If those look like the convictions of staunch Republicans such as Acton board member 
Betsy DeVos, Mauren insists Acton rejects political labels.

"We look at everything from the view of human freedom. 'Does this promote human 
freedom?' If the answer is yes, we're generally for it."

But critics contend Acton conveniently lends a Christian veneer to right-wing causes. 
Local social activist the Rev. George Heartwell has said Sirico provides "a theological 
justification for the accumulation of wealth."

Sirico insists he is "not a preacher of the free market," but is primarily concerned with 
tying economics to moral principles he believes will benefit the poor and wealthy alike. 
Some of his stands, such as calling for an end to the Cuba trade embargo, have miffed 
some conservatives, he says.

"I can't say that I don't err in terms of my own pride," he said of his high profile. "But I 
know that my conscience is clear. What I'm doing is motivated essentially out of a sincere 
conviction that these insights need to be shared for the sake of vulnerable peoples."



It was their shared convictions that motivated Sirico and Mauren to organize Acton, 
beginning with a student seminar funded by both Democrats and Republicans.

They met at a Bible study in 1986, when Sirico was a graduate student at Catholic 
University of America and Mauren was studying economics at Johns Hopkins University. 
They clicked on religious and economic issues, including Sirico's concerns about 
Liberation Theology, a Marxist-influenced approach to poverty then popular in 
seminaries.

They organized a campus seminar featuring three economists, with funding from the 
student clubs of both political parties. About 100 students paid $5 to attend. Its title: 
"Who's Afraid of Freedom?"

They jokingly call that Acton's first seminar. But the vision didn't crystallize until four 
years later, when Sirico was a priest in Grand Rapids and Mauren working for Westin 
Hotels in Hawaii.

While in Guatemala delivering a paper on Liberation Theology, Sirico approached an 
international foundation official, Alejandro Chafuen, about funding for a research 
assistant. Chafuen told him, "You're thinking too small. You need to institutionalize 
yourself."

Sirico did, enlisting Mauren to help run it on a trial basis. Chafuen now sits on Acton's 
board of directors.

"I had this sense the timing was right," recalled Sirico, 49. "Nobody was doing it."

Helped by $80,000 from a Chicago philanthropist, they set up an office in Mauren's 
apartment. They outgrew it in a year, moving to the Waters Building with three full-time 
employees.

Since 1991, the institute has grown steadily in resources and scope. Though Mauren and 
Sirico are Catholic, two-thirds of their staff is Protestant, and its conferences attract a 
wide range of religions and nationalities.

In 1995, it crested $1 million in revenues, mostly from foundations, individuals and 
corporate contributions, and is projected to top $3 million this year. Donations come from 
nearly 4,000 givers, ranging from a few bucks to $100,000, and only 10 percent to 15 
percent come from West Michigan, Mauren says.

Sirico flatly denies any money comes with ideological strings attached.

"I have never had anybody come to us and attempt to pressure us to say something we 
didn't believe in," Sirico said.



What Acton believes in is known to local audiences largely through its Lord Acton 
Lecture Series, featuring speakers such as former Christian Coalition strategist Ralph 
Reed and theologian Michael Novak. Sirico has gone toe-to-toe in debates with such 
ideological adversaries as Detroit Auxiliary Bishop Thomas Gumbleton and cosmic 
spiritualist Matthew Fox.

Sirico relishes the fray of conflicting ideas, saying, "It's easy to respect people you agree 
with. The challenge is to respect people you don't agree with."

Many don't agree with him, including Ben Haven, a student intern at the institute. The 
Calvin College freshman says he leans toward socialism, but feels welcome at Acton.

"It's a great environment," said Haven, 18, who works on the Acton Web site. "We can 
challenge each other's beliefs and learn from each other."

Sidney Jansma Jr. said he learned much at an Acton retreat for business executives aimed 
at integrating faith into their businesses. The president and CEO of Wolverine Gas & Oil 
Co. said the retreat reinforced his belief that businessmen need to be good stewards of 
their God-given resources.

"Their greatest contribution is legitimizing conservative thought from a Christian 
perspective," said Jansma, 57.

That's exactly what some critics object to.

The Rev. Michael Crosby is a Catholic friar active with the Interfaith Center on 
Corporate Responsibility, which tries to promote social justice through corporate 
investments. Crosby says Acton's conservative bias skews Catholic social teachings that 
emphasize the economy's effects on the poor.

"They not only sprinkle holy water, they canonize capitalism," said Crosby, of 
Milwaukee. Sirico, he adds, "acts as a religious legitimator of the status quo, and he 
blinks at the fallout."

Sirico says Crosby has an "anti-business mentality," adding, "He loves the poor so much, 
he advocates policies that ensure there will be a lot more of them."

Peter Vander Meulen gives Acton credit for tackling political and economic issues based 
on Christian teachings. He does the same, as coordinator for social justice and hunger 
action with the Christian Reformed Church and a principal organizer of the local Call to 
Renewal anti-poverty coalition.

But Vander Meulen says Acton is fighting for the wrong things, such as defense of 
private property as the basis of creating wealth, while neglecting needs of the poor.



"The Acton Institute is defending, from a Christian perspective, those of us who really 
don't need any defending," Vander Meulen said.

A CRC colleague, however, says Acton provides a "thoughtful alternative" to the 
leftward bias of much academic and religious economic thought.

John Bolt, a professor at Calvin Theological Seminary, said Acton's views are refreshing 
and "rooted in a profoundly Christian commitment."

Admitting his views are easily caricatured as "country-club theology," Sirico insists 
concern for the poor and vulnerable is at the heart of Acton's mission.

"The church's social teaching is formed to protect the vulnerable," Sirico said. "I think a 
free economy tends to benefit the poor to a greater extent than a controlled economy 
does."

Meanwhile, he and Mauren eagerly oversee Acton's future ventures: increased 
international programming, a stronger outreach to business leaders, work in developing 
nations. And they issue a standing invitation to their critics: Come find out what we're 
really about.

"We are all about the pursuit of truth," Mauren said.

"Nobody has the whole truth," added Sirico. "But that doesn't mean we don't have some 
of it."
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Paulists at St. Lawrence Church preparing welcome for 
centennial; [COMMUNITY ZONE 2 Edition]
Kevin Duchschere,  Staff Writer. Star Tribune. Minneapolis, Minn.: Oct 15, 1987. pg. 03.Y
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The only Paulist community in Minnesota is celebrating this year the centennial of the southeast 
Minneapolis parish church it has staffed since 1915. And Sunday it will welcome back former 
parishioners and friends to join in a special homecoming liturgy.

St. Lawrence Catholic Church, 1201 SE. 5th St., was established in 1887 when Bishop John Ireland 
split it off from St. Anthony of Padua Church, the original Minneapolis Catholic parish. St. Lawrence's 
first church - serving a parish that encompassed the mill district, the settlement of St. Anthony and 
farms near Larpenteur Av. - was a wooden building at the corner of 7th St. and 12th Av. SE., two 
blocks northeast of the present church.

Paulists are Roman Catholic priests belonging to the Missionary Society of St. Paul the Apostle, 
founded in New York in 1858. Ireland asked them to staff St. Lawrence in 1915 because of the 
church's proximity to the University of Minnesota and the Paulists' work with Catholic students. The 
present church-school building was completed in 1922, with expansions and renovations in 1951 and 
1970.

Today, the staff includes three Paulists - the Rev. Don Campbell, pastor; the Rev. Robert Cary, 
associate pastor; and Robert Sirico, a seminarian who directs the young adults program. Marilies 
Young, a layperson, has charge of the religious education program.

What is unusual about St. Lawrence? "I suppose it's the diversity of the community we have, and the 
fact that it's always been a community . . . welcoming new people," Cary said.

And with good reason. About one-third of the congregation consists of students, who usually move in 
and out of St. Lawrence in step with the progress of their education. And then there are the converts 
and the alienated Catholics whom the staff of the Paulist Education Center have led to the church. For 
a long time the parish has sponsored instruction in the faith for non-Catholics, and in recent years has 
worked at healing the wounds of inactive Catholics.

Registered parishioners come from more than a dozen metropolitan zip codes. Cary said that many 
are drawn by the church's reputation for liturgical excellence. The parish "puts a lot of emphasis on 
liturgy and on preaching," he said. "We've always had a very strong preaching tradition in our 
community."

The homecoming mass, which begins at noon Sunday, will be concelebrated by several former 
pastors. The Rev. Richard Walsh, pastor from 1970 to 1978, will preach the homily. An ice cream 
social will follow mass. The final centennial event, an ecumenical Thanksgiving prayer service with 
neighboring southeast Minneapolis churchs, is scheduled for Nov. 19.

Workshop on choirs

A workshop for elementary and junior high school church choir directors, led by choral directors 
Richard and Kathryne Hoffland, will be held at Zion Lutheran Church in Anoka from 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Oct. 24.

Activities will include sight reading of anthems, directing techniques, performance and recruiting ideas, 
and ideas for starting children's choirs. The Hofflands also will demonstrate rehearsal techniques with 
each of Zion's three youth choirs.

The Hofflands have conducted choral groups and workshops in most of the 50 states. They were on 
the staff of the Paul Christiansen Choral Schools for 35 years and are on the staff at Millikin University, 
Decatur, Ill. They received an Alumni Achievement Award from Concordia College in Moorhead, Minn., 
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for their contribution to youth through music. The cost of the workshop is $25, which includes a music 
packet and lunch. Registration officially closed today, but people still interested may contact Bruce 
Phelps at 427-5291 or 421-1980. Zion Lutheran is at 4th Av. and Adams St.

Talk on pastoral letter

Terry Dosh, historian and lecturer, will speak about the American Catholic bishops' pastoral letter on 
justice and the American economy at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in Notre Dame Hall at St. William's Catholic 
Church in Fridley. He will focus on the historical basis for the letter and offer a capsule summary. Dosh 
is a former Benedictine monk and professor at St. John's University in Collegeville, Minn. He has a 
doctorate in church history and for three years has been a frequent lecturer about history and social 
justice. He also works as executive secretary of CORPUS, an association of married former priests. St. 
William's is at 6120 NE. 5th St.

Tiede to be installed

The Rev. David Tiede, former chair of the New Testament department at Luther Northwestern 
Theological Seminary in St. Paul, will be installed as president of the seminary at a 4 p.m. service 
Sunday at Central Lutheran Church in Minneapolis.

Tiede, a native of Le Center, Minn., has been on the faculty since 1971. He was department chair from 
1980 to 1986 and acting dean of academic affairs from 1982 to 1983. He is a graduate of St. Olaf 
College in Northfield and the seminary and received his doctorate from Harvard University. Tiede and 
his wife, Martha, have two children and live in Arden Hills. Luther Northwestern has the largest 
Lutheran theological faculty in the world, with more than 60 men and women. It offers seven degree 
programs, including a doctor of theology program started last month. The public is welcome to attend 
the installation and reception following the service. Central Lutheran is at 333 E. Grant St.

Talk on AIDS ministry

Sister Joanne Lucid, coordinator of the AIDS ministry for the Archdiocese of St. Paul and Minneapolis, 
will discuss "The Church's Ministry to AIDS Victims" at Calvary Lutheran Church's adult forum, 10:05 
a.m. Sunday. Lucid, who works out of Riverside Medical Center in Minneapolis, has master's degrees 
in theology and advanced clinical pastoral education, and in spirituality and supervision. Calvary 
Lutheran is at 7520 Golden Valley Rd., Golden Valley.

Sex abuse conference

An interdenominational conference for clergy about sexual victimization is scheduled Nov. 2 3 at 
Temple Israel in Minneapolis. The conference will examine the significance for the church of sexual 
abuse, develop awareness of sexual abuse issues and provide information about crisis intervention 
and referral.

The Rev. Margo Maris, an Episcopal priest, will deliver the keynote address Nov. 2. The Rev. Larry 
Mens, executive director of the Minnesota Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse, will respond to 
the keynote address and be a panelist. The conference is sponsored by the Twin Cities Metropolitan 
Church Commission, Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota, the Rape and Sexual Assault Center, the 
Violence in Significant Relationships Committee of the Minnesota Councils of Churches and Temple 
Israel. Registration must be made by Oct. 23. For more information, call Jan Schwartz, director of the 
Rape and Sexual Assault Center, at 825-2409.

Community welcomes entries for this column. Mail or deliver to: Community News/ Religion Column 
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Church's musical drama tells of Christ's passion; [COMMUNITY 
ZONE 2 Edition]
Kevin Duchschere,  Staff Writer. Star Tribune. Minneapolis, Minn.: Mar 10, 1988. pg. 06.Y
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University of Minnesota students and parishioners at St. Lawrence Catholic Church in Minneapolis are 
bringing the story of Christ's passion and resurrection to life.

"The Women at the Tomb," a musical drama based on New Testament stories, will be performed at 
7:30 p.m. Wednesday and March 19 in the sanctuary at St. Lawrence's, 1201 SE. 5th St. The 
production comes on the heels of a successful Christmas program also put together by 
producer/director Robert Sirico and musical director Jayne L. Traynor.

The drama uses seven scenes from scripture, focusing on Christ's ministry and events leading to the 
crucifixion, and climaxing with the resurrection. A cast of 14 will sing commissioned works by Yale 
University music student Tim Olsen, accompanied by cello, piano and flute.

The production includes period costuming, professional lighting and dancing. A smoke machine will be 
used to dramatize the resurrection scene.

But Sirico said the effects and flourishes are only a means to an end.

"We're trying to create a worshipful atmosphere so people aren't just entertained but presented with a 
story of the passion and resurrection through a contemporary medium," Sirico said.

He knows something about contemporary media. A deacon and recent divinity graduate of Catholic 
University in Washington, D.C., he formerly produced and was host of a public affairs program for 
KNBC-TV in Burbank, Calif., and currently is developing a television program for alienated Catholics. 
He will be ordained a priest of the Missionary Society of St. Paul the Apostle (the Paulist Fathers) 
sometime in the next year.

Sirico said art and the Catholic Church are naturally compatible. "The mass uses dramatic forms and 
gestures," he said. "I think that's why the whole Catholic sense has lent itself very easily to drama," 
whether in the movies, on stage or television.

"Catholic tradition is intrinsically open to the various forms of art. It's not a tension," he said.

Traynor, music coordinator and choir director at St. Lawrence's, agrees. "The arts are and always have 
been important to the church," she said. The drama affords an opportunity "to use a variety of art 
forms, music, drama and dance, for instance, to re-tell the story of Easter."

Both performances will be free and open to the public. The annual St. Joseph's Day Feast hosted by 
restaurant owner Giovanna D'Agostino (Mama D) will take place in the St. Lawrence cafeteria before 
the March 19 production.

Rev. Taylor installed The Rev. Phyllis J. Taylor was formally installed Sunday as pastor of the First 
Congregational Church in Anoka. Taylor has worked at the church since October.

Other churches in the Eastern Association of the Minnesota Conference of the United Church of Christ 
were represented at the installation. The Rev. Richard Gerber, chairman of the Church and Ministry 
Committee of the Eastern Association, and the Rev. Dan Vander Ploeg, associate minister of the 
Minnesota Conference, assisted with the service. The Rev. Curt Johnson, a church member, was the 
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liturgist, and the Rev. William Johnstone, Taylor's brother and senior minister of Immanuel 
Presbyterian Church in Milwaukee, preached.

Taylor grew up in Minneapolis, and received a doctorate in religion and the arts from the Graduate 
Theological Union in Berkeley, Calif., last May. She was most recently pastor of the Seventh Avenue 
Congregational Church in Denver. First Congregational Church is at 1923 3rd Av. S., Anoka.

Rev. King begins duties The Rev. David King, most recently pastor at First Baptist Church in Salem, 
Ore., will begin his duties as senior pastor of First Baptist Church in Minneapolis Sunday when he 
preaches at the 11 a.m. service. He will be installed later.

King, ordained by the Conservative Baptist Association in 1966, also has worked at churches in Lake 
Grove, Ore.; Bloomfield, N.J., and Collinsville, Ill. King graduated from Wheaton College, Portland 
State University, Denver Conservative Baptist Theological Seminary and did postgraduate work at St. 
Louis University. He has served on the board of Judson College in Elgin, Ill., and Dallas Conservative 
Baptist Theological Seminary.

King and his wife Marie Elaina have four children. First Baptist is at 1020 Harmon Pl.

Retreat for jobless The Cenacle Retreat House in Wayzata will sponsor a retreat for the unemployed 
the weekend of April 8 to 10. The retreat will not be a workshop on how to find a job, but a chance for 
those struggling with unemployment to be helped spiritually. There is no charge to those making the 
retreat or to spouses, who are encouraged to attend. Space is limited. The retreat house is at 1221 
Wayzata Blvd. For more information, call Cenacle at 473-7308.

Aid for abuse victims A series of evening programs for women who have experienced rape, sexual 
abuse, exploitation and other forms of sexual violence will begin at 7 p.m. Monday at Lutheran Social 
Services, 2414 Park Av. S., Minneapolis. The four-night series, "Spirituality and Sexual Violence," will 
use presentations, discussions, storytelling and guided meditation to examine survival and healing, 
prayer and theological issues for survivors. The series is designed for education and support, not 
therapy. Referrals are available.

The series will continue from 7 to 9 p.m. March 21, March 28 and April 4. Lutheran Social Services will 
provide parking and security escort. Space is limited. Besides Lutheran Social Services, the series is 
sponsored by the Twin Cities Metropolitan Church Commission, Lutheran Campus Ministry and the 
Sexual Violence Center of Hennepin County. For information about registration and fees, call the Rev. 
Sally Hill at 870-3660.

Volleyball marathon For 24 straight hours Feb. 26 and 27, about 55 senior high school students from 
Redeemer Lutheran Church in Minneapolis, All Saints Lutheran Church in Minnetonka and Christ 
Lutheran Church in Marine-On-St. Croix participated in a Volleyball Marathon to raise money for 
Minnesota Foodshare and a trip to San Antonio for the National Youth Gathering of the Evangelical 
Lutheran Church in America this summer. More than $5,000 in pledges was raised and more than 100 
pounds of nonperishable food collected for food shelves.
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DEMOCRACY IS A MEANS AND NOT AN END.

ITS MORAL VALUE IS NOT AUTOMATIC BUT

DEPENDENT ON THE END WHICH IT PURSUES   

AND THE MEANS WHICH IT EMPLOYS.
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The Acton Institute
for the Studyof
Religion &Liberty

The Acton Institute for the Study
of Religion & Liberty takes its name
from the great Cambridge historian,
religious thinker, and champion 
of freedom, John Emerich Edward
Dalberg Acton, the first Baron Acton
of Aldenham.

Since its founding in 1990 by
Kris Alan Mauren and the Reverend
Robert A. Sirico, the Acton Institute
has developed into one of the world’s
leading think tanks and educational
centers. A nonprofit and nonpartisan
organization, the Institute educates
business and religious leaders in 
the basic principles of theological
reflection, morality, and economics,
namely that a just and stable society
can only exist in the context of 
economic freedom and personal
moral responsibility, guided by
religious principles. Acton presents
religious liberty, virtuous behavior,
and entrepreneurial initiative as the
keys to a culturally and economically
prosperous civilization.

In large measure, the Acton
Institute is a response to ideologies
that threaten to undermine the
inherent dignity of the human
person. These ideologies erroneously
posit that free enterprise – by its 
very nature – exploits workers, 
perpetuates crime and poverty, and
creates environmental breakdown.
Many adherents to these ideologies
advocate that government, and not
free enterprise, ought to be the 
driving force in society. Where once
these movements were identified
with socialism, today frequently they
are marching under the banner of
the social or welfare state, or anti-
globalization activism. Even some
clergy and religious organizations
endorse these misconceptions in 
the name of Christian charity, thus
lending religious credence to what
are in truth harmful economic and
social policies.

To counteract these errors, the
Acton Institute draws from the rich
tradition of Judeo-Christian social
teaching to educate lay people and
clergy in the principles of free enter-
prise and individual liberty. These
principles are not original to Acton;
they are rooted in basic truths about
the human person. Above all, Acton
is committed to the human person,
promoting human dignity, freedom,
and creativity. Through a genuinely
ecumenical and nonpartisan partner-
ship across religious traditions, the
Institute encourages leaders through-
out the world to pursue economically
and morally sound policies worthy 
of the human person. 

From the beginning, the Acton
Institute has achieved its educational
goals in seminars, conferences, papers,
lectures, periodicals, and personal
relationships. In a short fifteen years,
Acton has grown from a modest

office in Grand Rapids, Mich., to 
an international presence, touching
the lives and minds of some of the
world’s best thinkers and doers.

Acton approaches its mission to
promote a free and virtuous society
in a variety of ways. The flagship 
of Acton’s educational efforts is the
Toward a Free and Virtuous Society
(TFAVS) conference, an academically
rigorous student outreach. More than
1,600 seminarians, graduate students,
and business leaders have attended
these conferences in North America,
Latin America, Europe, and Africa.

In addition to TFAVS, Acton’s 
senior staff lectures approximately
100 times per year at conferences,
schools, and seminars. Acton staff
makes another 100 or so appearances
each year on international television
and radio outlets such as CNN
International, the BBC, Fox News,
Ave Maria Radio, and the Laura
Ingraham Show. Acton commentators
are widely published in leading news-
papers, and are frequently called on
by journalists to offer expert analysis.

Acton sponsors various national
and international events around 
the world. Our work has taken us 
to, among other places: Argentina,
Australia, Benin, Brazil, Czech
Republic, England, France, Guatemala,
India, Italy, Kenya, Mexico, the
Netherlands, Nicaragua, Nigeria, 
Peru, Portugal, Taiwan, Thailand,
Venezuela and Zambia. 

Acton’s publications are varied and
celebrated, offering top-of-the-line
scholarship and lucid instruction 
on a range of matters, from timely
issues like tort reform to timeless
ones like the history of Protestant 
and Catholic social thought. Acton
scholars publish a host of editorials,
commentaries, monographs, journals,
and books that are used in economics
and theology classrooms from
Princeton to Oxford.

Through the generosity of its 
supporters, the Acton Institute has
recently had the opportunity to
expand its influence to an even wider
audience. In addition to the Center
for Academic Research (CAR),
Acton is now home to the Center 
for Effective Compassion (CEC), and
a host of awards such as the Calihan
Scholarship, the Homiletics Award,
and the Catholic High School Honor
Roll. In 2003, Acton launched 
an international office in Rome.
The demand for Acton’s lecturers,
publications, and conferences grow
steadily, and Acton’s message of 
freedom, dignity, and economic
liberty is reaching more people than
ever before. There is no doubt that
Acton’s advocacy for the human 
person is continually finding new
legs, reaching new ears, and looking
ahead to an ever greater future.

“The time has come for religious 
institutions and leaders to treat
entrepreneurship as a worthy voca-
tion, indeed, as a sacred calling. All
lay people have a special role to play
in the economy of salvation, sharing
the task of furthering the faith by
using their talents in complementary
ways. Every person created in the

The Mission of the

Acton Institute is to

promote a free and

virtuous society

characterized by

individual liberty

and sustained by

religious principles

image of God has been given certain
natural abilities that God desires to 
be cultivated and treated as good 
gifts. If the gift happens to be an
inclination for business, stock trading,
or investment banking, the religious
community should not condemn 
the person merely on account of his
or her profession or success in it.” 

Rev. Robert A. Sirico, 

"Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely."
John Emerich Edward Dalberg, Lord Acton
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A New Integration As we mark our 15th anniversary
with this special report, we look back
with a sense of gratitude for the out-
pouring of support that has helped 
the Acton Institute for the Study of
Religion & Liberty achieve so much in
such a short period of time. We look
ahead with optimism – and not a little
bit of awe – when we consider how
much is yet to be done.

We have been making the intellectual
case for the moral potential of free
enterprise and free markets in an
unparalleled forceful, coherent way
since the Institute’s founding in 1990.
It is little wonder that this achievement
was recognized in 2004 and again in
2005 with a Templeton Freedom Prize
for Excellence in Promoting Liberty, a
program administered by the Atlas
Economic Research Foundation.

The moral message of the Acton
Institute is essentially twofold. First, 
it exhorts religious leaders to use
sound economic analysis as a tool for
discerning how to address the ques-
tions of poverty that they confront as
part of their ministry. Second, it urges
entrepreneurs and business executives
to integrate their faith more fully 
into their professional lives, and to
strive after higher ethical standards 
in their work.

The Institute’s work has led many
religious leaders to consider the
immoral consequences for the social
order that proceed from collectivist
and welfarist economic policies. There
are also numerous testimonies as to
how the Institute’s work has actually
changed the minds of religious leaders
about the market, free enterprise, and
their moral qualities. We’ve shared
many of these comments here in 
this report.

When we look back to our founding
in April 1990, and the events that
were shaping the world, it was truly
an amazing year and one that was
momentous for the cause of liberty.
With the fall of the Berlin Wall in 
late 1989, the nations of the former
Soviet Union were fitfully reaching 
for independence. By 1990, Romania
was suffering civil war. Poland was
already sweeping away an oppressive
communist system with its weak 
economy and taking steps to transform
itself to an independent and democratic
country with a fast growing free-market
economy. It would elect Lech Walesa
president before the year was out.
Elsewhere, the Sandinistas were
defeated in Nicaraguan elections and
the devotees of Liberation Theology
were in hasty retreat. And Friedrich
August von Hayek, the Austrian 
economist who had done so much 
for the cause of liberal democracy and
free markets, who had been maligned
and ignored by devotees of the welfare
state, was celebrating a long overdue
acclaim and appreciation.

It may be tempting for some to
believe that the threat of socialist-
inspired economic systems, and the
very real threat they pose to human
dignity and liberty, has passed from 
the scene. This is a dangerous 
misperception.

Today, the threat of distributivism 
and central planning wears various 
costumes: the anti-globalization 
movement, class struggle, the “social
welfare” or big government state, a
radical environmentalism that views
productive economic activity as the
culprit for a host of real or imagined
ills. These ideologies are embraced, 
sad to say, by many clergy people and
religious leaders who still interpret
social and ethical issues – particularly
questions of wealth and poverty –
with discredited socialistic thinking. 

Our aim is to inoculate the religious
community against the specious claims

of the religious left which seem to have
such an appealing tug for the morally
sensitive heart. That aim is to discover,
from among all religious traditions, the
future pastors, theologians, directors of
social service agencies, the heads of
denominations and the missionaries of
the next millennium who can carry the
message of a “free and virtuous society”
back into the world. This is a new 
integration – to reassert God into the
marketplace, and morality into public life.

A challenging, counter-cultural 
message? Certainly. Likely to be 
controversial? Without doubt. But 
it is a message that all of us – and 
perhaps most of all religious leaders,
business people and entrepreneurs –
need to hear loud and clear.

Kris Alan Mauren
Executive Director

Rev. Robert A. Sirico         
President

"Liberty is the prevention of control by others. 
This requires self-control and, therefore, 
religious and spiritual influences; education,
knowledge, well-being.”

John Emerich Edward Dalberg, Lord Acton
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and independence from governmental
assistance through their sermons and 
good works.

While Acton educates seminarians
through the Toward a Free and Virtuous
Society conferences, it works at the dioce-
san and denominational level and with
large churches to promote the compatibility
of Christian faith with individual freedom
and the free-enterprise system. Church
officials often resisted our message at first –
they were largely misinformed about free
markets and expected the government to
solve the problems of society. Given our
organizational growth, strong professional
relationships, and heightened reputation,
these barriers have slowly fallen away.

Acton’s work with religious leaders
includes the following programs:

The Protestant Leadership Project has
helped Acton become a trusted resource on
economics and market-based policies for
seminarians, ministers, theologians, and
parachurch organizations. The Institute
is fostering an environment where these
ideas can be seriously debated, developed,
and advanced within the Protestant church.

The Catholic Leadership Project is guided
by the vision of Pope John Paul II’s 1991
social encyclical, Centesimus Annus, which 

set a new tone and emphasis for Catholic
social teaching. Our efforts have helped 
the church hierarchy take a more positive
view of business, entrepreneurship, and
the free market. 

The Toward a Free and Virtuous Society
Religious Leaders Conference helps Acton
to reach new audiences by supporting 
ministers and lay leaders working in
America’s inner cities. The participants 
are inspired by the conference material 
and appreciate the opportunity to 
network with like-minded ministers 
and community leaders.

The Protestant Leaders Conference
brings together influential Protestant 
pastors and successful business leaders 
to reflect on the entrepreneurial voca-
tion. These seminars seek to improve
relationships between business people
and their pastors, examine the nature 
of commerce, and improve community
stewardship. 

The Homiletics Award is Acton’s annual
competition that recognizes and promotes
outstanding achievement in effective
Christian preaching. It is one of the Acton
Institute’s many programs designed to assist
future religious leaders in developing an
understanding of the relationship between
morality and the marketplace. 

While most think tanks educate
policy makers, academics, and the public
at large, the Acton Institute has the vision
to educate and influence America’s cur-
rent and future religious leaders all over
the world. Our mission is grounded in
the strongly held belief that any effort 
to change the culture and institutions in
this country must include a prolonged
dialogue with shapers of the moral 
consensus. Even in the United States,
with its reputation as a religious culture,
this work is critically important. Alexis
de Tocqueville wrote in 1831 that
“religion in America takes no direct 
part in the government of society, but 
it must be regarded as the first of their
political institutions.”

For much American history, individual
liberty and moral responsibility were part
of the shared moral vision. The country
was founded by men and women who
knew that its greatness was secured by
integrating morality and faith with the
principles of freedom. William Penn said
that “the God who gave us life, gave us
liberty at the same time.” More recently,
President Ronald Reagan argued during
his famous “Evil Empire” speech that
“freedom prospers only where the

blessings of God are avidly sought and
humbly accepted.”  

Acton targets this unique niche audi-
ence of ministers and pastors because
they exert enormous influence on the
thoughts and actions of millions of
Americans. The number of people who
embrace religion has increased gradually
over the past two decades. Nearly two-
thirds of Americans consider religion to
be very important in their lives. Sixty-two
percent of voters attend religious services
at least twice a month. And nearly half
are willing to see churches “express 
their views on day-to-day social and
political questions.”

The need for Acton programming is
great. Most seminaries provide little or no
formal training in free-market economics.
If their studies address economics it at all,
it takes a redistributionist approach with-
out focusing on how a growing economy
and individual liberty offers the most
hope for the poor. Seminarians are also
likely to be mentored by more senior
ministers who can behave as enemies of
a free and virtuous society, often using
imagery like the “evil empire” to describe
the global economy. We provide them
with the tools they need to promote the
benefits of self-sufficiency, free enterprise,

Toward a Free
and Virtuous
Society
Conferences

brings together the Institute’s diverse
communities. This annual combined
conference, first held in 2005 in
Grand Rapids, Mich., includes TFAVS,
but also reaches out to TFAVS alumni,
those who work in social service fields,
high school teachers, and business
people and entrepreneurs. Together,
the combination of these groups 
illustrates not only the hunger of
students and leaders to be educated
in ethics and economics, but also 
the unique position Acton holds to
meet this need in an efficient and
enlightening way. 

The Toward a Free and Virtuous Society
(TFAVS) Conference, Acton’s flagship
event, is an intensive seminar for future
religious leaders that offers an introduction
to the moral foundations of personal and
economic liberty. The seminar combines
an in-depth treatment of economic 
principles with the study of policies that 
promote freedom, justice and virtue.

TFAVS explores the nature of the human
person and the created order from the
perspectives of Scripture and natural law,
examining concepts such as justice,
equality and stewardship. In addition,
these seminars focus on applying the
principles of economic liberty to complex
issues such as poverty, welfare reform,
the environment, and globalization. 
The program is intellectually demanding;
participants are required to do advanced
reading and must be prepared to offer
comments and defend their views during
question and answer sessions. Coming
from a variety of cultural and religious
backgrounds, TFAVS participants are
treated to three days of rigorous, focused
learning. Established in 1990, the confer-
ences are held three times a year in
North America and have also been held
in Latin America, Europe, and Africa.

In 2005, the TFAVS program was
awarded the Templeton Freedom Prize
for Excellence in Promoting Liberty 
in the Student Outreach category.
Templeton judges lauded the program 
for its “outstanding work in improving
students’ understanding of the causes
and consequences of individual freedom.”

Under the tutelage of some of the
world’s most accomplished scholars, 
clergy, and businesspeople, attendees 
are exposed to the rich history of 
religious and economic thought.
Attending seminarians and graduate
students in theology, religion, philosophy,
and related fields receive a full fellowship
to TFAVS, covering room, board, and 
registration. A limited number of 
attendees also receive scholarships to
cover transportation costs to and from
the conference. All attendees receive a
selection of materials from the Acton
Book Shoppe.

Keying on the success of TFAVS, 
Acton has launched a new event that is 
a significant extension of Acton’s educa-
tional outreach – a four-day combined
conference called Acton University that

Religious
Leaders

“No civilization has survived or 
flourished without a religious
foundation. Nor have the great
classical liberal thinkers neglected
the spiritual dimension of 
man. From the writings of late
Scholastics to eighteenth-century
economists, they have always 
discovered a linkage between 
faith and freedom.”

Rev. Robert A. Sirico, 
A Moral Basis for Liberty

“The Towards a Free and Virtuous Society 
Conference … was a fortifying supple-
ment of sustained economic thinking to a
malnourished education. My fears that
this would be a one-viewpoint kind of
place were soon assuaged. There was as
much constructive critique of American
policies as there was praise for my coun-
try’s most successful strategies. The speak-
ers included Catholic, Evangelical and
Reformed Christians, each distilling eco-
nomic and political wisdom through their
own traditions.”

Matthew Milliner, 2004 Alumnus,
Seattle, Wash., Conference

Acton’s student conferences offer an
introduction to the moral foundations
of personal and economic liberty by
combining an in-depth treatment of
economic principles with principles of
social justice and a right understand-
ing of the human person.

(left) Cardinal George Pell, the Roman
Catholic archbishop of Sydney, Australia,
was the keynote speaker at Acton’s 2004
annual dinner in Grand Rapids; 
(center) Rabbi Daniel Lapin of Toward
Tradition shares a lighthearted moment
with Dr. Marvin Olasky, Acton senior 
fellow, at the 1994 annual dinner; 
(right)  Pope John Paul II is presented
with a copy of “The Social Agenda” 
from Cardinal Van Thuan in 2000. The
compilation of Catholic social teaching
was edited by Rev. Robert A. Sirico and
Rev. Maciej Zieba and published by the
Vatican’s Pontifical Council for Justice
and Peace.

Rev. John Nunes, a Lutheran pastor and a
frequent Acton lecturer, is an expert on urban
mission and social theology

Rev. Roger Landry, visiting here
with students, is an authority on
the thought of Pope John Paul II
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Center for Effective
Compassion

“The taxing power is neither necessary nor 
sufficient for the exercise of human compas-
sion. If people have the motivation and means,
voluntary charity will meet the needs of the
poor more fully than can any government
bureaucracy or government-funded private
bureaucracy. The theory of today's welfare
state is that people need material provision.
But material provision apart from spiritual
values is destructive when not tied to certain
reciprocal obligations, moral and spiritual.”

Rev. Robert A. Sirico, 
Can Charities Make Up for Welfare Reform?

“Through the Network Savings & Training 
Program, participants learn the discipline
of saving, repairing credit, as well as learn
life skills. People who were never taught
the value (impact?) of bad credit, why it
stays with you, and not knowing what to
do about it are given the self-sufficiency
tools that they, in turn, pass on to their
family and neighbors.” 

Rev. Brian Gearin, 
Network Savings & Training Program 
of Enterprise Development, Inc., 
Boston, Mass., (First Place, 2004
Samaritan Award)

The human person is at the heart
of Acton's work and ideas. In its mis-
sion to promote a free and virtuous
society, Acton articulates a powerful
truth of social service work: the 
dignity of the human person requires
that when the individual is in need,
only positive and long-term solutions
are acceptable. Such solutions are
possible when service providers know
and understand the individuals they
seek to help. 

Unfortunately, many social service
programs are designed to address
social trends instead of the concrete
needs of individuals. Governmental
programs especially have proved 
ineffective in meeting individuals’
needs. If the modern welfare state has
proved anything, it is that throwing
money at social problems simply is
not the answer.

The reason for this is clear: State and
federal governments are not best suited
to help the individual because they
cannot treat the deeper problems –
the spiritual and moral poverty – that
only other individuals can address. 
It is an established fact that the most

efficient and effective way to meet
the needs of an individual is by
entrusting the task to those agencies
closest to the individual: families,
religious congregations, community
outreach centers. As the principle 
of subsidiarity reminds us, the closer
one is to the need, the better that
need is met.

To identify and promote those
charities that best impact the needy,
the Acton Institute established the
Center for Effective Compassion
(CEC). Since its inception in 2003,
the CEC has dedicated itself to 
the crucial components of lasting
change: increased accountability 
and interpersonal relationships.

A cornerstone of CEC’s efforts 
is the Samaritan Awards Program.
Each year, the CEC awards one
$10,000 prize and nine sets of capac-
ity enhancing prizes (valued at more
than $1,000) to charities that best
promote individual dignity and 
personal responsibility. To define the
criteria for these awards, the CEC
collaborates with a national panel of
social scientists, drawing specifically
on the groundbreaking work of 
Dr. Marvin Olasky, Acton Institute
Senior Fellow and author of 
The Tragedy of American Compassion.

In addition to the Awards Program,
the CEC produces the Samaritan
Guide, an online database of more
than 500 of the country’s most 
successful charities. The list is 
compiled of applicants to the
Samaritan Awards and provides
detailed analyses of the strengths 
of these organizations.
The Guide serves as a
hub where effective
charities and potential
donors can more easily
find one another. The
Guide also acts as an
assessment tool for
the charities them-
selves, outlining areas
of particular success
and potential improvement. 

The efforts of the CEC extend to
the academic realm as well. The CEC
has worked with social scientists
Beryl Hugen and Fred De Jong of
Calvin College in Grand Rapids,
Mich., to publish the first nationwide
study on the influence of faith in
human service programs. The study
has been published in three segments

as a part of the Acton Institute’s Policy
Forum, a resource for policymakers.

While the CEC promotes the prin-
ciples of effective compassion, it also
takes special care that charities and
donors are given more than simply
principles and advice. In the Toward
Effective Compassion conferences 
and in training seminars around 
the country, the CEC ensures that
philanthropists and social service
entrepreneurs meet face to face and
develop the interpersonal relation-
ships that stand at the heart of 
effective compassion.

The Center for Effective
Compassion brings together
experts on nonprofit manage-
ment and executives of chari-
ties to share practical, hands-
on information at one-day
conferences. The CEC’s
Samaritan Award recognizes
some of the nation’s leading
private charities with cash
prizes and donated services.

8 9

Pam Martin speaks at the 2004
CEC conference in Grand Rapids.
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Center for
Academic Research

“While a life of prayer, study of Scripture, 
and pursuit of virtue are integral to the
formation of Christians, those who wish to
be of genuine assistance to the economically
disadvantaged and marginalized surely
need some understanding of the workings
of a modern economy. Unfortunately,
many theological schools and seminaries 
do not offer courses that provide their 
students with such knowledge.”

Dr. Samuel Gregg,
Economic Thinking for the 
Theologically Minded

“The principle of stewardship and the 
related imperative that the goods of the
earth are intended for the good of all
require that human beings treat natural
resources not merely as objects to be
exploited for short-term pleasure, but 
as gifts that are to be used responsibly,
with a view to their preservation for
future generations.”

Kevin E. Schmiesing, Ph.D.
Acton Research Fellow,
How Not to Protect the Environment

Religious instruction is one of the
most powerful influences on society
and those charged with teaching at
seminaries, universities, and from the
pulpit, must inevitably come to grips
with economic questions. Therefore, it
is crucial that the seminaries and other
centers of learning for religious leaders
provide solidly scriptural, orthodox
instruction in all areas that touch 
on faith, morality, and economics.

The Acton Institute seeks to assist
seminaries and universities involved 
in shaping these future religious lead-
ers by providing a comprehensive,
scholarly base for the integration of
sound theology, philosophy, and an
understanding of the market economy. 
The audience we reach out to is
diverse: seminarians, business leaders,
policy makers, and clergy. Acton’s 
primary means for accomplishing this
outreach is the Center for Academic
Research (CAR).

There is literally no other serious,
scholarly organization in the world
doing what the CAR does. Availing
itself of Catholic, Protestant, and

Orthodox scholars with distinguished
careers in philosophy, history, theology,
and economics, the CAR blends sound
theological, moral, and economic
thought to provide the academic 
community with a comprehensive
view of economics that is firmly rooted
in human dignity. More than 170
professors throughout the world are
using CAR materials at schools such 
as the Pontifical Lateran University,
Princeton University, Oxford University,
the University of Navarre, University
of Notre Dame, Georgetown University,
Regent University, the University 
of Freiburg, and the John Paul II
Institute for the Study of Family and
Marriage. CAR scholars are invited 
to lecture on a regular basis around
the world, and the department’s 
scholarship also provides other Acton
programs the intellectual material 

necessary to articulate the Institute’s
message to non-academic audiences.

The CAR publishes the book series
Studies in Ethics and Economics, 
the Christian Social Thought Series,
and the semi-annual, peer-refereed
Journal of Markets & Morality. The
journal has an annual circulation

growth rate of 10 percent and an
article submission-to-publication rate
of an outstanding 10-1. Markets &
Morality articles are used in classrooms
around the world, from Japan to
Austria, Australia to Peru.

Although outside scholars are 
occasionally invited to pursue long
term research projects with the 
CAR, the department’s materials are
generated largely in-house by its staff
of scholars. Staff members, led by 
Dr. Samuel Gregg, have distinguished
records in publication, education, and
research, and devote themselves to
exploring the relationship between
faith, economics, and moral philosophy.

The work of the CAR is guided 
by an uncompromising commitment
to human dignity, economic liberty,
the recognition of the benefits of a
limited government, and faith in 
the one true God. Above all, the
investigations at the CAR are directed
to the pursuit of truth. With this
unique blend of faith and economics,
the CAR serves as the mind behind
Acton’s work.

10 11

Dr. Samuel Gregg, Director,
Center for Academic Research
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Moral
Markets

In addition to producing the academic,
philosophical, and theological basis for 
a free society, the Acton Institute also
ensures that its message reaches those
who manifest freedom in the business
world. Acton does this by reaching out 
to a very specific and often overlooked
group: entrepreneurs.

Contrary to the common and harmful
stereotype, professional enterprise is a
holy calling, a legitimate means to help
build the Kingdom of God. By nature,
entrepreneurs are those who connect
resources to human want or need. This
initiating spirit can be steered toward
selfishness and materialism, or toward
the works of faith; Acton looks to do 
the latter.

Just as Acton educates religious leaders
in the economic aspects of ethics, it edu-
cates businesspeople in the ethical aspects
of economics. In publications and in 
seminars held around the country, Acton
delineates the principles of the entrepre-
neurial vocation to those not used to 
hearing encouragement from religious 
circles. Because this group is often alienat-
ed by religious leaders with erroneous
views of capital and economics, Acton’s
message is particularly well-received and
yields an ever-increasing enthusiasm in
free markets, ethics, and faith.

It is not enough to preach morality to
make a difference in the business world;
one must also understand economic
truths that operate in particular instances.
Acton advocates a system of business
ethics that reflects a genuine synthesis 
of moral theology and sound, successful
business practices. To that end, Acton
publishes or distributes a variety of mate-
rials useful to business people. Examples
include The Entrepreneurial Vocation by
Rev. Robert A. Sirico; And Why Not?:
Morality and Business by Francois
Michelin; and The Fire of Invention,
by Michael Novak. In these publications,
the Acton message becomes clear: A
vibrant and sustainable economy cannot
exist without an ethic based on human 
dignity, truth, choice, and transparency.

Acton also hosts a number of seminars
and conferences for business leaders 
looking to integrate their faith with their
profession. The annual Acton University
features extensive learning opportunities
for business people and entrepreneurs on
important ethical questions. Additionally,
Acton offers one- and two-day regional
seminars for business people. Designed for
business executives and entrepreneurs,
these seminars feature noted scholars and
entrepreneurs to offer detailed insights
into the nature of business and faith.

By reaching out to the business com-
munity, Acton illustrates the importance
of solidarity among people of all vocations.
Just as religious leaders must use their
talents to build the kingdom of God, so
must entrepreneurs offer their talents 
to provide the necessary resources and
economic know-how. Acton serves a
unique role as moderator between these
two groups.

Public Policy But such thinking denies the proper
relationship between man and nature.
By promoting a scriptural view of 
environmental stewardship rather than
protectionism, Acton encourages policy
makers, businesspeople, and religious 
leaders to enact the truth about them-
selves as persons: they are the summit 
of God’s creation and are charged with
the creative employment of the world’s
resources. Preserving the integrity of
creation is not only compatible with
freedom and human flourishing, but 
the three are dynamically interrelated.
Environmental stewardship is a great 
gift and a grave responsibility that all
must recognize.

Educational Choice

So too are children a great gift and a
great responsibility. The Acton Institute
wishes to remind policy makers, however,
that this gift and responsibility belongs
first of all to parents and not to the 
government. Therefore, government
ought to ensure parents the freedom 
to exercise their God-given rights as the
primary educators of children. Acton
proposes a competitive educational system,
one in which parents can choose their
children’s schools. This increased parental
involvement in the educational system

coupled with increased competition
among schools will improve education
for all children.

Effective Compassion

When it comes to caring for the poor,
governmental intervention creates more
problems than it solves. The Acton
Institute promotes the principle of 
subsidiarity which says that a need 
is best met by those closest to it. In
other words, the most effective means 
of caring for the poor are found not 
in governmental programs, but in the
family and the community. By promoting
responsibility and pro-active community
involvement, Acton hopes to encourage
policy makers to place the solutions to
poverty in the hands of those who truly
make a difference.

Business and Society

Commerce is an essential component 
of the culture of any society, enabling
individuals to serve freely the needs of
one another through mutually beneficial
exchange. Acton acknowledges the 
legitimate role of profit as an indicator

“Corporations must manage 
assets professionally and
transparently, be fair to
employees, and be environ-
mentally conscious. Who
doesn’t agree that corpora-
tions must not pursue profit
at the expense of justice 
and must not attempt to
defy regulations designed 
to protect the public?
Corporations must be as
attentive to the needs of 
the community as they 
are to the demands of the
bottom line.”

Rev. Robert A. Sirico 
The Ethical Challenge 
for Business

Acton’s aim is to build a new integration –
to reassert morality into the marketplace,
and morality into public life. In our policy
work, we draw from all religious faiths, 
but primarily the one we know best – 
the Judeo-Christian tradition. We reach
out to citizens, policy makers, politicians, 
pastors and priests, theologians, directors
of social service agencies, the heads of
denominations and the missionaries 
of the 21st Century.

Acton continues to build common ground
on moral, economic, and social issues
among Protestant groups representing a
vast cross-section of the broader evangelical
movement by focusing attention on the
importance of ecclesiastical structures, 
the Christian tradition, doctrine, and 
the interpretation of Scripture.

We draw from the ancient ethos of the
Eastern Orthodox churches on questions 
of wealth and poverty, economics and
trade. Our August 2004 Religion & Liberty
interview with Nikolas Gvosdev, a senior
fellow at the Nixon Center, examined the
state of liberty and economics in post-
communist Russia. Vigen Guroian, a 
leading expert on Orthodox Christian
ethics, has written on environmental 
and cultural issues for Acton.

In the rich tradition of Roman Catholic
social teaching, Acton played a significant

and ongoing role in developing economic
thinking among the faithful. Two documents
stand as landmarks: Rerum Novarum,
written by Pope Leo XIII in 1891, and
Centesimus Annus, written by Pope John
Paul II one hundred years later. By offering
profound insights into the nature of work,
society, and the human person, these two
documents have inspired Acton not only 
to continue its educational work, but to
apply the principles of freedom and dignity
to other areas of public policy as well. 

Acton’s policy work is enhanced by 
a staff of distinguished adjunct scholars
including Dr. Marvin Olasky, author of
The Tragedy of American Compassion, and
Jennifer Roback Morse, a leading expert
on marriage, family and social ethics and
author of Love and Economics: Why the
Laissez-Faire Family Doesn’t Work.

Environmental Stewardship

A growing movement of Christians
advocates something called ‘creation care’.
The movement suggests that nature is
somehow better off untouched by human
hands and needs to be protected from the
inevitably corrupting influence of humanity.

that a business is functioning well, and
affirms the importance of business 
as a calling. The Institute advocates a
strong civil society – the best antidote
to unscrupulous business dealings –
rather than burdensome government
regulation that inhibits human
freedom and stifles innovation 
and creativity.

International Trade

When countries are isolated from 
the global economy, the regimes
that govern them are given perverse
incentives to harm the material well-
being of their citizens. Because there
is an essential relationship between 
a free, open economy and a free 
and prosperous people, the Acton
Institute is committed to the free
exchange of goods and services
between persons. Acton supports
efforts to remove barriers to trade
between nations and to bring all 
persons into the circle of exchange.

Technology and Regulation

A free economy implies that govern-
mental regulation ought to be kept 
to a minimum. This applies to tech-
nological creativity as well. Since 
high technology plays a vital role in

improving the lives of consumers,
entrepreneurs ought to be free from
undue restriction and allowed to
enact their God-given vocation to
connect resources with human need. 

Rather than quick-fix, feel-good
political solutions, the Public Policy
initiatives of the Acton Institute offer
solutions that take into consideration
the overall good of humanity. By
measuring public policy proposals
against reasoned historical and 
spiritual analysis, Acton scholars
offer more comprehensive critiques
and solutions that reach beyond 
the bounds of economic matters.

Acton works with business
people and entrepreneurs to
affirm their role as builders
of the Kingdom of God.

Acton has identified six key areas for
its public policy work: Environmental
Stewardship, Educational Choice,
Effective Compassion, Business and
Society, International Trade, and
Technology and Regulation.

12 13
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International
Programs

Acton
and You 

As Acton celebrates its 15th year
of promoting a free and virtuous
society, the institute has redoubled 
its efforts to reach out and educate 
its friends and supporters across the
country. From modest beginnings, 
we are now the premier free-market
think tank that integrates morality
and sound economics in the United
States and around the world. We 
are making a difference because we
do more than write books and talk
about how things should be done.
We put ideas into action. By reaching
out to the friends of liberty through
lunch meetings, day-long conferences,
and one-on-one mentoring, Acton 
is helping to secure the dream of
freedom and dignity for all people.

“I would like to thank the Acton 
Institute for making it possible for
me to participate in the conference
“Towards a Free and Virtuous
Society” held in Antigua,
Guatemala. Truly it was a very
useful experience, and it really
exceeded my expectations.”

Pedro Méndez Dager, Venezuela,
Guatemala TFAVS Alumnus

“Thank you once again for your great 
and thoughtful contribution in London.
Thank you for taking time to talk to so
many people and thank you to Acton for
making this visit possible. We greatly see 
the need to give voice to the ideas you are
working on, and hope that you too were
happy to meet some of the young people
who attended your lecture. It is clear that
many of these people are grateful for such
opportunities to meet you and talk to you
and to explore these ideas in more depth.
People were extremely interested by your
presentation - I expect the majority of 
those who attended have never heard this
material before. I hope and pray that we 
all do what we have to in order to continue
to spread the ideas which will be the 
underpinning of a new culture of life in
Europe. Thank you once again for your
great contribution to this mission.” 

Emilia Klepacka, United Kingdom

“May God abundantly bless your 
work and existential ideals. I
deeply appreciate the opportunity
you gave me to participate in 
this very meritorious Spanish
Homiletics Award. It was clearly
a challenge and an adventure for
me from the start. Nevertheless, 
I have the satisfaction of having
participated and expanded my
vision and thought.”

Oriel Concepción Martínez,
Panama, Spanish Homiletics
Participant

Acton is reaching a new generation of 
religious leaders all over the world. Recent
conferences were held in (left to right)
Zambia, the Netherlands, and Kenya.

(Photos from top) U.S. Supreme Court Associate
Justice Antonin Scalia delivers the speech “On
Interpreting the Constitution” at Acton’s 1997
annual dinner; Clarence Thomas, also an
Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court,
gave the keynote address on "Religion and the
Constitution of Liberty" at the 1994 annual
dinner; Rev. Robert Sirico in a discussion with
Pope John Paul II at Castel Gandolfo, the 
summer residence of the popes, in 1998;
Cardinal Van Thuan and Chuck Colson at the
Calvin College and Acton-sponsored Abraham
Kuyper and Pope Leo XIII conference in 1998 
in Grand Rapids; ABC News’ John Stossel in
the Acton Lecture Series in 1997 on “Greed 
and Freedom”; Francis Morkeh, a pastor and
educator from Ghana, talks about the Acton
Institute’s influence on his ministry at the 
2004 annual dinner.

Economist Robert Genetski
makes an argument for Social
Security reform at the Acton
Lecture Series

Cato Institute’s Daniel Griswold
discusses the benefits of free
trade at the Acton Lecture Series

Participants at an Acton conference in Kenya.

The world is growing smaller. Thanks
to technological advancement and global
markets, ideas disseminate faster than
ever before. Globalization has created
the opportunity both for great prosperity
and for great error.

Acton Institute has taken the initiative
to expand its international influence.
This wider reach has taken shape in 
the form of more TFAVS Conferences,
awards programs, and lecture tours, 
not to mention a new office in Rome. 

In addition to the regular TFAVS in
North America, Acton has expanded 
the program to numerous countries,
including Mexico, Guatemala, Zambia,
Kenya, Austria, the Czech Republic, and
the Netherlands. In 2002, Acton hosted
the “Faith and Liberty” conference for
religious, business, and political leaders
in Peru. In recent years, Acton has 
hosted two conferences for the Bishops
of Mexico and one for the Bishops of
Kenya. The Institute has also created an
International Affiliates program where
Acton alumni from around the globe 
are being trained to host conferences 
in places such as Austria, Argentina, 
Brazil, Kenya, Slovakia and Zambia.

14 15

Aside from an increase in internation-
al conferences, Acton has widened its
influence in other ways. Acton scholars
continue to lecture at conferences and
universities around the world. The
Institute has broadened the Lord Acton
Essay Competition and the Homiletics
Award to include a Lord Acton Spanish
Essay Competition and a Spanish
Homiletics Award. Additionally, Acton’s
Web site is now available in English,
Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese,
Polish, Russian, and Ukrainian.

But perhaps Acton’s most visible step
toward international influence came 
in 2002 with the establishment of an
international office in Rome. From this
strategic post in the heart of Europe,
Acton’s message of freedom and virtue
acts as a counterbalance to the increas-
ing secularization and soft socialism of
European society. Under the direction of
Kishore Jayabalan, former policy analyst
for the Vatican, the Rome office will help
to promote Europe's religious heritage
and  articulate the case for economic 
liberty and limited government in a 
continent that, despite the experience 
of communism, remains deeply 
resistant to such ideals.
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In 2003, the Templeton Foundation
committed to a generous four-year
pledge to launch the Templeton Freedom
Awards program at the Atlas Economic
Research Foundation. Since that time,
Atlas has presented 18 Prizes and 30
Award Grants to outstanding think tanks
working to improve the public under-
standing of freedom. The Acton Institute
has won two Templeton Freedom Prizes.

Acton recognized Sir John as “a 
pioneering philanthropist with wisdom
to understand the tremendous role of
faith in the course of human history.”

Cardinal Van Thuan (2002)

His Eminence Cardinal Francis Xavier
Nguyen Van Thuan, who died in
September 2002, served the Catholic
Church as President of the Pontifical
Council for Justice and Peace in Rome.
He was formerly Archbishop of Saigon,
Vietnam. Cardinal Van Thuan was born
in Hue, Vietnam, in 1928 and completed
studies in philosophy and theology 
in Vietnam. He was ordained to the
priesthood of the Catholic Church in
1953. He pursued advanced studies in
Rome from 1953-1959, and received 
a doctorate in Canon Law from
Gregorian University in Rome. 

He was a professor and then rector 
of the major seminary of Nha Trang,
Vietnam. Cardinal Van Thuan was
ordained to the episcopacy in April 1967

and led the
Diocese of Nha
Trang for eight
years, until he
was named
coadjutor and
later Archbishop
of Saigon on
April 23, 1975,
by Pope Paul VI.
Archbishop 
Van Thuan 
was accused 
by Vietnamese

Communist authorities of being implant-
ed in Saigon as a subversive influence.
He was arrested on August 15, 1975, 
and imprisoned without trial for a total
of 13 years, nine of them in solitary con-
finement. Instead of turning to bitterness
or despair at this injustice, he chose to
emulate Saint Paul's experience of writing
letters while in prison. Archbishop Van
Thuan sent a message of love and hope
to his people, especially to youth, telling
how every day, even in captivity, he
lived his devotion to Jesus and Mary. 

When he finally was freed, in 1991,
he was expelled from his homeland. He
went to Rome, where he served the
Church in the Pontifical Council for
Justice and Peace, becoming its president
in 1998. He was elevated a Cardinal of the
Catholic Church on February 21, 2001.

In awarding him the Faith and
Freedom Award, Acton honored
Cardinal Van Thuan as a leader whose
“life stands as a dramatic example for
others concerned with the purposes 

The Faith and Freedom Award

The Faith and Freedom Award
was established as part of the
Acton Institute’s tenth anniversary
celebration. The award recognizes
an individual who exemplifies
commitment to faith and freedom
through outstanding leadership 
in civic, business, or religious life. 
For this award, the Institute com-
missioned a sculpture of Lord
Acton, the Institute’s namesake,
who held firmly to the two 
pillars of faith and freedom.

John Marks Templeton (2000)

The inaugural Faith and Freedom
Award was bestowed on John
Marks Templeton. Beginning a
Wall Street career in 1937, he 
created some of the world's largest
and most successful international
investment funds. Templeton, 
a member of the Presbyterian
Church (USA), was known for
starting mutual funds' annual
meetings with a prayer. Now a
naturalized British citizen living in
Nassau, the Bahamas, Templeton
was knighted Sir John by Queen
Elizabeth II in 1987 for his many
accomplishments. One of those
was creating the world's richest
award, the $1 million-plus
Templeton Prize for Progress
Toward Research or Discoveries
about Spiritual Realities presented
annually in London since 1972.
And through the John Templeton
Foundation, he gives away about
$40 million a year – especially to
projects, college courses, books
and essays on the benefits of 
cooperation between science 
and religion.

Calihan
Fellowships
and Novak
Award

She now holds a senior research 
position at the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation in Berlin, Germany. She
is also a Calihan recipient who is
drawing the attention of many of her
students to the work of Acton. They
are thus in a position to develop their
research agenda and shape the minds
of people of faith, both within and
outside university circles, toward a
more favorable and accurate vision 
of the relationship between faith 
and the call to freedom, especially
economic liberty.

The Novak Award is the final, and
most influential, component of the
Calihan fellowships program. Named
after the theologian Michael Novak,
this $10,000 prize rewards new 
outstanding research by early to
mid-career scholars who are looking
at the relationship between religion
and economic liberty. The recipient 
of the Novak Award presents his 
or her research in a public forum 
known as the Calihan Lecture.

Professor David M. VanDrunen of
Westminster Seminary California won
the 2004 Novak Award and $10,000
prize. Professor VanDrunen was cho-
sen based on his body of work on the
theology of Thomas Aquinas and the
relationship of theology, economics,
and law. Other Novak award winners
are making impressive gains. For
example, 2002 Novak Award winner
Jude Chua Soo Meng was recently
hired as an assistant professor at
Nanyang Technological University 
in Singapore. He will be working in
the policy and leadership studies
department of the university’s
National Institute of Education. 
Other Novak Award winners include
Dr. Arnaud Pellissier Tanon (2000); 
Dr. Michael Casey (2001); and
Maximilian B. Torres (2003).

Calihan Fellowships Program and 
the Novak Award

In a culture with a growing distrust
and suspicion for economics, profit
and free markets, there is a significant
need to redeem these concepts and
examine them in relation to faith 
and religious principles. The Calihan
scholarships aim to support future 
religious and intellectual leaders who
wish to study the essential relationship
between religion, the free market, and
limited government. Since its launch
in 2000, Acton has awarded more than
220 Calihan academic fellowships,
research scholarships, and travel grants
to graduate students and seminarians
studying in the United States and
abroad. The program has successfully
facilitated strong growth in deepening
knowledge of the complex relationship
between religion and economic liberty,
as well as integrating commitment to
faith with commitment to the principles
of limited government, the rule of law,
and the free market economy.

The Calihan Academic Fellowship
Program provides academic fellowships
of up to $5,000 to students who show
outstanding promise in integrating 
religious ideas with core principles 
of the classical liberal tradition. Such 
principles include the recognition of
human rights and dignity, the protection
of rights through the rule of law, and
freedom in economic and political life.

The Calihan Research Assistance
Program provides research grants of 
up to $3,000 to advanced graduate
students whose research agenda shows
outstanding promise in integrating
religious ideas with core principles 
of the classical liberal tradition.

The Calihan Travel Grant Program
provides travel grants of up to $1,000
to students who have been selected 
to present, at an academic conference,
research that is relevant to the integra-
tion of religious ideas with the core
principles of the classical liberal tradi-
tion. Awards are also open to students
who need to travel to, and perform
research at, archives or libraries.

Not only is Acton reaching world-
class students who study at prestigious
universities such as the University of
Virginia Law School, Columbia School
of Law, Yale University, Georgetown
University, and Oxford University, but
the Institute is creating relationships
with many early career scholars who
will become leaders in their fields of
study. We are confident that they will
provide much of the leadership needed
to help universities and religious 
communities overcome the distrust
and suspicion with which some regard
the world of economics, free enterprise,
and free markets.

Several recipients of Calihan support
have been appointed to academic posi-
tions in the United States and Europe.
Dr. Andrea Schneider, for example,
received a Calihan fellowship in 2002.

The Acton Faith 
and Freedom
Awards

(left to right) Rev. Robert A. Sirico,
Joseph Calihan, Maximilian B. Torres,
and Michael Novak

David M. VanDrunen

Maximilian B. Torres

of faith and freedom. The cardinal
remained committed, despite great
personal suffering, to the ideals of 
his faith.”

Rocco Buttiglione (2004)

Rocco Buttiglione, Italy’s Minister of
Culture, was born on June 6, 1948 in
Gallipoli, Italy. He studied law in Turin
and Rome, where he took his degree
with a thesis in the history of political
doctrines. He became an assistant to his

academic advisor,
Professor Augusto
Del Noce and 
collaborated with
Del Noce for many
years. He is married
and the father of
four daughters.

His main intel-
lectual concerns
have been philoso-
phy, social ethics,
economics, and

politics. He has held professorships 
at the International Academy of
Philosophy in Liechtenstein and Saint
Pius V University in Rome and has
been a member of the Pontifical
Academy of Social Science. He has 
lectured internationally and is on the
editorial boards of many Italian and
foreign journals.

In the early 1990s, Buttiglione
helped to form an Italian political
party, the Christian Democratic Union
and since 1994 has served in the
Chamber of Deputies in the Italian
Parliament. Since 1999 he has been a
member of the European Parliament,
and in 2001 he was appointed by
Italy’s President Silvio Berlusconi to 
be Minister of European Affairs. 
In 2004, Buttiglione withdrew his
nomination to the new European
Commission after a controversy arose
over his defense of the traditional 
family and marriage.

Acton recognized Buttiglione for 
“his steadfast defense of Judeo-Christian
values during his contentious confir-
mation hearings before the European
Commission. While weathering a
firestorm of criticism Mr. Buttiglione
maintained his steadfast support of
equality before the law and the equal
dignity of every individual and stood
fast against the attacks of radical 
secularism that denies all public 
manifestation of religion.”

“I’d like to thank the Acton 
Institute and its Calihan
Fellowship program for awarding
to me a travel grant when I
needed such a support to present
the paper at the International
Institute for Christian Studies.” 

Tedla Woldeyohannes, 
Talbot School of Theology, 
Biola University 

“The Calihan Research   
Fellowship is another example 
of Acton's extraordinary efforts 
at equipping leaders with the
ability to grow and contribute 
in the important field of 
religion and liberty.”

Jeremiah Russell, Baylor
University 
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Communications “It is no exaggeration to say that, once the 
more active part of the intellectuals has
been converted to a set of beliefs, the process
by which these become generally accepted 
is almost automatic and irresistible. These
intellectuals are the organs which modern
society has developed for spreading knowl-
edge and ideas, and it is their convictions
and opinions which operate as the sieve
through which all new conceptions must
pass before they can reach the masses.” 

Friedrich Hayek, 
The Intellectuals and Socialism (1949)

The work of the Acton Institute 
is communicated globally through 
a vigorous and effective outreach to
influential newspapers, magazines,
broadcast outlets and online media.
And, just as businesses and industries
have benefited from the spread of
international trade and a global econ-
omy, Acton also has also made good
use of those enabling technologies –
high speed networks, the Internet and
World Wide Web – that have knitted
nations and peoples closer together.

The media relations and communi-
cations efforts at Acton are aimed at
the broadest public, and at those who
shape public opinion for a living. 
As F.A. Hayek observed more than 
50 years ago, those who sought to
advance the ideas of socialism and
the welfare state first aimed their
efforts at the influencers: journalists,
intellectuals and academics. Today,
little has changed. Sophisticated, big-
dollar media strategies are core to the
plans of groups that would restrict
trade, impose onerous environmental
regulations, expand the welfare state or
keep faith from the public square. In
many cases, the huge budgets wielded
by ecumenical and denominational
groups are joined with these largely
political movements.

In the modern, always-on, around-
the-clock media industry, the War of
Ideas is continuously played out.

A broad array of talented Acton
staff, and associated scholars and cler-
gy, are published in leading newspa-
pers in the United States, Europe and
Asia. Recent commentaries have
appeared in the Wall Street Journal,
The Detroit News, The Atlanta Journal-
Constitution and the Rocky Mountain
News, among others. Acton staff is
called upon by journalists at papers
such as the New York Times or
L’Osservatore Romano for expert com-
mentary. Our reach is international,
with timely and incisive analysis pub-
lished in the Asian and European
editions of the Wall Street Journal, the
Jakarta Post, the Apple Daily (Hong
Kong) and Katholiek Nieuwsblad
(Netherlands). Latin American and
Spanish papers publish Acton com-
mentators widely.

In radio, Acton staff and outside
associates appear on shows that are
aimed at denominational listeners,
and general news and talk shows

with broad national audiences. The
Institute’s television commentary
greatly expanded in the spring of
2005 with the death of
John Paul II and election
of Pope Benedict XVI as
Acton staff, led by Rev.
Robert Sirico, were called
on to provide ongoing
analysis on such venues
as the BBC, CNN
International, Fox News
and Channel News Asia.
The Institute’s commen-
tators were sought out
for insight on the eco-
nomic and social teach-
ings of John Paul and
Benedict – and frequent-
ly set the record straight
when erroneous views
were put forth in the
media.

A variety of first-rate
institutional publications
also reach thousands 
of subscribers. These
include Acton Notes, a
monthly newsletter, 
and Religion & Liberty,
a quarterly journal 
that looks at economics,
faith and cultural issues. 

A weekly e-mail newsletter, Acton
News & Commentary, reaches more
than 5,000 people weekly
with timely commentary,
news and announcements.

The Acton Web site,
launched in 1995, con-
tinues to be a primary
source of distributing
information to the public,
to students, and the clergy.
The Institute is also an
early adopter of new
technologies, such as
podcasting, which auto-
matically broadcasts
audio content via the
Internet. And in early
2005, the launch of the
Acton PowerBlog greatly
increased Web visitors
with a lively mix of news,
commentary and links 
to other online sources.
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Stewardship Unlike some think tanks that are
geared toward the political battles of
the day, or to advance a particular 
policy or piece of legislation, the Acton
Institute was founded to make a lasting
change in economic thinking by reli-
gious leaders. We take the long view.
The task of ensuring that we have the
institutional resources to accomplish
our important mission falls to the
Advancement Department, which
works with Acton supporters, and the
Finance Department, which exercises
proper stewardship of our resources.

Acton’s steady growth has corre-
sponded with the realization that 
religious leaders exercise tremendous
influence in public policy debates. That
influence, too often, has been used to
cast the free enterprise system in
morally dubious terms. The Institute’s
expanding base of supporters under-
stands that educating religious leaders
about economics is vitally important.

Since its founding, the Acton
Institute has relied solely on donations
from supporters for operating funds.
We do not seek, nor would we accept,
government funding. We have no
endowment, which means that our
development staff is responsible for
raising enough money each year to 
pay for the programs, salaries, office
expenses, publishing costs, and travel
expenses that allow us to get our 
message out to the world. Over the
years, we have seen a steady increase
in revenue, from $409,000 in 1991 to 
a projected $4.1 million in 2005. This
tells us that there is a real need for our
work, and that our donors recognize
the importance of what we’re doing.

We design our programs to effectively
reach out to religious and business
leaders all over the world and to teach
them the truth about free-market 
economics. The growing network of
students, seminarians, professors, and
business people who are influenced by
our work go on to influence literally
hundreds and thousands of people
every week through their sermons 
and work on the benefits of limited
government and free enterprise. We
are confident that the fruits of our
work will be felt for generations and
are proud to have so many friends 
and supporters join us in our efforts.

Acton receives support from three
kinds of donors: individuals, founda-
tions, and corporations. We are grateful
for the financial support we receive,
and we consider it our responsibility 
to use those funds in the most efficient

20 21

Dear Acton:

Thanks for sending me the annual report.
The management "dashboards" in the
annual report are first class... no, make
that WORLD CLASS. Some of the best
I've ever seen, profit or not-for-profit. 
I'm going to show them to our students 
as an example of how to do it right. 

Best,

Jeff Sandefer 
Entrepreneur and Teacher,
The Acton MBA in 
Entrepreneurship Austin, Texas
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1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 Projected 2005 

584,219

1,098,000

1,888,720

REVENUE

2,711,907

3,239,220

3,723,975
4,100,000 and effective manner possible. We

preach ethical and effective management
for the nonprofit sector, and we practice
that at Acton to the fullest extent of
our abilities. To help us do this, we take
evaluation and measurement seriously
and integrate it into our day-to-day
operations by measuring and evaluating
programs and efforts across the Institute.
We make this information available for
general review and scrutiny by staff,
board members, and supporters. That
provides us with important feedback,
ensuring that our programs remain
strategic, efficient, and responsive to all
stakeholders. This transparency brings 
a corresponding level of accountability
that is rare in the nonprofit world. 

Our evaluation begins by first setting
objectives for our programs, and then
measuring results to assess our progress
against these stated objectives. This
information, along with baseline data,
target audience, results, and scores, is
captured in tabular form in what we
call a scorecard. The most illustrative of
these numbers is displayed graphically
in a program dashboard that we have
developed internally. Each month, we
provide a management dashboard to our
board of directors and leadership team
that provides a high level summary 
of Acton’s advancement, finance, and
communication efforts. Collecting and
presenting this information keeps us
accountable and encourages us to 
constantly evaluate and adapt our 
programs. Our evaluation and meas-
urement system connects the good 
people we work with, both inside 
and outside of Acton, with good 
information.  

The Acton Institute was founded 
to change the hearts and minds of 
religious leaders and to introduce them
to the moral benefits of a free-market
economic system. We could not exist
without the support of the many like-
minded people who have donated to 
us over the years. We want to take this
opportunity to express our gratitude 
to those who give generously of their
own resources to advance the cause 
of “a free and virtuous society.”

Accounting firm Ernst & Young conducts an annual 
audit of the Acton Institute’s financial statements. 
This audited statement and the Institute’s IRS Form 
990 are available for public review.

EXPENSES

 Advancement

11% 

Administration

9%

   Educational
Programs

80%
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Board of Directors Management Team Join Us in Advancing Freedom and Virtue

The Acton Institute was founded and
charged with the primary mission of
developing an interfaith network of future
religious leaders who understand the
moral necessity of liberty. Our unique and
effective programs promote the moral and
ethical basis of the market economy and,
year by year, the Institute expands its 
outreach to the international religious
community regarding the moral potential
of a free economy. 

Your support enables the Institute to
communicate its message to seminarians,
religious leaders, entrepreneurs, and 
academics all over the world. It is 
our belief that there is little else more 
deserving of our time and effort than 
the pursuit of a free and virtuous society. 

The Acton Institute is a 501(c)(3) non-
profit, nondenominational organization
that accepts no government support. It
relies solely on the fully tax-deductible
contributions of foundations, corporations,
and concerned individuals such as your-
self. Together, empowered by faith in 
God and belief in human freedom, we
truly can make a difference. Please 
voice your agreement by supporting 
the Acton Institute today.

Contact:
(800)345-2286 or (616)454-3080

To donate online:
https://secure.lexi.net/acton/

Home page:
https://www.acton.org

Cover:
Excerpt from Pope John Paul II’s Evangelium 
Vitae. Cited by Cardinal George Pell in 
“Is There Only Secular Democracy?” 
(Journal of Markets & Morality, Fall 2004).

Design:

Radar Concept & Design
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Religion stands up to Big Brother - Christian Libertarians oppose pornography and 
drug abuse and government intervention to prevent their pervasiveness; includes 
analysis of the work of Reverend Robert Sirico and the Action Institute for the Study 
of Religion and Liberty

Richard Miniter 

Summary: Although confined for now to intellectual circles, the Christian libertarian movement 
has the potential to make a political impact equal to that of the religious right. These 
libertarians abhor drug use and pornography, but believe the government shouldn't regulate 
such social ills, and their laissez-faire views extend to economics and foreign affairs.

Like most religious leaders, the Rev. Robert Sirico warns his flock about the dangers of illegal 
drug use. He formed the Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty partly to 
push for drug policies that would make innercity streets safe again. But Sirico's 
approach is a little unorthodox: He thinks drugs ought to be legalized.

"If God made the heavens and the Earth by his mere word, and created man and woman free 
to either damn themselves or find redemption," asks Sirico, a Roman Catholic priest in Grand 
Rapids, Mich., "then where does the government get off" regulating nonviolent behavior such 
as drug use? Though he doesn't condone drug use, Sirico thinks the government shouldn't 
regulate behavior that harms only consenting adults.

Sirico, a Paulist, is one of a growing number of religious leaders and churchgoers who hope to 
reverse what they see as America's moral decline -- but they don't want the government to 
help. They call themselves Christian libertarians, and as a group they are hard to pigeonhole. 
They believe in God and the free market. In their ranks are ministers who abhor pornography 
but don't want to enlist the government's help to stop it. They are critical of moral relativism, 
sexual promiscuity and an active U.S. foreign policy. Christian libertarians, both Catholic and 
Protestant, want the government to safeguard only life and property and to leave moral 
instruction to the clergy and volunteer groups such as the Salvation Army and Alcoholics 
Anonymous. They believe the government should ban abortion, though they worry about how 
it would enforce such a ban without violating basic civil liberties.

These attitudes put them firmly out of step with the religious right, which is comfortable using 
government power to legislate morality on issues such as homosexuality and creationism, and 
with major religious organizations such as the National Conference of Catholic Bishops and the 
National Council of Churches, which have long called for political action on a range of social 
issues, from poverty to the environment.

Founded in 1990, Sirico's Acton Institute, with an annual budget of about $500,000, is winning 
the support of an increasing number of business leaders, including Amway co-founder Richard 
DeVos. With a handful of paid staff members, the Acton Institute is challenging the intellectual 
consensus long held in religious circles that socialism is morally superior to capitalism.



In fact, Sirico contends, his views on capitalism are "much more controversial in religious 
circles" than his views on drug legalization. This is strange, he says, because the vilification of 
business by some Catholic leaders is responsible for driving many people away from the 
church. "I hear it all the time" from lapsed Catholics, he says.

On the morality of capitalism, Sirico argues that "the free market is morally neutral; its 
morality [rests] upon the morality of the people engaged in the process" of buying and selling. 
The Bible endorses neither capitalism nor socialism outright, he says, but some political 
systems are more consistent with biblical teachings than others.

The Acton Institute is named after Lord John Acton, a 19th century English classical liberal and 
devout Catholic who is best known for the phrase, "Power tends to corrupt and absolute power 
corrupts absolutely." Though led by a Paulist priest, the Acton Institute is not a strictly 
Catholic enterprise, Sirico says. "We are ecumenical and reach out to people of all faiths."

It would seem that Christian libertarians could find common ground with the politically 
powerful religious right on the issue of government intervention against abortion and on free 
market economics, to which the religious right is generally friendly. But Christian libertarians 
extend the idea of laissez-faire to social issues -- an area in which the religious right has an 
extensive legislative agenda. Churchgoing conservatives usually have no qualms about calling 
for economic deregulation while at the same time asking the government to ban drugs, 
sodomy, pornography, funding of indecent art, and a host of other things they regard as social 
ills. And they do so "without addressing or even recognizing any contradiction between their 
positions," says Doug Bandow, a member of the nondenominational, evangelical Christian 
Assembly Center in Vienna, Va., and author of Beyond Good Intentions: A Biblical View of 
Politics.

The argument made by Bandow, who is also a senior fellow at the Cato Institute and a 
syndicated columnist for Copley News Service, finds some support on the left. "I think 
[Christian libertarians] are very consistent in a way that liberals and conservatives aren't -- 
they don't want the government involved," says Arthur McGovern, a philosophy professor at 
the University of Detroit Mercy and self-described "contemporary liberal."

Some on the religious left admire the unwillingness of Christian libertarians to impose their 
social views on others, and are pleasantly surprised to learn that Christian libertarians dislike 
using U.S. military might abroad. "It took me some time to catch on that these [people] 
weren't just conservatives," says McGovern, adding that "when I criticized U.S. policy in Latin 
America, they said, 'Right on!'"

Still, clergy on the left find Christian libertarians' support for free markets unrealistic at best, 
and the left is not about to make a home for Christian libertarians. For one thing, to bolster 
their views, the libertarians read Scripture "more selectively than liberation theologians," says 
McGovern, who has written books on liberation theology, the belief that Marxism and 
Christianity can be married to better the lives of Latin American peasants. What's more, 



Christian free marketers ignore the "negative consequences of capitalist systems," such as 
gross inequities in power and wealth, he says.

Even among the general libertarian movement, the godly may find no room at the inn. That's 
because many libertarians converted to the laissez-faire creed by reading Ayn Rand, who was 
an evangelist of capitalism and atheism. She declared that "selfishness is a virtue" and called 
religious belief "irrational."

University of Nevada at Las Vegas economics Professor Murray Rothbard tells a story that 
illuminates the cultural divide between Christians and libertarians. In the summer of 1958, 
when Rothbard was among Rand's inner circle, she learned that his wife is a Christian. Rand 
gave Rothbard, an atheist, several of her books to give to his wife in the hope of making her 
an atheist. "I was given some months to convert her to Rand," he says. When his wife 
persisted in her Christian beliefs, Rothbard felt that Rand ultimately would force him to choose 
between divorce and being "excommunicated" from her "church." Rothbard decided to leave. 
Rand's followers, he observes, "were more anti-God than antistate."

Virtually all of the figures that libertarians admire are or were either atheists or opposed to 
organized religion. And many politically active libertarians fit a sterotype of "hippie capitalists" 
who view regulation of sex and drugs as an assault on their lifestyle. These libertarians are 
distrustful of their would-be Christian allies, who may consider their lifestyles to be strange -- 
and vice versa.

Most Christian libertarians believed in the free market first and found God only as they grew 
older. Alejandro Chafuen, president of the Atlas Economic Research Foundation in Fairfax, Va., 
and a Catholic, says he once was a follower of Rand and "openly hostile to religion." But as he 
matured he discovered Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas, ironically through Rand's writings, 
and eventually he embraced Catholicism. "I see no contradiction between my faith and my 
libertarian beliefs," he says.

For now, Christian libertarianism is growing only in intellectual circles, though it seems to be 
"reaching critical mass," says Bandow. It could spread widely, say a number of supporters and 
critics, if it finds a charismatic political champion. No politician has yet embraced the 
movement, which is composed mostly of younger clergy and lay people. So it could take a 
generation before the full effect of libertarianism is felt in the churches.

When that happens, Christian libertarianism could have the same political impact that 
evangelical Christians first had in the 1970s. At that time, evangelicals questioned church 
leaders who favored the counterculture, and they organized a grass roots revolt against the 
proposed Equal Rights Amendment. Ultimately successful in stopping the ERA, which they saw 
as a threat to the traditional family, the religious right remains a potent political force against 
legislation that in its eyes promotes promiscuity and homosexuality.

Libertarians could fundamentally change the terms of debate on a range of social issues -- 
from abortion and drugs to sex and social justice. Looking at the intellectual underpinnings of 



Christian capitalism and its public policy implications might reveal where the next front will 
open in the "culture war."

"We could have an impact on all players," says Bandow, who believes libertarian clerics could 
make the religious community on both right and left more hesitant to use political force to 
inculcate virtue. The libertarians are gradually becoming a greater intellectual force in religious 
debates. Especially in matters relating to economics, says Bandow, the argument for laissez-
faire must now be addressed; 10 years ago that wasn't the case. Even nonreligious 
libertarians may have to adjust and "take a fresh look at religion," he says.

The intellectual foundation of God-fearing laissez-faire is a composite of Bible passages and 
economic theories. Bandow and other Christian libertarians underscore Sirico's point that the 
Bible in no way endorses one economic system over another. Religion is concerned with an 
individual's relationship with God, they argue, whereas politics is concerned with an 
individual's relationship with the state.

Those who wish to use the government to enforce a moral vision in society, Sirico argues, are 
victims of two fallacies. The practical fallacy is that the most politically effective people are the 
most moral. In fact, most of the time they are tempted to discard morality to advance a 
political agenda. And even if the moral leaders do wind up atop the political pyramid, "the 
political mechanism is always available for other, less moral" people to exploit, Sirico says. 
The moral fallacy, he says, is that morality can be achieved through coercion. Government can 
control behavior, Sirico says, but it cannot alter the architecture of the soul. "Morality is not 
refraining from doing bad things, it is doing good things."

Some clergymen remind Sirico that government must have a role in regulating the economy 
because, as the Bible teaches, man is easily tempted into mistreating his fellow man. Without 
the government, there would be no check on sinful business practices such as making shoddy 
products or paying unjust wages, they say. Libertarians agree to a certain extent, saying the 
government must enforce contracts, punish violent criminals and otherwise safeguard 
individual rights. "I'm no anarchist," says Sirico, adding that obtrusive economic and moral 
regulation are what he considers misguided.

To give legislation-minded conservatives even more heartburn, some Christian libertarians 
also turn to the tablets of the old right, loosely defined by Ohio Sen. Robert Taft and other 
American conservatives of the 1940s and 1950s. The two thinkers perhaps most esteemed by 
old right traditionalists are Richard Weaver, a conservative philosopher whose Ideas Have 
Consequences was published in 1948, and Frank S. Meyer, who was a contributor to National 
Review.

The writings of each urged believers to keep religion and politics separate. Weaver wrote, "The 
policy of a state toward the [religious] culture or cultures within it should be laissez-faire, 
except at those points where collisions may be so severe that they imperil the minimum 
preservation of order with which the state is charged."



Meyer, who tried to reconcile the traditionalists with the libertarians of the old right, echoes 
Weaver. "Truly to be able to choose good and truth requires a freedom which, unfortunately, 
also makes it possible for men to choose evil and error," Meyer wrote in a 1962 essay. "In a 
word, good and truth cannot be enforced, because by their essential nature they cannot be 
made real in men unless they are freely chosen." For Meyer, a government that tries to mold 
the souls of its citizens soon becomes an "unlimited Leviathan state" with no respect for 
individual rights.

"Christian libertarians are simply calling on contemporary conservatives to reclaim their old 
right roots," says Jeff Tucker, a traditionalist Catholic who edits the Free Market, the 
newsletter of the Ludwig von Mises Institute, based in Auburn, Ala.

If the religious right were to answer the Christian libertarians' call, it would have to give up 
many of its hot button issues. These include the fights against drugs, pornography, taxpayer-
funded art regarded as indecent and distribution of condoms in public schools. Of course, 
Christian classical liberals, as some libertarians describe themselves, do not endorse drug use, 
pornography or condoms in the schools; they just don't see the political process as the 
solution.

The problem, as Sirico and others see it, is that political institutions are, by their nature, 
incapable of making moral distinctions or teaching morality. Even if state-run schools, soup 
kitchens and prisons tried to teach right from wrong, they would soon be forced to satisfy so 
many conflicting creeds that the teaching would be either banal truisms or meaningless 
jargon, Sirico says. As a practical matter, church-operated schools, orphanages, homeless 
shelters and hospitals are run better than those of the state, he says, and are more likely to 
provide the moral framework to prepare people for the vicissitudes of life.

Many of the religious right see moral instruction in public schools as a remedy for the decline 
of cultural standards, but Sirico disagrees. In New York City public schools, he says, "condoms 
can be distributed without parental consent, while in the Tennessee public schools, [copies of] 
the New Testament cannot be distributed even with parental consent." For schools and other 
public institutions, "it is no longer a debate about morality, it is a debate about conformity" 
with government doctrine. The answer for libertarians is not to change what the government 
requires, but to work toward a diversity of schools so people of differing moral doctrines can 
have their own academies.

Perhaps the biggest policy difference between the religious right and Christian libertarians is 
on the issue of homosexuality. Many Christians consider sodomy -- in fact any sex outside of 
marriage -- sinful. What sets Christian libertarians apart is that they favor repealing sodomy 
laws. "Churches have every right, and indeed obligation, to preach that sex properly belongs 
within the covenant of marriage," Bandow wrote in a letter to the Washington Post. "Of 
course, this bars nonmarital heterosexual sex as well as homosexual sex. ...Sexually active 
gay -- and heterosexual -- singles are victimizing themselves, not nonconsenting third parties. 
Thus, there is no intrinsic reason for government to ban homosexual behavior."



Christian libertarians are also making some thunder on the left. They are challenging an idea 
dear to theologians such as John Cort, author of Christian Socialism, that capitalism is 
fundamentally immoral. "A Christian could, not to mention should, be a socialist," writes Cort, 
who calls upon the "spirit of Christian love" to support redistribution of wealth. Others cite the 
Gospels' frequent criticism of the wealthy and the particular attention Jesus paid to those at 
the bottom of Jewish society.

Christian libertarians respond that most of the passages cited by those on the religious left are 
not core tenets of Christian faith, and they also point to the writings of Saints Peter and Paul. 
Peter told followers that they had no obligation to sell their property and turn the proceeds 
over to the church, although many early Christians freely shared their possessions with other 
believers and some lived communally. Paul advised in 2 Corinthians: "Each man should give 
what he has decided in his heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a 
cheerful giver." The policy prescription, according to Bandow? "A faith that refuses to order its 
adherents to give not surprisingly provides little support for using the state to make others 
give."
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Abuse victims share their pain
Ed Golder. The Grand Rapids Press. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Sep 18, 
1993. pg. B.01

Copyright Grand Rapids Press Sep 18, 1993 

In a softly lit chapel, surrounded by strangers, a woman named Faye stood and confessed her secret.

"I am a survivor of incest" she said. "When I was 6 years old, I was molested by my mother's brother."

That year of abuse from her childhood has resulted in 20 years of flashbacks, denial and anger, she 
told those gathered at the Catholic Information Center Tuesday night for "An Evening Honoring the 
Grief of Victims and Survivors of Abuse."

Stepping onto the path of recovery, Faye said, means raising feelings that are sometimes "bad," 
sometimes "real bad."

"I continue to struggle with the legacy," she told the assembly.

The struggle began for her in putting a name to the darkness.

That is always the beginning of healing, as the Rev. Robert Sirico, a priest at the center, told 
participants a few minutes later.

"We're not going to pretend that everything is fixed, nor are we saying that abuse is OK," Sirico said. 
"We're offering our pain to God."

Standing next to Sirico on the altar was the Rev. James Chelich, pastor of St. Thomas the Apostle 
Catholic Church in Grand Rapids.

Although Sirico and the Catholic Information Center have been sponsoring these evenings honoring 
loss for four years, officials at St. Thomas specifically asked to be involved in this one, and specifically 
asked that the evening focus on sexual abuse victims.

Five months ago, St. Thomas underwent a painful crisis when its parish priest was removed because 
of sexual abuse allegations dating back 20 years.

Facing that crisis, the parish became sensitive to the plight of victims of sexual abuse, Chelich said. 
Parish leaders wanted to do something for those victims.

Above all, they wanted to acknowledge the pain, Chelich said, and to say that such abuse "has no 
place in the church."

In the process of planning a response, they realized the pain went far beyond their own community.

"The principle is an age-old one," Chelich said. "One person's story always hooks another, then 
another, then another."

And, he added, these stories of degradation in turn "hook God."

"We're suggesting," Chelich said, "that God is pained by what has happened."
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After Faye finished telling her story, Dave stood up.

He told of physical and emotional abuse at the hands of his alcoholic parents. He spoke of one 
occasion when his father beat him unconscious.

And he told of a nun in grade school who slapped him for breaking his Eucharistic fast.

"I was taught that a nun or priest was close to God," he said.

Without his parents or his church, he had nowhere to turn. He, too, lived his adult life wrestling with the 
consequences.

Whether at the hands of a priest, or a parent invoking the name of God, abuse with religious overtones 
creates another layer of shame, the acid that eats away at survivors down through the years.

For those who have suffered through this abuse, religious symbols can become dark and threatening. 
The task of healing is found, at least partially, in separating authentic religious faith from its dark 
shadow.

"From a religious point of view, doing that separation is extremely important," Chelich said, especially 
since, as most 12-step groups acknowledge, God is an indispensable ally on the road to recovery.

This week's gathering at the Catholic Information Center used religious symbols as a method of 
recovery, even for those abused at the hands of the church. It was, as Chelich said, a "gentle step."

During the service participants named their pain on notecards, placed these collective pains in a pile 
and set them on fire.

The assembly watched silently as the flames shot upward.

Chelich threw some incense, a sign of reverence, on the fire.

The fire was smothered with sand. Participants then took burning candles - hope - and planted them 
on the ashes.

"Tonight is an acknowledgment that pain has taken place, and taken place in places it is not supposed 
to," Chelich told the gathering.

But for the people who were there, the important thing was healing that pain.

And that happened in just the right place.
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Father Robert Sirico: Power Broker on the Rise
By Bill Berkowitz, AlterNet

Posted on July 3, 2001, Printed on March 13, 2007
http://www.alternet.org/story/11114/

Father Robert Sirico and his Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty are on a roll. 
Sirico, who has been operating below the radar of the mainstream media for more than a decade, 
is definitely moving on up. Late last year, more than 400 people gathered at the Amway Grand 
Plaza Hotel in Grand Rapids, Michigan to celebrate the Institute's 10th anniversary. Who is 
Father Robert Sirico and why are so many conservatives saying such nice things about him?

During the last 18 months, Father Sirico advised President George W. Bush on "charitable 
choice" and the future of welfare reform; responded to a call from the Vatican and edited a book 
delineating the Catholic Church's teachings on social justice issues; launched a right-wing 
religious environmental coalition; sponsored a conference on globalization at the Vatican; and 
published op-ed pieces in numerous U.S. dailies. Topping it off, Acton Institute advisory board 
member Father Avery Dulles, son of former secretary of state John Foster Dulles and nephew of 
former CIA head Allen Dulles, was designated a Cardinal by the Vatican.

Moving from left to right

Father Sirico has a colorful though rarely publicized background that includes a 1970s stint as a 
"roll-em-on-the-floor Pentecostal boy preacher, who was packing 1,500 people into a Seattle 
theater every week," says Jerry Sloan, executive director of the watchdog group Project Tocsin. 
Sirico moved to Los Angeles, joining the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community 
Churches, and later served as executive director of what is now the Los Angeles Gay and 
Lesbian Community Center. Sirico later termed this his "soft Marxist" period.

After embracing libertarianism, he turned to the Catholic Church. "I heard homilies preached that 
inevitably insulted business people," Sirico says, and he was determined to turn that around.

In 1990, Father Sirico founded Grand Rapids, Michigan-based Acton Institute. Named for 
historian and social philosopher Baron John Emerich Edward Dalberg-Acton, known as Lord 
Acton. The Institute's mission is to "promote a free and virtuous society, characterized by 
individual liberty and sustained by religious principles."

In the mid-nineties, the Acton Institute, then little known outside of conservative circles played a 
significant role during the welfare reform debate by establishing its National Welfare Reform 
Initiative in 1995. A strong supporter of welfare reform, Father Sirico argued in congressional 
testimony for greater restrictions on welfare recipients and was an early advocate of moving 
social welfare programs into the hands of faith-based organizations.

According to The Right Guide, published by the Ann Arbor, Michigan-based Economics 
America, Inc., in 1997, 94 percent of the Acton Institute's $1.8 million budget came from 
contributions and grants from foundations, businesses and individuals. Major donors included 
the $100,000 from the Scaife Family Foundation, $50,000 from the Richard and Helen deVos 
Foundation, $50,000 from the John M. Olin Foundation and $40,000 from the Lynde & Harry 
Bradley Foundation.

http://www.acton.org/
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Revising the Church's social agenda

While many criticisms can be justly lodged against the Catholic Church, one thing is clear. It has 
been invaluable in its provision of services to the poor. Many priests and nuns were on the front 
lines with Cesar Chavez and the farm workers movement. Even President Bush recognized, in 
his recent speech at Notre Dame University, the charitable work of Dorothy Day and the 
Catholic Worker movement. Now, along comes Father Sirico with a strategy for subverting the 
progressive aspects of Catholic teachings on economic issues. He converts the Church's 
advocacy on behalf of the poor, promoted by John Paul II in his 1991 encyclical Centesimus 
Annus, into a paean for the free market.

Since he disagrees with many of the social teachings of the Church, the news of his editing 
project for the Vatican was particularly chilling. According to the conservative National Catholic 
Register, Father Sirico was assigned to "sift out the most important passages from the social 
teachings of the popes from Leo XIII to John Paul II." The finished work, "The Social Agenda: 
A Collection of Magisterial Texts," a 225-page book containing nearly 370 quotations from 
some 75 Church documents, was released at the Vatican in April 2000. For Father Sirico, the 
central theme of the papal social encyclicals is "the principle of subsidiarity." This means that 
wherever possible responsibilities should be "handled at a lower organizational level" (read less 
government regulation and intervention). Sirico also emphasizes "the right to private property," 
aligning the Church's teachings with his own free market philosophy.

Professor Anthony Basile, in the September 1998 issue of Culture Wars, accuses Father Sirico of 
"portray[ing] poverty as the fault of the poor individual, and not due to social injustices," a 
fundamental departure from Catholicism. Basile sees the creation of the Institute's Center for 
Economic Personalism as facilitating the melding of ideology and practice to "indoctrinate all 
[its] seminarians and theology students along these ideological lines."

Religious right targets the environment

In time for Earth Day 2000, the Acton Institute helped launch the Interfaith Council for 
Environmental Stewardship (ICES), an organization aiming to inject conservative religious 
tenets into the environmental debate. Father Sirico believes that "environmental ideology is 
increasingly being used, not to preserve nature's beauty, but to restrict human enterprise that is 
essential to a more humane existence for people."

The Cornwall Declaration on Environmental Stewardship, the organization's founding document, 
was the first major pronouncement on environmental issues by a coalition of ultraconservative 
religious groups. The Declaration prioritizes the needs of humans over nature, advocates the 
unleashing of free market forces to resolve environmental problems and denounces the 
environmental movement for embracing faulty science and a gloom-and-doom approach.

Signers of the Declaration include such right-wing ringleaders as Focus on the Family president 
Dr. James Dobson, Campus Crusade for Christ founder Bill Bright, Prison Fellowship Ministries' 
head Charles Colson, the Rev. Donald Wildmon, president of the American Family Association, 
Rabbi Daniel Lapin, head of Toward Tradition and Father Sirico. ICES' advisory committee 
contains Dr. D. James Kennedy of the Ft. Lauderdale, Florida-based Coral Ridge Ministries, a 
controversial anti-gay leader and an outspoken denier of separation of church and state. Kennedy 
said that "if ever an issue needed sound Biblical Doctrine brought to bear upon it, it's the 
environment, and [ICES] accomplishes this." President Bush's "compassionate conservatism" 



guru Dr. Marvin Olasky, professor of journalism and history at the University of Texas, Austin, 
is also on board.

ICES's website maintains that its "network of religious, academic and community leaders" will 
provide a "credible alternative to liberal environmental advocacy for people in congregations, 
schools, government, and the religious and secular media."

In late November 2000, Father Sirico added globalization to his portfolio. Acton, along with the 
Pontifical Council for the Family, sponsored a Vatican City conference examining "the impact of 
globalization on the family." The conference was also an important development in the ongoing 
conversation between evangelical Protestants and conservative Catholics, as major players like 
Father Richard John Neuhaus, Dr. Dobson, Charles Colson, Rep. Chris Smith, (R-N.J.), and 
Catholic scholar Michael Novak were in attendance. At his late December meeting with Bush, 
Father Sirico remarked that "tackling the problem of poverty will require that persons of 
different religions, races, backgrounds and political persuasions, come together around a 
common agenda." Father Sirico's agenda mirrors the Heritage Foundation's Robert Rector, who, 
in the chapter on Welfare in Heritage's "Issues 2000: The Candidates Briefing Book" emphasizes 
"marriage and responsible fatherhood," "educational choice" including charter schools, vouchers 
and tuition tax credits, and "empowering faith-based private charities through charitable tax 
credits and other reforms."

Father Robert Sirico's work at the Acton Institute covers a broad spectrum of hot button issues 
from reinterpreting Catholic social doctrine and the creation of a right-wing religious-based 
environmental organization, to advocacy for charitable choice and a reduction in government 
programs. His star is on the rise.

Bill Berkowitz is an Oakland-based freelance writer covering the Religious Right and related  
conservative issues and movements. 
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Drug policy: kingdoms in conflict; [MORNING Edition]
ALAN W. BOCK:The Orange County Register. Orange County Register. Santa Ana, 
Calif.: May 9, 1993. pg. j.01

Many observers find it curious that the Crystal Cathedral should be making its facilities 
available (Monday at 7 p.m.) for a forum on drug policy put on by the Coalition for 
National Drug Policy Change. The Coalition and the forum are spearheaded by Orange 
County Superior Court Judge James P. Gray, a leader in the debate about whether society 
should continue to treat drug abuse as a criminal matter.

For some, the very idea that Christians or other religious people might entertain the 
possibility that drug prohibition isn't working or isn't wise falls into the "man bites dog" 
category.

This perception rests on important misconceptions. The first is that those who favor 
reforming our country's drug policies must be latter-day hippies or whacked-out druggies. 
The second is that Christians are generally censorious people who want their moral code 
translated into law and enforced by the government. Both these perceptions are 
profoundly false.

The resolution the Coalition for National Drug Policy Change is circulating - first signed 
in February by a number of eminently respectable Americans at the Hoover Institution at 
Stanford - is actually quite modest in scope. It simply states, in a number of well-crafted 
"whereas" clauses, that the drug war has failed miserably - hardly a controversial notion. 
It then calls for viewing drug use and drug abuse as medical and social problems, to be 
handled with medical and social solutions, and asks for an objective presidential 
commission to explore all facets of the issue openly.

The resolution was first signed by Nobel laureate economist Milton Friedman, former 
San Jose police chief Joseph McNamara, Judge Gray, several doctors and psychiatrists, 
including Dr. S. Clarke Smith of Anaheim, two ministers at the First African-Methodist-
Episcopal Church in Los Angeles, and others.

Since then, it has been signed by Baltimore Mayor Kurt Schmoke, former Secretary of 
State George Shultz, the Rev. Robert Schuller and the Rev. Bruce Larson of the Crystal 
Cathedral, Rabbi Haim Asa of Temple Beth Tikvah in Fullerton - among other clergymen 
- and more doctors, judges, businesspeople, and even a few law-enforcement officials.

Having clergy come out for liberalization of drug laws is hardly unprecedented. In 1990, 
the Religious Coalition for a Moral Drug Policy was formed, and issued a valuable little 
booklet, Reason, Compassion, and the Drug War, edited by two Catholic priests, Joseph 
Ganssle and Robert Sirico. In the introduction, Father Ganssle, president of the Coalition, 
wrote, "as moral leaders, as clergy, as human beings, we will cry out for an end to the 
violence of the Drug War, and a beginning of a process of healing and liberation that our 
people so desperately need."
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"Much of the grave consequences of the drug war," the booklet notes, "spring from the 
ideological assumption that we must make everything we disapprove of illegal. We reject 
this notion, as it forgets the difference between vice and crime. Enforcing positive 
morality is our responsibility as individuals, as parents, and as clergy. To put government 
in charge of all morality is to abdicate our individual responsibility, to weaken the moral 
authority of our religious institutions, and thus to fail in the execution of our duties."

The Rev. W.W. Finlator, a retired pastor of Pullen Memorial Baptist Church in Raleigh, 
N.C., and a member of the Religious Coalition, calls for decriminalization of all drugs, 
"thus dealing a fatal blow to the powerful kingdoms of drug lords and rug traffic." He 
urges a strong cooperative effort, along the lines of policies that have reduced the 
consumption of alcohol and tobacco, among government, religious leaders, and 
community groups, to reduce drug use through persuasion and education.

It is not yet common for religious leaders to call for an end to the Drug War. But plenty 
of church leaders are coming to understand, as Father Ganssle puts it, that "the 
government was not designed to institute virtue; that was always left to the church, that is 
our sphere of influence."

Mr. Bock is the Register's senior columnist.
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Fr Sirico refused to honour agreement; [3 Edition]
Evening Post. Wellington, New Zealand: Apr 3, 1998. pg. 4

I was taken aback by Karl du Fresne's article (The Post, March 18) on Robert Sirico's 
visit to Wellington. The words "hostility and heckling" were used with reference to the 
audience in this misleading report.

Last year the Department of Religious Studies at Victoria was contacted by the 
professional agency promoting Sirico's New Zealand tour. We asked that he offer an 
academic paper to our departmental seminar rather than give a "sermon". The title - Is 
Christianity Compatible With Global Capitalism? - was agreed by telephone and in 
writing with his agent.

Sirico was asked to talk on his agreed topic for 40 minutes, to be followed by questions. 
This talk was publicly advertised and a mixed audience of religious studies students and 
members of the public came to hear this international speaker.

As Sirico was introduced it became clear that he had not prepared a talk on the agreed 
title and intended to merely offer a few thoughts on "the free market, Catholicism and the 
ending of all government-funded welfare".

He started by inviting the audience to enter into a dialogue with him and explicitly 
encouraged students and members of the public to interrupt him as they wished - which 
they did.

Sirico began by expressing extreme views that appeared to be chosen to shock. His 
audience did contest his assertions that welfare had no biblical roots; that Catholicism 
promoted the free market and that the mainstream tradition of Catholic social teaching 
was not only misguided but wrong. Having encouraged comment, he then seemed unable 
to participate in an actual dialogue with an audience that wished to pursue the points of 
interest he had raised. When it became clear that Fr Sirico had no intention of entering 
himself into the dialogue he had initially encouraged and that people in the audience were 
becoming perhaps uncertain of the situation, the chair intervened.

Ultimately the seminar proved to be disappointing. The original (and publicly advertised) 
subject was not addressed; the invited dialogue was subsequently disallowed and the 
audience ("latter-day Haight-Ashbury hippies", or not, as the case may have been) found 
itself subjected to a series of assertions following which the exploration of issues of 
obvious personal significance to us all was denied.

Professor PAUL MORRIS

Chairperson, Department of Religious Studies, Victoria University
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* Barrie Saunders, of Saunders Unsworth which arranged Fr Sirico's visit, replies: On the 
basis of communication with Professor Morris, Fr Sirico was advised he would be 
addressing a graduate class of about 20 plus a few other people and speak to the topic as 
indicated. On arrival he concluded the class was not at graduate level and that if he 
delivered his prepared address few would have understood it. This is not surprising as the 
address had been advertised widely around the campus which is not what we had 
discussed or would have agreed to. Fr Sirico found the students as reported in your paper.
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Gay Priest 'Comes Out' After New Ways Symposium

by Charles Honey 

The Grand Rapids Press 

March 29, 1997 

The Rev. Martin Kurylowicz got lots of hugs after Good Friday services at Sparta's Holy 
Family Catholic Church. But he expects others soon will react less lovingly to news that 
he is gay. 

"I was just filled with tears, there were so many hugs," said Kurylowicz, 47, following 
Friday's well attended afternoon service. "It means more now, because they know the real 
me." 

But he added there are "a lot of people hurting and confused" and he anticipates some 
hostile reaction in the days ahead. 

There's going to be some hate," Kurylowicz said. "I think the worst is coming." 

He told the 550-member church this week--in a newsletter and at Holy Thursday 
services--that he is a celibate homosexual. He said he met with concerned parishioners 
following services Thursday night, Friday afternoon and again Friday evening. 

He also met Friday with Bishop Robert Rose, head of the 150,000 member Grand Rapids 
Catholic Diocese. He said Rose was "extremely supportive." 

"I didn't do anything wrong," Kurylowicz said. "He understands I'm with the church. I'm 
just not with hate." 

Rose said the meeting satisfied him that the priest's views on homosexuality are in line 
with church teaching. But Rose added he'll "be watching to see what the reaction of his 
people is and if there is any other response from people around the diocese." 

"He certainly is under a lot of strain," Rose said. "That's going to continue for awhile 
until we know what the reaction is going to be." 

After serving as pastor of Holy Family for 12 years, Kurylowicz already was scheduled 
to leave his parish June 30, under a diocesan policy that limits tenure at a particular 
church. He said he plans to take a sabbatical and further study issues related to 
homosexuality. 

Meanwhile, some called Kurylowicz's coming out a courageous move that would 
encourage other gay clergy and lay people. 

"It's a great act of courage for a priest to do that," said the Rev. Paul Colloton, a priest at 
the Dominican Chapel at Marywood in Grand Rapids. "There are some people I know 
who would love to do that, (but) I think it would have a negative effect on their ability to 
work in the parish." 



Colloton, spiritual advisor to the local chapter of Dignity, a Catholic founded gay and 
lesbian support group, said many homosexuals will see Kurylowicz as "someone 
knowing from the inside what they're going through." 

But another priest, while hesitant to speak of Kurylowicz personally, said such a 
divulgence can "unnecessarily offend" and "scandalize" parishioners. 

"I think this kind of thing is irresponsible," said the Rev. Robert Sirico, president of the 
Grand Rapids-based Acton Institute, a conservative think tank. A priest should discuss 
his sexual orientation with a counselor or close friend, not with his congregation. Sirico 
said. 

"The priest as a celibate is called to sublimate his sexuality," Sirico said. "Too much talk 
in that direction indicated a breach of the pastoral boundary." 

Kurylowicz said he basically agrees, but felt he had to speak out. 

He spoke up after attending a national conference on gay issues and the Catholic Church 
in early March. 

He was disturbed by accounts of homosexual children feeling isolated and parents feeling 
they did something wrong. 

"I just couldn't walk away from it," he said. "I couldn't deny the pain." 

He hopes his admission will raise awareness of violence against homosexual land teen 
suicide, and help teach others that homosexuality is not a choice. 

A leader of the conference said many gay priests keep silent because of "fear and 
homophobia" in the church. 

"His actions are part of the process of making the church a more welcoming place," said 
Francis DeBernardo, executive director of the Maryland-based New Ways Ministry. 

Gerald Woltanski, a Holy Family member for 45 years, said he'd known something was 
deeply troubling Kurylowicz for months. He said he didn't agree with the timing of the 
revelation, during Holy Week, but he honors the priest's decision. 

"I'm praying for him," said Woltanski, 69. "And I'll have to support him, because of love 
and mercy."
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TURNING POINTS Search for new ties to God often ends in denomination switch
Ed Golder,  Press Religion Editor. The Grand Rapids Press. Grand Rapids, Mich.: May 
22, 1993. pg. B.01

Copyright Grand Rapids Press May 22, 1993 

In the thick of controversies surrounding the rise of charismatics in his own denomination, the Rev. 
David Doyle was invited to teach Greek at a small Pentecostal college near the California church 
where he was pastor during the 1970s.

As a Christian Reformed minister opposed to Pentecostal exuberances like healing and speaking in 
tongues, Doyle figured he would "go there and bring some good Calvinistic stability to those charis-
maniacs."

Instead, he ended up on the receiving end of the planned evangelism.

One day the minister asked his class to pray for him, and was overwhelmed when 18 students got out 
of their seats and surrounded him with tongue-spoken prayers for his healing.

He wasn't healed, but he was changed.

"That was a very emotional experience for me," said Doyle, now 58. "I'd never seen that kind of direct 
and immediate action by God's people. Ever. And I'd been in the church all my life."

Two weeks ago Doyle was ordained as a minister in the nation's largest Pentecostal denomination, the 
Assemblies of God. For him it was the culmination of a journey that went from a Baptist upbringing 
through Calvin College and Seminary, and took a dramatic turn that day in California when he was 
surrounded by his theological rivals.

It is a journey that is repeated often as brand loyalty in the religious world dwindles and Americans 
troop off to churches that were considered heretical by their forebears in faith.

According to the Princeton Religious Research Center, one in four people changes their faith or 
denomination at least once in his or her lifetime.

Clear winners in this switching game have been Pentecostal churches like First Assembly of God, 
2100 44th St. SW, and evangelical congregations like Calvary Undenominational, 777 E. Beltline Ave. 
NE.

The Princeton statistics show that the Assemblies grew 20 percent over the past 10 years, compared 
to a 6 percent growth in the CRC.

Further, it is clear those converts are coming from other denominations, because only 5 percent hail 
from "unchurched" background. Those who switch are more likely to be "born-again" Christians, the 
type found in Pentecostal and evangelical churches.

The reasons people change denominations vary.

About one in five changed churches or faiths either because of the religious stance of their new 
organization or because they found the perspective of their previous church wanting, according to the 
Princeton study.

Another one in four switched because they married someone of another faith.

Only 5 percent, like the Doyle, had a life-changing religious experience that eventually led them to a 
new denomination.
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A few years after that day in the classroom, Doyle left the Christian Reformed Church. He still has 
gratitude for the religious training his former denomination provided, and still has an interest in 
Calvinist theology. The doctorate he is working on from Oral Roberts University in Tulsa, Okla., is 
about the relationship between Reformed theology and Pentecostalism.

Eventually, Doyle hopes to become a pastor at another church. For the time being, he and his wife 
attend Southeast Valley Assembly of God, 2060 43rd St. SE in Kentwood, and he serves as dean of 
the Great Lakes Bible Institute in Grandville.

Sitting in his tiny office at the Bible school, Doyle considers the reasons for his move. What he found in 
the Pentecostal world, he explains, is a more direct, intense experience of God.

"I've had people say to me, and have expressed it myself, `We knew there was more,' " he says. "We 
really didn't know what we were missing until we experienced it at a church like First Assembly."

Though opposed to the Pentecostal theology of the Assemblies of God, churches like Calvary 
Undenominational have experienced a similar membership benefit as believers from other 
denominations change allegiance. Because they constitute most of the local population, Catholic and 
Christian Reformed believers have, statistically, been the most likely to change their loyalties in West 
Michigan.

Troy Ritsema and his wife, Barbee, represent these two major denominational strains.

Married just over a year, they formally joined Calvary Undenominational Church in February. Both 
came from strong religious backgrounds - he was CRC and she was Catholic - but when their 
relationship turned serious after they met at Grand Valley State University, they faced some tough 
questions. Neither felt comfortable in the other's church.

"If our relationship was going to continue, we needed to find some other church that would work for 
both of us," says Barbee Ritsema, 30.

A friend of hers at Butterworth Hospital, where Ritsema works in media productions, told her about 
Calvary Church, a towering structure strategically located near the crossroads of Interstates 196 and 
96. The couple tested the waters. What they found, they say, is solid preaching and music that smaller 
churches couldn't compete with.

"It's a real dynamic church," says Troy Ritsema, 28, who started working in Calvary's media 
department this month. "The enthusiasm and excitement here are contagious."

For those who are infecting other religions with their excitement, the news is good, if sometimes 
embarrassing. Churches like Calvary and First Assembly are often accused of sheep steeling, being 
part of a plot to take other denomination's members.

But the Rev. Jim Carlson, associate pastor at Calvary, said his congregation has made an intentional 
effort to work with other denominations in town, and tries to reach those who are not already involved 
with some religious faith.

"I can honestly say that our intentional mentality is not to be competitive," said Carlson, whose church 
boasts 2,700 members on the books, with about 5,000 in attendance on any given Saturday and 
Sunday. "We want to be here as a side-by-side ministry to other churches."

Although the church has no hard data on where its members come from, surveys filled out at its hip 
Saturday Night program - a blue-jeans version of Sunday morning, complete with a rock band and 
morality plays - show only about a quarter of them come from a non-church background. More than 60 
percent are affiliated with some church other than Calvary.

Leaders in the Christian Reformed, Catholic and mainline denominations are trying to find ways to 
stanch the flow of faithful out their back doors.



CRC membership loss has steadily increased over the past 30 years, losing as many as 7,000 and 
8,000 members a year during the 1980s. Even though the Grand Rapids-based denomination 
continued to show modest gains, primarily through birth, the trend was nevertheless a concern to CRC 
officials.

The Rev. Dirk Hart, minister of evangelism for the CRC, believes part of the solution to this problem is 
increased diversity within the denomination, offering people at least some of the options they seek 
elsewhere.

Christian Reformed Churches today do not fit a single mold. There are megachurches and charismatic 
churches that offer many of the same options that the burgeoning congregations do, and indeed have 
drawn back at least some of those who left.

"Within certain doctrinal parameters, I think it's healthy for a denomination to have a range of choices, 
even though that introduces diversity and pluralism some people may not like," Hart said.

The Rev. Robert Sirico, a priest at the Catholic Information Center in downtown Grand Rapids who 
runs programs to draw lapsed Catholics back to church, thinks abuses that have followed in the wake 
of the Second Vatican Council are largely responsible for the Catholic exodus.

Gallup statistics show that Catholics have been hit especially hard by denominational switching, as 
have Baptists. Baptists account for 19 percent and Catholics for 18 percent of those who have 
switched to other denominations or faiths.

"People come to religion for clarity," Sirico said. "They don't come to religion for pop psychology."

Unfortunately, the priest believes, that's what they've gotten in the wake of Vatican II, the church 
council of the early 1960s that instituted broad reforms.

"In the name of renewal, we've had revolution," Sirico said. The Catholic Church needs "a clear 
catechesis (teaching) and a more emotionally appealing liturgy," to help draw ex-Catholics back, he 
believes.

Sirico hopes that a newly released English translation of a universal Catholic catechism due out in 
June will help clarify and strengthen Catholic teaching.

For denominations that are struggling against the changing tide of membership, the questions are 
many and complex.

For those who make the switch, the results are sometimes surprising.

Sitting at his desk, David Doyle, the former CRC minister, fingers a flowery yellow tie hanging from his 
neck.

"I'm a very conservative person," he says, leaning back in his chair.

"This tie I would not have worn three years ago. I was very much in the mold. All I can say is the Holy 
Spirit just revolutionized my life, and is continuing to do that."
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The Reverend A. Ralph Johnson 
Glen Acres Church of Christ 
1140 I I Oth Ave. S 
Seattle, Wa. 98168-2113 

Dear Pastor Johnson: 

December 7,2004 

Thank you for your concern for any embalTassment you think Robert Sirico may 
cause to the Church and for your expressed desire to protect it from scandaL 

Fr. Robert Sirico is a priest of this Diocese and has been since 1999. I tirst met 
Rohert when he voluntarily, and with the approval of his superiors took a leave of 
ahsence from the Paulist fathers in 1996. At the time, I was chancellor of the Lansing 
Diocese (ncar to both Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo) .. When he initially came to Lansing 
I directed him to live in the rectory of an older priest who is a long time conti dent and 
friend. Robert lived with the priest and under his supervision for two years and by all 
accounts, performed well and lived a personal life of prayer and service appropriate to a 
Catholic priest. 

Shortly after being made bishop of Kalamazoo in 1998, I asked Robert if he 
would like to come here and pursue his hope of establishing a religious community of 
men committed to living the ideals of prayer, service and of course, chaste celibacy. 

This explains the observation of your correspondent that Robert was 'repeatedly 
transferred from one Catholic diocese to another." As I was involved at some level in 
each or those moves, I can assure you and your correspondent that there was in no way 
any suggestion of personal impropriety on Robert's part nor has such ever been reported 
to me from the yeas he was a Paulist or in the seminary. 

This hrings LI S back to the years when YOll initially knew of Robert in his late 
teens and early twenties, and in particular his involvement for about 3 1/2 years in 
vari()us aspects of the gay movement, some 30 years ago. 

In f~lct, most orwhat you have related to me. Robert voluntarily told me prior to 

hecoming a priest of my diocese. In 1976, about seven years after you initially met him, 
Rohert repudiated the gay life-style and returned to his Catholic roots. lie describes 



himself as having had a deep and sincere conversion which excludes any sexual activity 
outside heterosexual marriage and any identification with a 'gay' identity. Robert assures 
me, and by all the evidence I have I believe him when he says, that he has lived a celibate 
life for years prior to entering seminary in 1982. 

Two points of clarification: 
The first is that Robert tells me he never had any involvement with the Children 

of God cult; 
Secondly, Robert tells me that he was never arrested in Los Angels under the 

circumstances described by the Seattle Times; their inaccurate report was corrected some 
days later after the initial article. Robert tells me that the he was, however, involved in a 
political protest related to the event and that this, no doubt, was the root of the initial 
journalistic confusion. In any case, Robert has also repudiated his involvement in that 
protest, and as I have already said, has repented of all such activities. 

In the sixth chapter of Paul's letter to the Corinthians we see the way the apostle 
looked at the question of those who, prior to their conversion, have engaged in immoral 
and illicit activity, including homosexuality. He says, " ... but such were some of you, but 
you are washed ... " 

I do not take lightly the seriousness ofthe bad judgments and immorality that 
Robert engaged in in his 20s. Nor does he. But I am convinced of both the possibility 
and authenticity of his change, having witnessed it in his pastoral work and the integrity 
of his personal life. I know of no accusation, at all, of any impropriety since his entrance 
into the seminary to the present that would cause me to think otherwise. 

I have taken the liberty of sharing your concerns with Robert who is grieved that 
his past sins now pose the potential of creating offense, doubt and scandal. He has asked, 
and I have agreed for him to be in direct contact with you in regard to these matters. 

Permit me to close by thanking you again for your concerns. I trust I have been 
open and direct in addressing them. If your correspondents would be benefited in direct 
contact with me or Robert, please indicate our openness to speak with them . 

Sincerely yours in Christ, 

-+ e. ,v (.~./ (J 
uu.es A. Murray 

Bishop of Kalamazoo 

cc. The Reverend Robert A. Sirico 

• 



Morality and markets
NATIONAL: Priest-economist makes the case for a moral capitalism

Robert Sirico is a symphony in black: raincoat, briefcase, jacket, clergy shirt, slacks, socks, 
shoes. Even his black hair is lightened with only sprinkles of white at the temples. But in his 
memory are other colors. "It was the era of patchouli oil-do you remember?" he says. "Tie-
dyed skirts. Idealism."

Back in the early '70s, this Roman Catholic priest and conservative economist was at the 
barricades, toting protest signs on behalf of many causes. "One of the tricks was to write our 
cause on one side of the cardboard, and when we got to the next event flip it over and write 
the new cause on the other side. So you must always look at both sides of picketers' signs, to 
see if they're professionals," he jokes.

In Hollywood, Mr. Sirico hung out with the professionals, including Jane Fonda; he 
worked on the campaign to elect Jane's husband Tom Hayden to the U.S. Senate. "I didn't 
know Jane and Tom well," he says. "We had dinner several times, I had their home phone 
number and so forth, but we weren't what you'd call close friends. I was with Jane the night 
Saigon fell, however."

Eventually, a worldview structured around socialism fell, and Mr. Sirico rediscovered the 
faith of his childhood. Still seeking ways to put his idealism into action, he took what some 
might consider an unlikely course: He helped found an organization to promote "limited 
government and a free-market economy."

The Acton Institute, which Mr. Sirico helped found in Grand Rapids, Mich., in 1990, exists 
to link a libertarian free-market economic approach with the virtues necessary to make such 
freedom work. Lord Acton, for whom the Institute is named, was a 19th-century historian 
who believed that "liberty could not long exist without virtue, and that without liberty, no 
society could be virtuous." 

In this work, Mr. Sirico finds himself on a two-way street. Divinity and theology students, 
already geared to preach virtue, are invited to seminars that expose them to the importance 
of liberty and the free market. Business leaders, a.k.a. greedy capitalists, attend seminars that 
affirm their vocation while calling them to implement their faith in the marketplace. The 
Acton Institute, with a million-dollar budget, fields a growing array of publications, lectures, 
events, and awards. Mr. Sirico himself is published widely, including a regular column in 
Forbes magazine. WORLD asked Mr. Sirico how this ideological journey began.

Sirico: There's a lot of this stuff that is painful to remember and embarrassing-the different 
sit-ins and so forth. I've had a real conversion and I have confessed it, and so I'd like it to be 
dumped into the sea of God's forgetfulness.

But one thing I do remember: After a day of picketing we were sitting around someone's 
house in Hollywood, and we were talking about the kind of world we wanted to construct. I 
said something like, "When the revolution comes, we'll all be able to shop at Gucci's." 
Conversation came to a stop. Even the smoke stood still in the room-and I'm not saying what 
kind of smoke it was. 



I turned to a friend and said, "I have the feeling I said something wrong." She said, 
"Robert, that's a very bourgeois comment." I said, "But the society we're working to bring 
about is one where quality goods and services are available to everyone"-using Gucci, not as 
an example of status, but of quality. She said, "I don't really think you're a socialist."

WORLD: You can't be a socialist in Guccis.

Sirico: I was using it as an example of the kind of place people would like to go shop, but 
can't. So that was my fundamental misunderstanding of what socialism was. 

This was early '70s; my conversion took place in 1976. Now, looking behind the picket 
signs, there were a lot of sad people. I don't remember many balanced, authentically happy 
people. 

WORLD: Yet it was supposedly a time of idealism.

Sirico: A very tragic, misdirected idealism, a testimony to what happens when passion and 
sentiment are not guided by truth. It says a lot about the advocacy for liberty. It's not enough 
to advocate freedom; freedom is necessary, but not sufficient. We have to love something 
even more than our freedom. 

Liberty is to be used for something, and I think this is one of the great confusions of the 
idealism of the '70s and even some of the advocates of liberty today. Liberty must be 
bordered by something-by the truth. 

WORLD: Is there any way to communicate with those who are not serious about objective 
truth? How do you build bridges with those who agree with you in the libertarian cause, but 
don't know the truth?

Sirico: One of the things we need to do, and I say this as a believer, is that we need to be 
non-defensive in sharing the Gospel.

I think that we must be ruthless with ideas and gentle with people. To the woman who has 
had an abortion, we must act as Jesus did toward the woman caught in adultery. Protect and 
love her, remind others of her dignity, but never minimize the horrendous act of taking a 
human life. Jesus's whole focus in that account was in protecting her from those who would 
judge her. Only at the end does he say, "Go and sin no more." What we often want to do is 
start with, "Go and sin no more," and then think we can build a relationship of trust and love.

WORLD: It was idealism that pushed you into your left-wing activities, and idealism that 
pulled you out.

Sirico: I grew up in a very diverse neighborhood, and there was a Jewish lady who lived 
across the street, who invited me over to get some cookies one day. As she placed the cookies 
into the napkin, I saw a series of blue tattoo marks up her arm. I was very young; I didn't 
know about the Holocaust. Later I asked my mother and she told me. 

When I think about what started me on this path, I think that has to be one of the seeds, 
that I was horrified by totalitarianism-that there were people who could treat others as 
animals and literally brand them. I carry with me something I found in an old Army-Navy 
store in Prague. It was with a bunch of World War II paraphernalia for sale, medals and so 
forth.

Mr. Sirico reaches into his briefcase and pulls out his breviary, a small black book with a 
zippered cover containing the daily offices and readings used by Catholic priests. From the 



inside pocket of the book he pulls out a square of yellow cloth, on which is stamped a six-
pointed star. In the center is written the word "Jude." He touches it with awe.

Sirico: Isn't that something? It inspired me to prayer when I saw it, and I said, I want to 
keep that with me.

WORLD: So part of what motivates you is awareness of pain, the suffering in the world.

Sirico: Attraction to socialism can be based on a variety of reasons. For many it's not 
idealism, but a sheer quest for power. In pop psychology it's all the rage now to talk about 
control issues. Maybe that's writ large; maybe-to use all the pop lingo-it's a societal 
dysfunction that creates a codependency on people who are addicted to government 
handouts. We don't dare wean them from this and allow them to become independent and 
productive, because we'd lose our raison d'etre. 

WORLD: The part that seems ironic is that, with your passion for justice and truth and 
righting wrongs still intact, you'd find yourself in the field of economics.

Sirico: If you buy into the socialist 

Keynesian paradigm, that's so, it's abstract and deals with aggregates. But if you take a free 
market view of this, you're talking, in von Mises's words, about human interaction, a series of 
human encounters. This humanizes and personalizes it. It doesn't sanctify it; there's a lot of 
human interaction that's evil and immoral, ill-guided and ill-gotten. But you can see how it's 
not merely a dry abstraction, but involves human beings.

WORLD: Although you favor the free market, you don't hold it up as the ultimate good.

Sirico: No, in some cases it's not a good at all. You could do a whole analysis on market 
efficiency with legalized prostitution, and even if you proved that women would be less 
abused and so forth, it would still be evil. It doesn't change the nature of the act. The market 
can tell us a lot of things, but it doesn't deal with the deepest human needs, which have to do 
with spirituality, love, things not predicated on utilitarian concerns.

WORLD: Cultural decay is what many conservatives are concerned about. Do we need the 
force of legislation in some cases, to control what the market can't? For example, to control 
pornography on the Internet?

Sirico: I'm very nervous on all of that. We can set up a mechanism that, while X group is in 
power, they'll control the levers and produce the virtues. These may very well be virtues that I 
agree with. But once you set in stone these institutions, who's to say that in the next 
generation they'll share your virtues? Will the new virtue, for example, be safe sex, pushing 
condoms on kids to teach them responsibility?

WORLD: I suppose even libertarians would agree that there are things we cannot tolerate, 
and the narrowest circle of what we cannot tolerate is violence. I suppose abortion would fall 
under that.

Sirico: Absolutely. The most strict libertarian application of the principle of non-initiation 
of coercion applies first and foremost to abortion. Because the unborn is undeniable, 
scientifically, biologically human life. And everybody knows that, it's being acknowledged 
more and more.

WORLD: What about the libertarian position on drugs? Are you arguing in favor of repeal 
of drug laws?



Sirico: Yes, I think so. I think the argument has come to that now. With the caveat that, if 
that's going to happen, it must happen concomitantly with enabling civic society to respond 
by not tolerating drug abuse. Empowering neighborhoods, homeowners, and businesses to 
exclude people who use drugs from their associations, communities, rental apartments, 
employment places. People should be able to form associations where they have choices as to 
with whom they will associate or not associate. A person may be legally free to engage in 
smoking marijuana, but I should be legally free, if he works for me, to demand a drug test 
and to exclude him from employment.

I say this reluctantly, because I don't want people to misunderstand. I think drug abuse is 
evil. But I've never seen a person who was helped by being arrested. The most effective 
programs are non-coercive: Teen Challenge, Alcoholics Anonymous.

WORLD: It's striking that you confine yourself to the dry realm of economics, when you 
have so much passion about people, lives, and virtue. Many people look at this field from the 
outside and think, "Numbers, numbers, numbers."

Sirico: Well, you'll never see any numbers in anything I write. Economics started with 
moral theology, in 16th-century Spain. I'm trying to bring it back to a language of faith.
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April 7, 2007

Dear [Name Withheld],

I see so many people, or talk to them on the phone that I cannot remember all those who 
sought my advice about entering the priesthood.  I am not in New York as I write this 
letter to you and I will not be there until late Tuesday, 10 of April.

I shall check our files to see whether Fr. Sirico found the Grand Rapids Courage group.  I 
have no memory of Fr. Sirico.  Perhaps there is something in my files from the state of 
Michigan.

I take a stand on entrance to the priesthood which is in accord with the teaching of the 
Church as found in the Vatican Document of November 2005 and the American Bishops’ 
statement of November 2006.  I have not approved of candidates for the priesthood who 
are “well documented” as openly gay.

Courage is a spiritual support group for men and women with same sex attractions who 
desire to live a truly chaste life.  Most members are unmarried.  Many of them live chaste 
lives.  Yes, many members of Courage remain with us until old age, and in old age.  

As for your last question, which implies that Courage has a policy for men considering 
the priesthood, I answer that courage has NO policy.  As a priest, I have stated my 
agreement with Catholic teaching above.  I stated my views to the Congregation on 
Catholic Education about 2003 or 2004.

Thank you for your e-mail.

Cordially, 
(Rev.) John F. Harvey, O.S.F.S.
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